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ABSTRACT

GLS-CORRECTED RLQ ANALYSIS: A NEW MULTIVARIATE METHOD FOR INCORPORATING SPATIAL AND PHYLOGENETIC INFORMATION INTO TRAITENVIRONMENT ANALYSES

Thomas A. Henry
University of Guelph, 2016

Advisor:
Dr. Steven G. Newmaster

A key goal in community ecology is to understand factors that shape the distribution of
species on the landscape. One relevant factor is the relationship between the environment and
species traits (environmental filtering). RLQ analysis is a multivariate method that measures the
relationship between species traits and the environment. However, it ignores spatial and phylogenetic patterns in the data. In this thesis, I develop a method for incorporating spatial and phylogenetic information into RLQ analysis. In the first chapter, I demonstrate that phylogenetic and
spatial effects bias multivariate statistical methods, and that methods based on the generalized
least squares (GLS) framework can remove this bias. In the second chapter, I develop a new
variant of RLQ analysis based on the GLS framework. In the third chapter, I use an existing
dataset on herbaceous plant communities in Ontario forests as a case study for the new GLSbased RLQ method.
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General Introduction
One of the most prevalent questions in community ecology is how communities assemble
and species can coexist in nature. The community composition at a given site is affected by numerous complex and interacting assembly processes. One such process is environmental filtering: environmental filtering supposes that species from a regional pool are filtered based on their
tolerances for local environmental conditions, as determined by their traits (Keddy 1992, Poff
1997). This idea is essentially similar to Hutchinson's fundamental niche (Hutchinson 1957)—
the idea that a species can occupy a given niche space along multidimensional axes of environmental variation—but is further generalized by defining the niche space for a species based on its
functional traits (McGill et al. 2006). Taking a trait-based approach allow us to define patterns
based on functional traits rather than individual species. Trait-based approaches are important in
community ecology because they allow us to make more general inferences concerning mechanisms related to community assembly (Webb et al. 2010). An understanding of environmental
filtering is a key component of understanding community assembly processes in nature.
A quantitative approach is critical for studying environmental filtering. One method is to
identify correlations between species traits and environmental variables that are related to
changes in community composition across sites. Statistically speaking, this is somewhat problematic because the variables have an inherently different basis (Dray et al. 2014): traits are
measured on species and environmental variables are measured on sites. A method that is commonly used to address this problem is RLQ analysis (Doledec et al. 1996). RLQ analysis is a
three-matrix multivariate ordination technique where the axes of greatest covariance between a
matrix of environmental variables (the R matrix) and a matrix of species traits (the Q matrix) are
obtained via their links to a third matrix containing information on community composition
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across sites (the L matrix). Put more simply, RLQ analysis allows us to identify functional traits
that are related to changes in community composition across environmental gradients on the
landscape.
One common problem that arises in statistical analyses is a lack of independence among
observations; most statistical methods are derived assuming independence. For trait-environment
analyses, the problem is compound: environmental variables may show spatial patterns (Legendre 1993), species traits may show phylogenetic patterns (Blomberg et al. 2003), and community
composition may show both spatial (Legendre 1993) and phylogenetic (Webb et al. 2002) patterns (Figure I1). Dray and Legendre (2008) highlighted that a primary goal for community
ecologists should be the development of models to take spatial and phylogenetic signal into account when analyzing trait-environment relationships. However, the effects of non-independence
on these types of analyses remain unknown. Given that some phylogenetic and spatial signal is
expected among species traits, environmental variables, and community structure, the goal for
community ecologists should not be to develop methods for incorporating spatial and phylogenetic information into trait-environment analyses, as Dray and Legendre (2008) suggest, but first
to explore the effects of non-independence on the analyses.
In linear regression models, phylogenetic or spatial correlation among the observations
causes underestimation of standard errors of the estimates, such that uncorrected models are unbiased but show inflated type I error rates (Clifford et al. 1989, Rohlf 2006, Revell 2009). This is
sometimes described as a form of pseudo-replication where positive correlation among observations is described as a reduction in the effective sample size (Clifford et al. 1989). It should be
noted, however, that this inflation in error rates only occurs when observations are positively correlated; when observations are negatively correlated the opposite effect occurs (Legendre 1993).
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While it is sometimes assumed that permutation tests can correct for problems caused by violation of the independence assumption, permutation tests only fix problems associated with distributional assumptions and still suffer from problems caused by non-independence among the observations (Legendre and Legendre 2012).
Many methods have been developed for detecting and correcting for non-independence
among observations in regression models. For example, a plethora of different methods exist for
detecting phylogenetic non-independence, or ‘phylogenetic signal', in trait data, including Pagel's
λ (Pagel 1999, Freckleton et al. 2002), Blomberg's K (Blomberg et al. 2003), Abouheif's Cmean
(Abouheif 1999) and Moran's I (Moran 1950, Gittleman and Kott 1990). Similarly, a large number methods exist for correcting for phylogenetic signal in univariate response analyses (including regression and bivariate correlation, reviewed in Martins et al. 2002): the most commonly
used methods include phylogenetic independent contrasts (Felsenstein 1985) and phylogenetic
generalized least squares (Martins and Hansen 1997), but there are several other methods (e.g.
Cheverud et al. 1985, Lynch 1991, Diniz-Filho et al. 1998). A number of similar methods exist
in spatial ecology; these are reviewed in Legendre and Legendre (2012). Methods for detecting
spatial autocorrelation include Moran's I (Moran 1950) and Geary's C (Geary 1954), and methods correcting for spatial autocorrelation in correlation and regression models include spatial eigenvector analysis (Griffith and Peres-Neto 2006) and spatial generalized least squares (Basu
and Reinsel 1994).
However, the problem becomes more complicated when we consider multivariate methods. The effects of non-independence among observations on multivariate analyses have not
been studied in detail. A few studies have noted that phylogenetic correlation among observations in principal component analysis causes the principal components to deviate from the under-
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lying data structure (Revell 2009, Uyeda et al. 2015), but these effects have not been explored in
detail. This highlights a clear gap in the literature: the effects of non-independence on multivariate analyses have not been systematically explored. This is even more problematic when we consider that methods for incorporating non-independence into multivariate statistical methods have
already been developed. Multivariate phylogenetic comparative methods include methods such
as phylogenetic principal components analysis (Revell 2009) and phylogenetic canonical correlation analysis (Revell and Harrison 2008). In spatial ecology, methods have been developed for
incorporating spatial information into classic multivariate analyses of community composition,
such as canonical correspondence analysis and redundancy analysis (Dray et al. 2012). While it
might seem logical to assume that the effects of non-independence on multivariate analyses will
be similar to those observed in univariate response methods, in reality this is not a straightforward assumption. There may well be some emergent properties when considering the effects of
non-independence on multivariate statistics.
Although the effects of spatial and phylogenetic non-independence on trait-environment
analyses have not been explored, some methods have been developed for incorporating spatial
and phylogenetic information into these analyses. However, methods that incorporate all five
components (traits, phylogeny, environment, space, and community structure) are relatively rare.
These analyses can be grouped into two main types:
1) Correction methods seek to remove the effects of spatial and phylogenetic relatedness
to analyze the 'true' relationships between species traits and environmental variables.
One such method is combined spatial and phylogenetic eigenvector filtering (Kühn et
al. 2009). This method is similar to eigenvector filtering methods used in spatial
ecology (reviewed in Griffith and Peres-Neto 2006) but it removes both the phyloge-
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netic signal from species traits and the spatial signal from environmental variables,
such that the trait-environment relationships are estimated in a regression framework
independently of any spatial and phylogenetic signal in the data. It is limited to univariate response variables, however.
2) Incorporation methods treat space and phylogeny as variables and analyze the spatial
and phylogenetic components of community structure together with the trait and environment components. One such method is extended RLQ analysis (Pavoine et al.
2011). This five-matrix method is similar to the three-matrix RLQ method described
previously except that it incorporates two additional matrices containing information
on the phylogenetic relatedness between species and the spatial arrangement of sites.
These two types of methods represent fundamentally different approaches to the problem, and
the type of method used will depend on the nature of the questions asked. While incorporation
methods are probably better suited for exploring patterns in community composition on the landscape, correction methods are better suited for analyzing 'true' trait-environment relationships
and for quantifying environmental filtering.
This thesis will focus on developing a new multivariate correction method for incorporating phylogenetic and spatial information into trait-environment analysis. The method proposed in
this thesis will extend the generalized least squares (GLS) framework to RLQ analysis. Since
RLQ analysis is a multivariate method, developing a correction method for RLQ analysis will
provide some key advantages compared to Kühn et al. (2009)’s eigenvector filtering method, as
the latter is limited to univariate response variables. The generalized least squares (GLS) framework is a common approach used for incorporating non-independence in statistical analyses and
has been used both in phylogenetic comparative methods (Martins and Hansen 1997; Revell
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2010) and spatial ecology (Basu and Reinsel 1994; Dray et al. 2006; Dormann et al. 2007). The
generalized least squares approach can also be extended to multivariate methods, and GLS-based
multivariate phylogenetic comparative methods have been developed (Revell and Harrison 2008;
Revell 2009). RLQ analysis is more complicated than standard multivariate methods because
there can be both spatial and phylogenetic patterns in the data, but the generalized least square
framework can also be extended to a problem of this form; this will be demonstrated in this thesis.
Given the uncertainty in the effects of spatial and phylogenetic signal on multivariate
trait-environment analyses in community ecology and the need for additional methods that incorporate spatial and phylogenetic information into this type of analysis, the objectives of this
thesis were threefold:
1) To quantify the effects of spatial and phylogenetic signal on multivariate statistical
methods (Chapter 1).
2) To develop and test a generalized least squares method for incorporating spatial and
phylogenetic information into RLQ analysis (Chapter 2).
3) To use the GLS-corrected RLQ method to analyze a dataset on herbaceous plant
communities in northern Ontario forests as a case study (Chapter 3).
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Figures
Figure I1. A representation of RLQ analysis with spatial and phylogenetic signal.
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Chapter 1: Non-independence among observations biases multivariate statistical methods
1.1 Abstract
Most modern statistical methods are derived assuming independence among the observations, but in ecology and evolution, this assumption is frequently violated by phylogenetic and
spatial patterns in the data. Methods have been developed that account for non-independence in
statistical methods, including the generalized least squares (GLS) framework for linear regression. The effects of non-independence on linear regression analysis and other univariate response
methods have been well-studied, but the effects of non-independence on multivariate methods
are not well understood. However, most multivariate methods share a common basis: they are
implemented as eigenvalue decompositions on some form of covariance matrix. Studying the
effects of non-independence on the magnitude and skew of eigenvalues will provide insight into
the effects of non-independence on multivariate methods. In this chapter, I develop a general
analytic framework based on quadratic forms of random variables to derive the expected effects
of non-independence on eigenvalues for some common multivariate methods. I then use a simulation approach to both confirm the results from the analytic analysis and to explore more complex effects. The results show that non-independence among observations biases both the magnitude and skew of the eigenvalues in multivariate analyses. This has profound effects on the interpretation of results from multivariate analyses. Multivariate methods based on the GLS framework do not suffer from this bias and correctly estimate the underlying eigenstructure of the data.
Thus, the GLS framework is a powerful tool for dealing with non-independence among observations in multivariate data.
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1.2 Introduction
Non-independence among observations has complex and varying effects in statistics.
While the effects of non-independence among observations have been long established for univariate response methods such as linear regression and correlation analysis, a thorough search of
the literature suggests that the effect of non-independence on multivariate statistical methods
have not been well-explored. Methods have been developed for correcting for non-independence
in multivariate methods (e.g. Revell and Harrison 2008, Revell 2009), but the question remains:
what are these methods correcting for? Given the widespread use of multivariate methods across
not just biology but a wide variety of other disciplines, a thorough analysis of the effects of nonindependence on multivariate analyses is sorely needed.
A review and analysis of all multivariate methods is beyond the scope of this thesis. This
chapter will instead focus on the subset of multivariate methods that seek to organize one or
more sets of variables into a simplified space that preserves relationships among the original observations; in ecology this is often called ordination. These methods are used for exploratory data
analysis and/or dimensionality reduction in a variety of disciplines, and include methods such as
principal component analysis (PCA), redundancy analysis (RDA), and canonical correlation
analysis (CCA). All of these multivariate methods share a common mathematical base: namely,
an eigenvalue or singular value decomposition on some type of covariance matrix relating the
original variables.
These types of multivariate methods see widespread use across a variety of disciplines.
Some example applications include for digital image processing (e.g. Jia and Richards 1999,
Prats-Montalbán and Ferrer 2007), neuroscience (e.g. Ghosh-Dastidar et al. 2008), analysis of
complex gene expression data (e.g. Yeung and Ruzzo 2001, Wall et al. 2003), socioeconomic
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studies (Filmer and Pritchett 2001), marketing research (e.g. Stewart 1981, Hoffman and Frank
1986), psychology research (Fabrigar et al. 1999, Sherry and Henson 2005) and biology research
(e.g. Wright et al. 2004, Ragupathy et al. 2009); this is by no means an exhaustive list. In many
of these applications, there is a very real possibility of non-independence among observations.
For example, individuals surveyed for marketing or psychology research may share complex
non-independent relationships due to cultural, socioeconomic, and genetic factors; species analyzed in biological studies may share common evolutionary history; and households surveyed for
socioeconomic studies may show spatial trends due to geographic proximity. Given the widespread use of multivariate methods and the potential for non-independence among observations
in these analyses, a fundamental understanding of how non-independence among observations
affects multivariate methods is needed.
The effect of non-independence on univariate response methods such as linear regression
analysis is well understood. In ecology and evolution, it is well known that positive correlation
among observations due to spatial or phylogenetic relatedness causes underestimation of the
standard errors of the estimates, and as a result causes an increase in the type I error rate (Clifford et al. 1989, Rohlf 2006, Revell 2009). With negative correlation among observations, the
opposite effect occurs (Legendre 1993). Estimates of the regression coefficients are unbiased
even in the presence of non-independence among observations, but the bias in the estimation of
the standard errors means that any inferences drawn from the results may be incorrect.
A number of methods have been developed for correcting for phylogenetic and spatial
non-independence in univariate response statistics (e.g. Felsenstein 1985, Lynch 1991, Basu and
Reinsel 1994, Martins and Hansen 1997, Griffith and Peres-Neto 2006). A thorough review of
these methods is beyond the scope of this chapter, but a brief introduction to generalized least
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squares (GLS) is relevant to this discussion. While the other methods are generally derived and
tested assuming a particular model of non-independence and can only be applied within the context of that model, GLS is a general method that can be applied to normally distributed data with
any type of dependence structure. Generally some outside knowledge or assumptions about the
dependence structure (e.g. a phylogenetic tree or the coordinates of sites in space) is required in
order to fit the model, but given that link, GLS can be fitted to any type of appropriate data, regardless of the source of the non-independence among observations.
One way to understand how the GLS regression method works is to think of it as a transformation of the X and Y variables such that they are uncorrelated. In the traditional regression
model y = Xβ + ε, the errors (ε) are assumed to be independent such that var(ε) = σ2I, but in the
GLS regression model the errors (ε) are allowed to have any valid covariance structure such that
var(ε) = σ2C where C is a positive definite matrix that defines the correlations among the observations/errors. In the GLS regression method the regression coefficients are calculated as β* =
(X'C-1X)-1X'C-1Y instead of β = (X'X)-1X'Y. This can be thought of as a transformation of X and
y to new variables y* =C-1/2y, X*=C-1/2X, and ε* = C-1/2ε, where C-1/2 is the inverse square root
of C (Garland and Ives 2000, Dray et al. 2006). The matrix C-1/2 can be computed by performing
an eigenvalue decomposition on C such that C = VΛV' and C-1/2 = VΛ-1/2V' where V is a matrix
of the eigenvectors of C and Λ is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of C. The matrix C-1/2 is
symmetric and has the property that C-1/2 CC-1/2 = I. It should be easy to see that β* is simply the
standard regression coefficient vector for a regression of y* by X*. It should also be easy to see
that transforming the data with C-1/2 removes the correlation among the errors such that var(ε*) =
var(C-1/2ε) = σ2C-1/2C C-1/2 = σ2I. The GLS method is discussed in greater detail by other authors
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(e.g. Basu and Reinsel 1994; Martins and Hansen 1997, Garland and Ives 2000, Rohlf 2001,
Kariya and Kurata 2004; Montgomery et al. 2006; Revell 2010).
The GLS framework assumes knowledge of the true correlation structure among observations. Often this matrix C is not known, but can be estimated from additional data such as a phylogenetic tree for species data or the coordinates of sites for spatial data. For species data, C can
be estimated from a phylogenetic tree after assuming a particular model of trait evolution (Hansen and Martins 1996). A number of different models can be chosen, but in practice the
Brownian motion model of trait evolution is most commonly applied due to its simplicity. For
example, the frequently used independent contrasts method assumes that traits evolve in accordance with the Brownian motion model (Felsenstein 1985). Under the Brownian motion model,
also known as the constant-variance model, the expected variance in the change of a trait evolving on a phylogeny is proportional to the time elapsed, where time is assumed to be proportional
to branch lengths. Under this assumption, the expected variance of a trait for species i is proportional to the branch length from the root to tip and the expected covariance of the trait between
species i and species j is proportional to the branch length from the root to their most recent
common ancestor (MRCA). For simplicity, the total branch length from root to tip is usually
scaled to 1 so that C is a correlation matrix. The overall variance of the trait is then accommodated by the population variance parameter σ2. In reality the evolution of many, if not most, traits
will not quite match the Brownian motion model, but deviations from true Brownian motion can
be accommodated by scaling the off-diagonal elements of C by Pagel's λ (Pagel 1999, Freckleton
et al. 2002). Smaller values of λ represent weaker phylogenetic correlations between species.
Given a phylogenetic tree and trait data, Pagel's λ can be estimated in a maximum likelihood
framework for one or more traits (Freckleton et al. 2002, Revell and Harmon 2008; Revell and
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Harrison 2008). In spatial statistics, the matrix C can be estimated from distance data using a
spatial correlation function, such as the exponential function C = exp(−D/r) or the Gaussian
function C = exp(−(D/r)2), where D is the matrix of distances between sites and r is a scaling parameter (Dormann et al. 2007). The scaling parameter r will scale relative to the magnitude of
distances in D, e.g. the unit of measurement. Given a fixed D, however, r also affects the magnitude of the spatial correlations: a smaller value of r represents weaker spatial correlation between
sites. Similar to Pagel's λ, given a distance matrix and spatial data, r can be estimated in a maximum likelihood framework for one or more traits.
While the GLS framework is most commonly applied to regression analysis, Rohlf
(2001) notes that the method can also be extended to multivariate analyses, i.e. analyses with a
multivariate Y. The GLS framework can be used to correct the calculation of the covariance matrix for two matrices X and Y (Rohlf 2006), and more generally for any crossproduct of meancentered matrices. As noted, most multivariate analyses are implemented as eigenvalue or singular value decomposition on matrix crossproducts, so the GLS framework can be extended to any
multivariate analysis of this form. Revell (2009) extended the GLS framework to phylogenetic
principal component analysis and Revell and Harrison (2008) extended the GLS framework to
phylogenetic canonical correlation analysis. This approach makes sense in theory, but it's unclear
what the multivariate GLS will be correcting for and whether it adequately fixes the problem.
Revell (2009) and Uyeda et al. (2015) have noted that phylogenetic correlation among observations causes PCA results to deviate from the underlying data structure, but a comprehensive review of the effect of non-independence among observations for a general group of multivariate
analyses has not been conducted. Understanding how non-independence among observations af-
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fects multivariate statistics is critical for understanding if and why we should apply the GLS
framework to multivariate analyses to fix any potential bias in the results.
All of the multivariate analyses discussed here are implemented as eigenvalue or singular
value decompositions on some type of covariance matrix (Abdi 2007). Eigenvalue decomposition is a decomposition of a square matrix Q such that Q = VΛV' where V is a matrix containing
the eigenvectors and Λ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues. Singular value decomposition is a decomposition of a rectangular matrix X such that X = UΛV' where U is a matrix containing the left singular vectors, V is a matrix containing the right singular vectors, and Λ is a
diagonal matrix containing the singular values. Eigenvalue decomposition and singular value decomposition are closely related methods. The eigenvalue decompositions of X'X and XX' are
equivalent to the singular value decomposition of X such that the eigenvectors of X'X are identical to the right singular vectors of X and the eigenvectors of XX' are identical to the left singular
vectors of X. The eigenvalues of XX' and X'X are identical to the squared singular values of X.
Eigenvalues and singular values have certain useful properties. Eigenvalues have the property
that tr(Λ) = tr(Q), i.e. the sum of the eigenvalues is equal to the sum of the diagonal elements of
Q. If Q is a variance matrix such that Q = var(X), then the sum of the eigenvalues is equal to the
sum of the variances of X, e.g. tr(Λ) = tr(var(X)). Singular values have the property that tr(Λ) =
, i.e. the sum of the squared singular values is equal to the total sum of each squared
element in the matrix X.
In order to understand the effects of non-independence on multivariate analyses, we need
a simple metric for summarizing and comparing results across different multivariate statistical
methods. Eigenvalues represent a good potential metric for accomplishing this goal. For onematrix multivariate methods such as PCA, eigenvalues represent the variance of linear combina-
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tions of the original variables. In two matrix multivariate methods such as RDA or CCA, eigenvalues represent the correlation or covariance between pairs of linear combinations of the original variables. In this sense, eigenvalues can be thought of as an index that represents the amount
of variance or covariance in the original dataset. Large eigenvalues represent strong relationships
between a subset of the original variables and small eigenvalues represent weak relationships.
Both the magnitude (e.g. the sum of the eigenvalues or the average eigenvalue) and the distribution (e.g. the skew of the relative eigenvalues) of the eigenvalues can be used to summarize information about the variance of the original variables (e.g. Griswold and Henry 2012). Since it
has been established that non-independence among observations biases estimation of variances
in basic statistical methods with univariate y, and that eigenvalues summarize variances and covariances, it stands to reason that non-independence among observations will have an effect on
the eigenvalues of any multivariate analysis, and by extension any inferences we may draw about
the underlying structure of the original variables. While there are more complex methods to analyze the eigenstructure of matrices, such as in-depth analysis of the eigenvectors (e.g. Revell
2009), eigenvalues are much easier to summarize and interpret. Comparison of eigenvalues can
be used to highlight how much the estimated eigenstructure deviates from the underlying eigenstructure.
The goals of this chapter are thus threefold:
1) To use an analytical approach to explore the effects of non-independence on multivariate statistical methods by analyzing some basic properties of eigenvalues;
2) To use a series of simulation studies to both confirm the findings from the analytical
approach and to explore the effects of non-independence on multivariate methods
that cannot be expressed analytically;
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3) To explore if the GLS framework is able to correct any bias due to non-independence
among observations for multivariate statistical methods.
1.3 Methods
1.3.1 Implementation of multivariate methods and the GLS correction
1.3.1.1 Variances and covariances
First, consider a random vector x of length n drawn from a multivariate distribution with
mean vector μ and an n × n element-wise population covariance matrix v(x) = V. The mean μ is
assumed to be constant across each element in x. It is also assumed that the variance for each
element in x is constant and equal to the population variance σ2, such that .v(x) = V = σ2C where
C is an n × n correlation matrix that describes the correlation between each element of x. It is
important to distinguish between the n × n element-wise covariance matrix v(x) = σ2C, the population variance σ2, and the sample variance var(x). The population covariance matrix v(x) = σ2C
is an n × n matrix describing the covariance between individual elements in the vector x, while
the population variance σ2 is a scalar representing the variance across the elements of vector x.
The sample variance var(x) is a scalar that estimates the population variance σ2. The sample
variance can be calculated by the vector product var(x) = (x − )'(x − ) / (n − 1) where
/ n. The GLS-corrected variance of x can be calculated by var(x) = (x − )'C-1(x − ) / (n
− 1). Note that, if the true mean of x is not known, it should not be estimated using the normal
sample mean but should instead be estimated after the transformation step for the GLS correction, e.g. estimated as the sample mean of C-1/2x. This is because the normal sample mean does
not account for the correlation structure among the observations and has inflated variance. In
phylogenetic comparative methods, the mean is instead usually estimated by the ancestral state
of the trait, determined by calculating the intercept from a GLS regression of X by the vector 1,
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e.g.

= (1'C−11)−11'C−1X (Rohlf 2001, Revell 2009). It should be noted all of these mean esti-

mates are unbiased estimator of the true mean μ.
Now consider the covariance between two random vectors x and y, both of length n, with
means μx and μy, population variances σx2 and σy2, and population covariance σxy. In this case the
variance between the elements of x and y takes the more complicated form of a 2n × 2n matrix
v(x, y) = V =

= Σ⊗C, where Σ =

is a 2 × 2 matrix summarizing the

population variances and covariances. The sample covariance cov(x, y) is an estimator of σxy can
be calculated by the vector product cov(x, y) = (x −

)'(y −

covariance of x and y can be calculated by cov(x, y) = (x −

) / (n − 1). The GLS-corrected
)'C-1(x −

) / (n − 1). As above,

the means should be estimated after the correction step. The correlation between x and y can be
calculated by the vector product cor(x, y) = (x −

)'(y −

) / (σxσy(n − 1)) where σx and σy are

the standard deviations of x and y respectively and can be estimated by taking the square root of
the sample variances of x and y. The GLS-corrected correlation between x and y can be calculated by cor(x, y) = (x −

)'C-1(x −

) / (σ*xσ*y(n − 1)), where in this case σ*x and σ*y repre-

sent the GLS-corrected estimates of the standard deviations of x and y respectively and can be
found by taking the square root of the GLS-corrected sample variances of x and y.
Extending to matrix form, consider an n × p matrix X. The matrix X is obtained by drawing a vector of length np from a multivariate distribution with an np × np element-wise population covariance matrix v(X) = V and splitting the vector into p columns of equal length n. The np
× np element-wise covariance matrix will take the form v(X) = V = Σ⊗C, where C is an n × n
correlation matrix that represents the correlation between the rows of X and Σ is a p × p population covariance matrix representing the variance among the columns of X (an extension of σ2 to
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multiple variables). The p × p sample variance matrix estimates Σ and can be calculated by
var(X) = X'X / (n − 1) where the columns of X have been centered on their means. Similarly, the
GLS-corrected variance matrix can be calculated by var(X) = X'C-1X / (n − 1) where the columns of X and Y have been centered on their GLS-corrected means.
The covariance and correlation functions can also be extended for two matrices X and Y,
of size n × p and n × q respectively. In this case, the variance among the elements of X and Y
takes the form of a n(p+q) × n (p+q) matrix v(X, Y) =

= Σ⊗C, where Σ =

is a (p+q) × (p+q) matrix and ΣXX is a p × p matrix describing the variance among
the columns of X, ΣYY is a q × q matrix describing the variance among the columns of Y, and
ΣXY is a p × q matrix describing the covariance among the columns of X and Y (an extension of
σxy to multiple variables). The p × q sample covariance matrix estimates ΣXY and can be calculated by cov(X, Y) = X'Y / (n − 1) where the columns of X and Y have been centered on their
means. Similarly, the sample correlation matrix can be calculated by cor(X, Y) = X'Y / (n − 1)
where the columns of X and Y have been centered on their means and scaled to unit variance.
The GLS-corrected covariance and correlation for two matrices X and Y can be calculated by
cov(X, Y) = X'C-1Y / (n − 1) where the columns of X and Y have been centered on their means
and cor(X, Y) = X'C-1Y / (n − 1) where the columns of X and Y have been centered on their
means and scaled to unit variance.
1.3.1.2 Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis is a one-matrix multivariate method that seeks to find orthogonal linear combinations with maximal variance from the columns of a matrix X. Eigenvalues from a PCA represent the variances of the components, i.e. the variance of linear combina-
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tions of X. Principal component analysis is most commonly implemented by performing an eigenvalue decomposition on the variance matrix of X, var(X) = X'X / (n − 1), where the columns
of X have been centered on their means (Hotelling 1933, Rao 1964). PCA can be performed either on an unscaled X or when the columns of X are have been scaled to unit variance. Standard
PCA can be implemented by the R function prcomp in the R core package stats (R Core Team
2015). A GLS-corrected PCA can be implemented by performing an eigenvalue decomposition
on the GLS-corrected variance matrix of X, var(X) = X'C-1X / (n − 1). As described above, the
mean-centering of X should be done after the GLS correction step. For a variance-standardized
GLS-corrected PCA, the variance correction step should also be performed after the correction
step, e.g. the columns of C-1/2X should be scaled to unit variance. This can be done by dividing
each column of X by the inverse square root of its GLS-corrected variance. Phylogenetic principal component analysis (pPCA), the phylogenetic version of GLS PCA, is described in more detail by Revell (2009) and can be implemented using the phyl.pca function in the R package phytools (Revell 2012).
1.3.1.3 Coinertia analysis
Coinertia analysis is a two-matrix multivariate method that seeks to find orthogonal linear
combinations with maximal covariance from the columns of two matrices X and Y. Eigenvalues
from a CoIA represent the covariance of linear combinations of X and Y. Coinertia analysis can
be implemented by performing a singular value decomposition on the covariance matrix of X
and Y, cov(X, Y) = X'Y / (n − 1), where the columns of X and Y have been centered on their
means (Doledec and Chessel 1994; Dray et al. 2003). As with PCA, CoIA can be performed either on unscaled X and Y or with the columns of X and Y scaled to unit variance. Coinertia
analysis can be implemented using the coinertia function from the R package ade4 (Dray and
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Dufour 2007). A GLS-corrected CoIA can be implemented by performing a singular value decomposition on the GLS-corrected covariance matrix of X and Y, cov(X, Y) = X'C-1Y / (n − 1).
As with PCA, the mean correction and variance standardization steps (if desired) should be performed after the GLS-correction step.
1.3.1.4 Redundancy analysis
Redundancy analysis is a two-matrix multivariate method that extends multiple linear regression to a multivariate Y. It finds orthogonal linear combinations of the columns of X that explain maximal variance in the matrix Y. Eigenvalues from RDA represent multivariate R2 statistics that describe how much variance linear combinations of X can explain in Y. Redundancy
analysis can be implemented by performing a PCA on the fitted values, e.g. either by performing
a singular value decomposition on X(X'X)-1X'Y or equivalently by performing an eigenvalue decomposition on Y'X(X'X)-1X'Y / (n − 1) = cov(Y, X)var(X)-1cov(X, Y) with the columns of X
and Y centered on their means (van der Wallenberg 1977). Redundancy analysis can be implemented using the rda function from the R package vegan (Oksanen et al. 2016). A GLScorrected RDA can be implemented by performing an eigenvalue decomposition on Y'C-1X(X'1

X)-1X'C-1Y / (n − 1). As with the other methods, the mean correction step should be performed

after the GLS-correction step.
1.3.1.5 Canonical correlation analysis
Canonical correlation analysis is a two-matrix multivariate method that seeks to find orthogonal linear combinations with maximal correlation from the columns of two matrices X and
Y. Eigenvalues from a CCA represent the squared correlations between pairs of linear combinations of X and Y. Canonical correlation analysis can be implemented either by performing a singular value decomposition on (X'X)-1/2X'Y(Y'Y)-1/2 or equivalently by performing an eigenvalue
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decomposition on (Y'Y)-1Y'X(X'X)-1 X'Y = var(Y)-1cov(Y, X)var(X)-1cov(X, Y) with the columns of X and Y centered on their means (Hotelling 1936, Glahn 1968, Cherry 1996). Canonical
correlation analysis can be implemented using the cancor function from the core R package stats
(R Core Team 2015) with extended functionality provided by the cc function from the R package
CCA (González and Déjean 2012). A GLS-corrected CCA can be implemented by performing a
singular value decomposition on (X'C-1X)-1/2X'C-1Y(Y'C-1Y)-1/2. As with the other methods, the
mean correction step should be performed after the GLS-correction step. Phylogenetic canonical
correlation analysis (pCCA), a phylogenetic version of GLS CCA, is described in more detail by
Revell and Harrison (2008) and can be implemented using the phyl.cca function in the R package
phytools (Revell 2012).
1.3.2 Analytical approach
1.3.2.1 Quadratic forms in random variables
Quadratic forms in random variables are the general expression for a product of random
variables and are used in mathematics and statistics to investigate a variety of mathematical phenomena. A quadratic form takes the form of Q(x) = x'Ax where x is a random variable of length
n with mean μ and an n × n covariance matrix V describing the covariance among elements of x.
The matrix A can be any n × n symmetric matrix. Expressions of this form have certain useful
properties: E(Q(x)) = tr(AV) + μ'A μ and v(Q(x)) = 2tr(AVAV) + 4μ'AVAμ (Mathai and Provost
1992), where E() indicates the expected value and v() indicates the expected variance. Bilinear
quadratic forms take the form of Q(x, y) = x'Ay where x and y are random variables of length n
with means μx, μy and a 2n × 2n covariance matrix V describing the covariance among elements
of x and y. The covariance matrix V can be decomposed into components V =

,

where Vxx is an n × n matrix describing the variance among observations in x, Vyy is an n × n
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matrix describing the variance among observations in y, and Vxy is an n × n matrix describing the
covariance among observations in x and y. As above, A can be any n × n symmetric matrix. For
a bilinear form, E(Q(x, y)) = tr(AVxy) + μ'xAμy and v(Q(x, y)) = tr(AVxyAVxy) + tr(AVxxAVyy) +
μ'xAVxxAμx + μ'yAVyyAμy + 2μ'xAVxyAμy (Searle 1971).
1.3.2.2 Sample variance
Consider the sample variance of a random variable x with length n, mean μx assumed
constant across all x, and an n × n covariance matrix v(x) = Vx = σx2C describing the covariance
among the elements of x. The sample variance can be expressed as var(x) = (x −

)'(x −

) / (n

− 1) but it can also be expressed as a quadratic form var(x) = x'Ax. We start by finding a matrix
M such that Mx = x −

. It turns out that M is simply In − 1/n. This matrix M = In − 1/n has

some useful properties, namely that it is symmetric and idempotent such that M = M' and MM =
M. Thus, var(x) = (x −

)'(x −

) / (n − 1) = (Mx)'(Mx) / (n − 1) = x'Mx / (n − 1) = x'Ax where

A = M / (n − 1) = (In − 1/n) / (n − 1). From the properties of quadratic forms described above, we
know that the E(var(x)) = tr(AVx) + μx'Aμx = σx2tr(AC) + μx'Aμx. However, if μx is constant
across all x then μx'Aμx = 0 and E(var(x)) = σx2tr(AC). If the observations in x are independent
such that C = I then E(var(x)) = σx2tr(A) = σx2 n(1 − 1/n) / (n − 1) = σx2 and the sample variance
is an unbiased estimator of the population variance. However, if the observations in x are not independent and are positively correlated such that C is a correlation matrix with Cii = 1 (the diagonal elements) and Ci, j ≠ i ≥ 0 (the off-diagonal elements), then it can be easily shown that
with at least some Ci, j ≠ i > 0, tr(AC) < 1 and E(var(x)) < σx2. Thus, if there is positive correlation among the observations, the sample variance is a biased estimator and underestimates the
population variance.
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From the properties of quadratic forms described above, we know that the v(var(x)) =
2tr(AVxAVx) + 4μx'AVxAμx = 2σx4tr(ACAC) + 4σx2μx'ACAμx. Again, however, if μx is constant
across all x then μx'ACAμx = 0 and v(var(x)) = 2σx4tr(ACAC). If the observations in x are independent such that C = I then v(var(x)) = 2σx4tr(AA) = 2σx4 / (n – 1), since tr(AA) = tr(A) / (n –
1) = 1 / (n – 1). However, if the observations in x are not independent and are positively correlated such that C has off-diagonal elements > 0, then tr(ACAC) ≠ 1 / (n − 1). This is not a
straightforward inequality to analyze, and will be explored in more detail in the simulation
analysis that follows. But it can be shown that with large n and C with positive correlations, usually tr(ACAC) > 1 / (n − 1), and v(var(x)) is upwardly biased.
For a GLS-corrected variance analysis, we can instead calculate the variance from the
transformed x* = C-1/2x. The variance calculation becomes var(x*) = x*'Ax* = (C-1/2x)'A(C-1/2x).
Note that this puts the mean-centering step after the GLS correction step, as discussed above.
From the properties of quadratic forms, E(var(x*)) = tr(AV*x), where V*x = v(x*) is the n × n
element-wise variance matrix of the transformed vector x* = C-1/2x. From the properties of variances we know that V*x = v(x*) = v(C-1/2x) = C-1/2v(x)C-1/2 = σx2C-1/2 C C-1/2 = σx2I. Thus,
E(var(x*)) = tr(AV*x) = σx2tr(A) = σx2, i.e. in a GLS-corrected variance analysis, the sample
variance is an unbiased estimate of the population variance. Similarly, v(var(x*)) =
2tr(AV*xAV*x) = 2σx4tr(AA) = 2σx4 / (n − 1) and the variance of the sample variance is also unbiased with the GLS method.
1.3.2.3 Sample covariance
Consider the covariance between two random vectors x and y, both of length n, with
means μx, μy assumed constant across all x, y, and with a 2n × 2n covariance matrix v(x, y) = V =
=

σ
σ

σ
σ

= Σ⊗C where Σ =

σ
σ

σ
σ

. The sample covariance can be ex-
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pressed as cov(x, y) = (x −

)'(y −

) / (n − 1) but it can also be expressed as the bilinear form

cov(x, y) = x'Ay where, as above, A = (In − 1/n) / (n − 1). From the properties of bilinear forms,
we know that E(cov(x, y)) = tr(AVxy) + μ'xA μy = σxy tr(AC) + μ'xA μy. If μx, μy are constant
across all x, y then μx'Aμy = 0 and E(cov(x, y)) = σxy tr(AC). If the observations in x and y are
independent such that C = I then E(cov(x, y)) = σxytr(A) = σxy and the sample covariance is an
unbiased estimator of the population covariance. However, if the observations in x and y are not
independent and are positively correlated such that C has off-diagonal elements > 0, then tr(AC)
< 1 and E(cov(x, y)) < σxy. Thus, if there is positive correlation among observations, the sample
covariance is a biased estimator and underestimates the population covariance.
From the properties of bilinear forms described above, we also know that v(cov(x, y)) =
tr(AVxyAVxy) + tr(AVxxAVyy) + μ'xAVxxAμx + μ'yAVyyAμy + 2μ'xAVxyAμy = (σxy)2 tr(ACAC) +
σx2σy2tr(ACAC) + σx2μ'xACAμx + σy2tμ'yACAμy + 2σxyμ'xACAμy. Again, if μx, μy are assumed
constant across all x, y then μ'xACAμx = μ'yACAμy = μ'xACAμy = 0 and v(cov(x, y)) = (σxy)2
tr(ACAC) + σx2σy2tr(ACAC). If the observations in x and y are independent such that C = I then
v(cov(x, y)) = (σxy)2 tr(AA) + σx2σy2tr(AA) = (σxy)2 / (n − 1) + σx2σy2 / (n − 1). However, if the
observations in x and y are not independent and are positively correlated such that C has offdiagonal elements > 0, then tr(ACAC) ≠ 1 / (n − 1). As above, this is not a straightforward inequality to analyze, but again it can be shown that for large n and C with positive correlations,
usually tr(ACAC) > 1 / (n − 1) and v(cov(x, y)) is upwardly biased.
We can also find the expected squared covariance using bilinear forms. From bilinear
forms, we know that E(cov(x, y)) = σxy tr(AC) and v(cov(x, y)) = (σxy)2 tr(ACAC) +
σx2σy2tr(ACAC). From the basic properties of variances, we also know that v(X) = E(X2) −
E(X)2, which we can rearrange to E(X2) = v(X) + E(X)2. Thus, E(cov(x, y)2) = v(cov(x, y)) +
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E(cov(x, y))2 = (σxy)2 tr(ACAC) + σx2σy2tr(ACAC) + (σxy)2 tr(AC)2. If the observations in x and
y are independent such that C = I, then E(cov(x, y)2) = (σxy)2 / (n − 1) + σx2σy2 / (n − 1) + (σxy)2.
This can be interpreted more simply if we assume that the x and y have unit variance such that
σx2 = σy2 = 1 and σxy = p, where p is the correlation between x and y. This reduces the expression
to E(cov(x, y)2) = p2/ (n − 1) + 1 / (n − 1) + p2. Now if the observations in x and y are positively
correlated such that C has off-diagonal elements ≥ 0, then E(cov(x, y)2) = (σxy)2tr(ACAC) +
σx2σy2tr(ACAC) + (σxy)2tr(AC)2. As above, this can be interpreted more simply if we assume that
the x and y have unit variance such that σx2 = σy2 = 1 and σxy = p. This reduces the expression to
E(cov(x, y)2) = p2tr(ACAC) + tr(ACAC) + p2tr(AC)2.
Now since we know that tr(AC) < 1 and tr(ACAC) > 1 / (n − 1) for large n and C with
positive correlations, it stands to reason that with positive correlation among observations, there
are conditions where E(cov(x, y)2) is less than expected and other conditions where E(cov(x, y)2)
is greater than expected. We can determine the crossover point when E(cov(x, y)2) is equal to
what is expected assuming independent observations, e.g. when (p)2tr(ACAC) + tr(ACAC) +
p2tr(AC)2 = p2 / (n − 1) + 1 / (n − 1) + p2. This can be reduced to p2 =

–

.

If we assume that n is large, then 1 / (n − 1) ~ 0 and n / (n − 1) ~ 1 so the crossover occurs when
p2 ~

. If the crossover point occurs at p = p*, then it can be shown that when n

is large and p < p*, E(cov(x, y)2) is greater than expected and when p > p*, E(cov(x, y)2) is less
than expected.
For a GLS-corrected covariance analysis, we can instead calculate the covariance from
the transformed x* = C-1/2x and y* = C-1/2y. The covariance calculation becomes cov(x*, y*) =
x*'Ay* = (C-1/2x)'A(C-1/2y). From the properties of bilinear forms, E(cov(x*, y*)) = tr(AV*xy),
where V*xy = v(x*, y*) is the n × n element-wise covariance matrix of the transformed variables
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x* and y*. From the properties of covariances we know that V*xy = v(x*, y*) = v(C-1/2x, C-1/2y) =
C-1/2v(x, y)C-1/2 = σxyC-1/2 C C-1/2 = σxyI. Thus, the E(cov(x*, y*)) = tr(AV*xy) = σxytr(A) = σxy,
i.e. in a GLS-corrected covariance analysis the sample covariance is an unbiased estimate of the
population covariance. Similarly, v(cov(x*, y*)) = tr(AV*xyAV*xy) + tr(AV*xxAV*yy) = (σxy)2
tr(AA) + σx2σy2tr(AA) = (σxy)2 / (n − 1) + σx2σy2 / (n − 1) and the variance of the sample covariance is also unbiased with the GLS method. And finally, E(cov(x*, y*)2) = (σxy)2tr(AV*xyAV*xy)
+ σx2σy2tr(AV*xxAV*yy) + (σxy)2tr(AV*xy)2 = (σxy)2tr(AA) + σx2σy2tr(AA) + (σxy)2tr(A)2 = (σxy)2 /
(n − 1) + σx2σy2 / (n − 1) + (σxy)2 and the expected covariance squared is unbiased with the GLS
method.
The correlation between two variables x and y can also be expressed using bilinear and
quadratic forms, however the correlation coefficient is a ratio of covariances and variances and
can only be expressed as a complex ratio of bilinear and quadratic forms. Complex ratios of bilinear and quadratic forms do not have closed-form solutions for the expected value and variance, so correlation analysis cannot be explored in this analytical context.
1.3.2.4 One matrix multivariate methods
One-matrix multivariate methods are generally implemented as eigenvalue decompositions on variance matrices. Principal component analysis is the most common one-matrix multivariate method. Consider an n × p data matrix X with a corresponding n × n row-wise correlation
matrix C, a p × p column-wise covariance matrix Σ, and an np × np element-wise covariance
matrix V = Σ⊗C. A PCA analysis is implemented as an eigenvalue decomposition on var(X).
From the properties of eigenvalue decomposition, we know that we can express the sum of the
eigenvalues as the sum of the variances of X, and so, by extension, as a sum of quadratic forms.
Thus,

=

tr(AC) = tr(Σ)tr(AC). As with simple variances, if the rows of X are
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independent such that C = I and V = Σ⊗I, the expected sum of the eigenvalues is

= tr(Σ)

and the eigenvalues from a PCA of X correctly represent the variances of X. However, if the
rows of X are positively correlated such that C has off-diagonal elements > 0 then

=

tr(Σ)tr(AC) < tr(Σ) and the eigenvalues of a PCA on X with non-independent rows do not correctly represent the variances of X. Similarly, for a GLS PCA on X* = C-1/2X, the expected sum
of the eigenvalues is

= tr(Σ)tr(AC-1/2CC-1/2) = tr(Σ); thus, a GLS PCA appears to cor-

rectly estimate the variances of X.
However, for variance-standardized PCA the sum of the eigenvalues is always equal to p,
i.e.

= tr(Σ) = p so it's not immediately clear how estimates of the eigenstructure of X will

be affected by non-independence among observations in this case. While the sum of the eigenvalues is a relatively simple metric, there may be additional effects on the eigenstructure of X
caused by non-independence among observations, e.g. changes to the skew of the eigenvalues,
that cannot be represented in this analytical context.
1.3.2.5 Two-matrix multivariate methods
Two-matrix multivariate methods are generally implemented as singular value decompositions on covariance matrices. Of these methods, only unscaled coinertia analysis can be represented as a series of simple bilinear forms. However, analysis of this simple case may help provide insight into the other two-matrix multivariate methods. Consider an n × p matrix X and an n
× q matrix Y with an n × n row-wise correlation matrix C, a (p+q) × (p+q) column-wise covariance matrix Σ =

, and an n(p+q) × n(p+q) element-wise covariance matrix V =

Σ⊗C. Coinertia analysis is implemented as a singular value decomposition on the covariance
matrix cov(X, Y). From the properties of singular value decomposition, we know we can express
the sum of the squared singular values as the sum of the squared elements in cov(X, Y), e.g.
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. From bilinear forms, we know that E(cov(x, y)2) =

=

(σxy)2tr(ACAC) + σx2σy2tr(ACAC) + (σxy)2tr(AC)2. Thus,
+

tr(ACAC) +
tr(ACAC) +

then

tr(AC)2 and

=

tr(ACAC)
tr(ACAC) +

tr(AC)2. If the rows of X and Y are independent such that C = I,
/ (n − 1) +

=

=

/ (n − 1) +

. If the rows of X

and Y are positively correlated such that C has off-diagonal elements > 0, then
tr(ACAC) +

tr(ACAC) +

=

tr(AC)2.

As with sample covariances, since tr(AC) < 1 and tr(ACAC) > 1 / (n − 1) for large values of n and most C, with non-independence among observations there are conditions where
is less than expected and other conditions where

is greater than

expected. As with sample covariances, if the crossover point occurs at
<

*,

is greater than expected and when

=
>

*, then when
*,

is less than expected. This implies that variables from X and Y with low covariances contribute more than expected to the singular values and variables with high covariances
contribute less than expected to the singular values, which in turn implies that when X and Y
have non-independent rows a coinertia analysis of X and Y does not correctly represent the underlying covariance structure. In addition to affecting the overall magnitude of the singular values, this effect likely also affects the skew of the eigenvalues, because it changes the distribution
of covariances.
For a GLS coinertia analysis of X* = C-1/2X with Y* = C-1/2Y, the expected sum of the
squared singular values is

=

. Similar to before, V*XX = v(x*) = v(C-1/2X) = ΣXX ⊗ C-1/2CC-1/2 = ΣXX ⊗ I,
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V*YY = v(y*) = v(C-1/2Y) = ΣYY ⊗ C-1/2CC-1/2 = ΣYY ⊗ I, and V*XY = v(x*, y*) = v(C-1/2X, C1/2

Y) = ΣXY ⊗ C-1/2CC-1/2 = ΣXY ⊗ I. This implies that with the GLS correction
/ (n − 1) +

/ (n − 1) +

=

and that a GLS coinertia analysis is

expected to correct the bias caused by non-independence among the rows of X and Y.
1.3.3 Simulation approach
1.3.3.1 Generating C matrices
Throughout this analysis, data will be simulated as trait data evolving due to Brownian
motion for species on a phylogenetic tree. This is the easiest type of data to simulate with positive correlation among the observations. The goal in this analysis is not to comprehensively survey all types of non-independence among observations but rather to demonstrate how positive
correlation among observations affects multivariate analyses. All of the most common models of
phylogenetic and spatial correlation generate positive correlations among observations. As demonstrated in the preceding analysis, the source of the positive correlation is irrelevant: when observations are positively correlated for any reason, there are obvious and predictable effects on
variances, covariances, and eigenvalues. In this sense, using the Brownian motion model to generate trait data is appropriate because our primary interest is in generating positively correlated
observations and Brownian motion is the simplest model under which to do so. Many studies that
simulate phylogenetically correlated data also assume Brownian motion to simulate data due to
the simplicity of simulating such data (e.g. Martins 1996, Revell 2009, Ives and Helmus 2010).
To generate a matrix C, a phylogenetic tree is generated using the pbtree function in the
R package phytools (Revell 2012) with default parameters (pure birth), stopping when n species
are present in the tree, and scaling the branch lengths in the resulting tree so that the length from
root to tip is equal to 1. The tree is then converted to an n × n phylogenetic correlation matrix C
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for the species using the vcv function from the R package ape (Paradis et al. 2004) while assuming Brownian motion as the model of trait evolution; see Martins and Hansen (1997) or Rohlf
(2001) for a detailed description of how this matrix is constructed.
1.3.3.2 Generating multivariate trait data
The approach used to generate multivariate trait data is similar to the approach used in
other studies (e.g. Revell 2009, Uyeda et al. 2015). First, a phylogenetic tree is generated and
converted to a phylogenetic correlation matrix C as described above. Next, a semi-random p × p
correlation matrix Σ for the p traits is generated. Valid correlation matrices must be symmetric
and positive definite, and there are several approaches for generating semi-random positive definite symmetric matrices. Here, a p × p matrix is generated with each element drawn independently from the standard normal distribution. The crossproduct of this matrix is symmetric and
positive definite and is a valid covariance matrix. The crossproduct matrix can then be converted
to a correlation matrix Σ by standardizing the diagonal elements to unit variance. Next, the multivariate trait data can be generated by drawing a vector of length np from the multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and element-wise covariance matrix V = Σ⊗C. The vector is then
converted to an n × p matrix X by splitting it into p columns of length n. The matrix X generated
using this method will have correlation among the n rows (species) described by C, covariance
among the p columns (traits) described by Σ and covariance among the np elements described by
V.
1.3.3.3 Simulation setup
First, to provide insight into the expected variances and covariances of variables
with positive correlations among observations, the properties of tr(AC) and tr(ACAC) were explored for a large number of C matrices generated from phylogenetic trees with different num-
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bers of species. For each n = {10, 50, 100, 500}, 1000 random trees and C matrices were generated as described above. For each C matrix, the values of tr(AC) and tr(ACAC) were computed
and plotted.
Next, to explore the effects of positive correlation among observations on variances, covariances, and multivariate analyses, a series of simulations were run. All of the random phylogenetic trees and trait correlation matrices generated for these analyses were saved for reproducibility. Six sets of simulations were run to explore the effects of non-independence on various
analyses, as well as to explore how methods based on the GLS framework method correct any
bias caused by non-independence. Data were simulated without and with phylogenetic signal.
For each simulation, three analyses were performed: a traditional analysis on the independent
data, a traditional analysis on the positively correlated data, and a GLS-corrected analysis on the
positively correlated data. Each analysis was implemented as detailed in Section 1.3.1. If nonindependence among observations biases the analysis, then the traditional analysis on the correlated data should differ from the traditional analysis on the independent data. If the GLS analysis
corrects the bias in the analysis, then the results from the GLS-corrected analysis on the correlated data should be identical to the results from the traditional analysis on the independent data.
Where applicable, empirical results were compared to expected results from the theoretical
analysis (see Section 1.3.2). Note that the observation correlation matrix C and any trait covariance matrices Σ varied across simulations but were fixed across replicates in a single simulation.
This was necessary because if these matrices were allowed to vary between replicates then each
replicate would be estimating a different eigenstructure.
The first set of simulations explored the effects of non-independence for basic variance
analyses. A total of 10 000 replicates were performed. For each replicate, a random vector x of
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length n = 100 with mean μ = 0 and variance σ2 = 1 was drawn from the multivariate normal distribution with variance V = I for independent observations or variance V = C for positively correlated observations. For each replicate, the generated data were analyzed with traditional and
GLS-corrected sample variance methods calculated as described above. Data were summarized
as the average across replicates of the sample variance and the variance across replicates of the
sample variance. For both the independent data analyzed with the traditional sample variance and
the positively correlated data analyzed with the GLS-corrected sample variance, the expected
sample variance is E(var(x)) = σ2 = 1 and the expected variance of the sample variances is
v(var(x)) = 2 / (n − 1). For the positively correlated data analyzed with the traditional variance
method, the expected sample variance is E(var(x)) = tr(AC) and the expected variance of the
sample variance is v(var(x)) = 2tr(ACAC).
The second set of simulations explored the effects of non-independence for basic covariance and correlation analyses. A total of 10 000 replicates were performed. For each replicate,
two random vectors x and y of length n = 100 with means μx = μy = 0 and variances σx2 = σy2 = 1
were drawn from the multivariate normal distribution. The simulations were performed for three
different values of σxy = {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} to explore the effects on covariances with a range of values. The random vectors x and y were generated with a single draw from a multivariate normal
distribution with V = Σ⊗I for independent observations and V = Σ⊗C for positively correlation
observations, where Σ =

. For each replicate, the generated data were analyzed with

traditional and GLS-corrected methods calculated as described above. Data were summarized as
the average across replicates of the sample covariance/correlation, the variance across replicates
of the sample covariance/correlation, and the average across replicates of the squared covariance/correlation. For both the independent data analyzed with the traditional sample covariance
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and the positively correlated data analyzed with the GLS-corrected sample covariance, the expected sample covariance is E(cov(x, y)) = σxy, the expected variance of the sample covariance is
v(cov(x, y)) = (σxy)2 / (n − 1) + 1 / (n − 1), and the expected squared covariance is E(cov(x)2) =
(σxy)2 / (n − 1) + 1 / (n − 1) + (σxy)2. For the positively correlated data analyzed with the traditional sample covariance, the expected covariance is E(cov(x)) = σxytr(AC), the expected variance of the sample covariance is v(cov(x)) = (σxy)2 tr(ACAC) + tr(ACAC), and the expected
squared covariance is E(cov(x)2) = (σxy)2 tr(ACAC) + tr(ACAC) + (σxy)2tr(AC)2.
The third set of simulations explored the effects of non-independence among observations for principal component analysis. A total of 1000 replicates were performed. For each replicate, a random n × p matrix X with n = 100 and p = 5 was drawn from the multivariate normal
distribution with mean 0, V = Σ⊗I for independent observations and V = Σ⊗C for positively
correlation observations, where Σ is a random p × p correlation matrix generated as described
above. The simulations were repeated for three different Σ matrices with low, intermediate, and
high correlations. These matrices were obtained by generating 1000 random Σ matrices and taking the matrices with the lowest, average, and highest mean absolute correlations. For each replicate, the generated data were analyzed with traditional and GLS-corrected PCAs as described
above. Both unscaled PCAs and variance-standardized PCAs were performed. For each analysis,
the sum of the eigenvalues and the relative eigenvalues (found by dividing each individual eigenvalue by the sum of the eigenvalues) were calculated. Data were summarized as the average
sum of the eigenvalues across replicates, the average relative eigenvalues across replicates, and
the average absolute eigenvalues across replicates. For both the independent data analyzed with
unscaled traditional PCA and the positively correlated data analyzed with unscaled GLScorrected PCA, the expected sum of the eigenvalues is E(Σλ) = tr(Σ) = p. For the positively cor-
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related data analyzed with unscaled traditional PCA, the expected sum of the eigenvalues is
= tr(Σ)tr(AC) = p tr(AC).
The fourth set of simulations explored the effects of non-independence among observations for coinertia analysis. A total of 1000 replicates were performed. For each replicate, a random n × p matrix X and a random n × q matrix Y with n = 50, p = 5, and q = 5 were drawn from
the multivariate normal distribution with mean 0, variance V = Σ⊗I for independent observations, and variance V = Σ⊗C for positively correlation observations, where Σ =

is

a random (p+q) × (p+q) correlation matrix generated as described above. In this case, ΣXX is a p
× p matrix describing the correlation among the rows of X, ΣYY is a q × q matrix describing the
correlation among the rows of Y, and ΣXY is a p × q matrix describing the correlation between
the rows of X and Y. The simulations were repeated for three different Σ matrices with low, intermediate, and high correlations. These matrices were obtained by generating 1000 random Σ
matrices and taking the matrices with the lowest, average, and highest mean absolute correlations. For each replicate, the generated data were analyzed with traditional and GLS-corrected
CoIAs as described above. Both unscaled CoIAs and variance-standardized CoIAs were performed. For each analysis, the sum of the eigenvalues (the squared singular values) and the relative eigenvalues were calculated. Data were summarized as the average sum of the eigenvalues
across replicates, the average relative eigenvalues across replicates, and the average absolute eigenvalues across replicates. For both the independent data analyzed with unscaled traditional
CoIA and the positively correlated data analyzed with unscaled GLS-corrected CoIA, the expected sum of the eigenvalues is

= ρ'ρ / (n − 1) + pq / (n − 1) + ρ'ρ where ρ is a vector of

length pq containing each individual element of ΣXY. For the positively correlated data analyzed
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with unscaled traditional CoIA, the expected sum of the eigenvalues is

= ρ'ρ tr(ACAC)

+ pq tr(ACAC) + ρ'ρ tr(AC)2.
The fifth and sixth sets of simulations explored the effects of non-independence among
observations for redundancy analysis and canonical correlation analysis, respectively. Data for
both these simulations were generated in the same manner as described for coinertia analysis.
For each replicate, the generated data were analyzed with traditional and GLS-corrected RDAs
or CCAs. For each analysis, the sum of the eigenvalues and the relative eigenvalues were calculated. Data were summarized as the average sum of the eigenvalues across replicates, the average
relative eigenvalues across replicates, and the average absolute eigenvalues across replicates.
R code to run the simulations can be found in Appendix 2.
1.4 Results
The average value of tr(AC) was between 0.7 and 0.85 for simulated trees (Figure 1.1a).
The average value of tr(AC) increased as n increased (Figure 1.1a). The value of tr(ACAC) varied more widely, and decreased as n increased (Figure 1.1b). For n = 10, tr(ACAC) was frequently less than the expected value for independent observations, but for larger n, tr(ACAC)
was nearly or always greater than its expected value for independent observations (Figure 1.1b).
The variance of tr(ACAC) decreased as n increased (Figure 1.1b).
1.4.1 Sample variance
Non-independence among observations biased variance estimates. With positive correlation among observations, the sample variance was downwardly biased and underestimated the
population variance (Table 1.1). When a GLS correction was added to the variance calculation,
this bias was fixed such that the GLS-corrected sample variance was an unbiased estimator of the
population variance (Table 1.1). Non-independence among observations also skewed the vari-
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ance of the sample variance. With positive correlation among observations, the variance of the
sample variance was larger than expected (Table 1.1). The GLS correction fixed the skew in the
variance of the sample variance such that the variance of the GLS-corrected sample variance was
unbiased when observations were positively correlated (Table 1.1).
1.4.2 Sample covariance and correlation
Non-independence among observations also biased covariance estimates. With positive
correlation among observations, the sample covariance was downwardly biased and underestimated the population covariance for all tested values of σxy (Table 1.2a). When a GLS correction
was added to the covariance calculation, this bias was fixed such that the GLS-corrected sample
covariance was an unbiased estimator of the population covariance (Table 1.2a). Nonindependence among observations also biased the variance of the sample covariance. With positive correlation among observations, the variance of the sample covariance was larger than expected for all values of σxy (Table 1.2b). The GLS correction fixed the bias in the variance of the
sample covariance such that the variance of the GLS-corrected sample covariance was unbiased
(Table 1.2b). Finally, non-independence among observations also skewed the expected value of
the squared covariance (Table 1.2c). The squared covariance was higher than expected for low
values of σxy and lower than expected for high values of σxy (Table 1.2c). When a GLScorrection was added to the covariance calculation, this bias was fixed such that the GLScorrected squared covariance was unbiased for all values of σxy (Table 1.2c).
Unlike with variances and covariances, non-independence among observations did not
bias correlation estimates. With positive correlation among observations, the sample correlation
was unbiased (or nearly so) for all tested values of σxy regardless of whether a GLS-correction
was used (Table 1.2a). However, similar to variance and covariance, non-independence among
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observations biased the variance of the sample correlation. With positive correlation among observations, the variance of the sample correlation was larger than expected for all values of σxy
(Table 1.2b). When a GLS-correction was added to the correlation calculation, this bias was
fixed such that the variance of the GLS-corrected correlation was unbiased (Table 1.2b). Similar
to covariances, non-independence among observations also skewed the expected value of the
squared correlation Table 1.2c). However, the pattern was different than for covariances; the
squared correlation was higher than expected for low values of σxy and appeared unbiased for
higher values of σxy (Table 1.2c). When a GLS-correction was added to the correlation calculation, this bias was fixed such that the GLS-corrected squared correlation was unbiased for all
values of σxy (Table 1.2c).
1.4.3 Principal component analysis
Non-independence among observations biased PCA under most tested conditions. For
unscaled PCA, positive correlation among observations downwardly biased the sum of the eigenvalues for all Σ (Table 1.3). The skew of the eigenvalues was also affected: with positive correlation among observations the skew of the eigenvalues was upwardly biased for Σ with low
correlations but appeared unbiased for Σ with high correlations (Table 1.3, Figure 1.2a–c). In all
cases, the GLS-corrected PCA fixed the bias caused by non-independence among observations
(Table 1.3, Figure 1.2a–c). For variance-standardized PCA, the sum of the eigenvalues is constrained and equal to p (Table 1.3). However, as with unscaled PCA, positive correlation among
observations affected the skew of the eigenvalues such that the skew was upwardly biased for Σ
with low correlations but appeared unbiased for Σ with high correlations (Table 1.3, Figure
1.2d–f). When the eigenvalues were biased, the GLS-corrected PCA fixed the bias caused by
non-independence among observations (Table 1.3, Figure 1.2d–f).
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1.4.4 Coinertia analysis
Non-independence among observations biased CoIA under all tested conditions. For unscaled CoIA, positive correlation among observations biased the sum of the eigenvalues such
that it was higher than expected for Σ with low correlations and lower than expected for Σ with
high correlations (Table 1.4). The skew of the eigenvalues was also affected: with positive correlation among observations the skew of the eigenvalues was upwardly biased for all Σ (Table 1.4,
Figure 1.3a–c). In all cases, the GLS-corrected CoIA fixed the bias caused by non-independence
among observations (Table 1.4, Figure 1.3a–c). For variance-standardized CoIA, the sum of the
eigenvalues was upwardly biased for all Σ (Table 1.4). Finally, as with unscaled CoIA, positive
correlation among observations upwardly biased the skew of the eigenvalues for all Σ (Table 1.4,
Figure 1.3d–f). In all cases, the GLS-corrected CoIA fixed the bias caused by non-independence
among observations (Table 1.4, Figure 1.3d–f).
1.4.5 Redundancy analysis
Non-independence among observations biased RDA under all tested conditions. Positive
correlation among observations caused bias in the sum of the eigenvalues such that it was higher
than expected for Σ with low correlations and lower than expected for Σ with high correlations
(Table 1.5). Positive correlation among observations also upwardly biased the skew of the eigenvalues for all Σ (Table 1.5, Figure 1.4). In all cases, the GLS-corrected RDA fixed the bias
caused by non-independence among observations (Table 1.5, Figure 1.4).
1.4.6 Canonical correlation analysis
Non-independence among observations biased CCA under all tested conditions. Positive
correlation among observations upwardly biased the sum of the eigenvalues for all Σ, but this
effect was weaker for Σ with high correlations (Table 1.6). Positive correlation among observa-
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tions also downwardly biased the skew of the eigenvalues for all Σ; but again, this effect was
weaker for Σ with high correlations (Table 1.6, Figure 1.5). In all cases, the GLS-corrected CCA
fixed the bias caused by non-independence among observations (Table 1.6, Figure 1.5).
1.5 Discussion
The analysis and simulations presented here demonstrate a clear trend where, when data
has positive correlation among the observations, the sample variance and covariance are biased
estimators of the population values. This explains the findings from other published studies
where non-independence among observations causes underestimation of the standard errors in
regression analysis (Rohlf 2006): since the estimated standard errors are proportional to the variance of the residuals, and estimation of variance is downwardly biased by positive correlation
among observations, positive correlation among observations causes underestimation of standard
errors. Underestimation of the standard errors in turn causes inflation in the type I error rate; this
result has been long known in spatial and phylogenetic studies (Felsenstein 1985; Clifford et al.
1989; Rohlf 2006). In this analysis, it was shown that the GLS method corrects the bias in estimation of variances and covariances; other proofs have also shown that GLS method can correct
bias in the estimate of standard errors in regression analysis (e.g. Rohlf 2006).
The expected bias of variances and covariances in the presence of non-independence is
proportional to tr(AC). With positive correlation among observations, tr(AC) is always < 1 and
variance and covariance estimates are biased downwards. Helmus and Ives (2007) describe a
similar statistic which they called 'phylogenetic species variability (PSV)'. Their statistic was derived as the expected variance of a trait evolving on a phylogeny, where PSV = (tr(C) − ΣC / n) /
(n − 1). A straightforward examination will show that this statistic is in fact identical to tr(AC).
Their derivation was derived by evolving a theoretical trait on a general phylogeny, and as a re-
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sult of this method of derivation, it was only applied to species data on a phylogenetic tree. The
tr(AC) statistic presented here is derived in a much more general context and demonstrates that
this statistic is valid for any type of data with any correlation structure described by C.
In this analysis, the variance of sample variance and covariance was found to be upwardly biased by non-independence among observations for large n. This contrasts with the results for squared covariances: the expected squared covariance is upwardly biased by nonindependence for small σxy and downwardly biased for large σxy. This essentially occurs because
the expected squared covariance E(cov(x, y)2) = (σxy)2tr(ACAC) + tr(ACAC) + (σxy)2tr(AC)2
has two separate components: one term where the squared population covariance (σxy)2 is scaled
by a constant multiplier tr(AC)2 which, when observations are positively correlated, is lower
than expected, but also a second additive term ((σxy)2 + 1) tr(ACAC) which, when n is large and
observations are positively correlated, is larger than expected. For small covariances, the
tr(ACAC) term dominates, and the expected squared covariance is larger than expected. For
high covariances, the constant multiplier tr(AC)2 on the squared population covariance (σxy)2
dominates and the expected squared covariance is smaller than expected. However, in further
contrast, the expected squared correlation is upwardly biased for small σxy and appears unbiased
for large σxy. This can be explained because standardizing x and y to unit variance normalizes out
the constant multiplier tr(AC) on the variance. In this case with small covariances, the term
tr(ACAC) still dominates and the expected squared correlation is larger than expected. However,
with high covariances, (σxy)2 >>> ((σxy)2 + 1) tr(ACAC) and the contribution of the latter term is
relatively minor, so the expected squared correlations are not strongly biased. These trends may
help to explain some of the trends observed for multivariate analyses.
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For PCA performed on data with unscaled variances, the sum of the eigenvalues is
downwardly biased due to positive correlation among the observations. This follows logically
from the results for simple variances: eigenvalues in PCA are sums of sample variances, so when
the sample variances are biased, eigenvalues in PCA are similarly biased. For unscaled CoIA, the
sum of the eigenvalues is also biased due to correlation among the observations. For Σ with low
correlation the eigenvalues are biased upwards and for Σ with high correlations the eigenvalues
are biased downwards. This follows logically from the results for expected squared covariances:
eigenvalues from CoIA are sums of squared covariances, so when the squared covariances are
biased the eigenvalues in CoIA are similarly biased. Interestingly, the eigenvalues from unscaled
CoIA showed increased skew due to non-independence among observations. This shift in the
skew was predicted from the analytical analysis, which suggested that there is a crossover point
for covariances below which a given covariance will contribute less than expected to the eigenvalues and above which a given covariance will contribute more than expected. This phenomenon contributes to changes in the skew of the eigenvalues.
The are also some interesting trends when examining the methods that could not be expressed as quadratic and bilinear forms. Variance-standardized CoIA showed an upward bias in
the sum of the eigenvalues for all Σ, RDA showed an upward bias in the sum of the eigenvalues
for Σ with low correlations but a downward bias for Σ with high correlations, and CCA shows an
upward bias in the sum of the eigenvalues for all Σ but a weaker bias for Σ with high correlations. Things are even more interesting when trends in eigenvalue skew are assessed. When observations are positively correlated, PCA shows an upward bias in eigenvalue skew for Σ with
low correlations but no apparent bias for Σ with high correlations, coinertia analysis and RDA
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show an upward bias in eigenvalue skew for all Σ, and CCA shows a downward bias in eigenvalue skew for all Σ and a weaker bias for Σ with high correlations.
Changes in the skew of the eigenvalues can likely be explained by trends in the expected
squared covariances. As discussed in the theoretical analysis, the expected squared covariance is
upwardly biased for low covariances and downwardly biased for high covariances. This affects
the distribution of the eigenvalues, and could explain why CoIA and RDA show increased eigenvalue skew when observations are not independent. However, the trends in eigenvalue skew
for PCA and CCA don't fit the same pattern, and it's not immediately clear why. In variancestandardized PCA analysis, the off-diagonal elements represent correlations. We noted earlier
that the expected squared correlations are larger than expected for small correlations but unbiased for large correlations. This might explain why eigenvalue skew is increased for PCA on Σ
with small correlations but apparently unbiased for Σ with large correlations. The trend for CCA
is also difficult to explain; it is the only multivariate analysis that shows decreased skew in the
eigenvalues due to non-independence among observations. When examining the absolute eigenvalues (Figure 1.5) instead of the relative eigenvalues (Table 1.6), it's clear that this decrease in
skew is due to an upward bias of trailing eigenvalues, while the leading eigenvalues remain relatively constant. In CCA, the eigenvalues represent squared correlations and are constrained between 0 and 1; this is a product of the way the method is implemented. In this analysis, the leading eigenvalues were already approaching 1, so this constraint could explain why the leading eigenvalues are not biased upwards but the trailing eigenvalues were, thus decreasing the skew in
the eigenvalues.
The trends observed in this study are fairly pronounced. Uyeda et al. (2015) also performed a simulation study to explore how phylogenetic signal affects PCA. They were primarily
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interested in how uncorrected PCA might recover components with different phylogenetic signal
from the underlying data. They found predictable patterns across the set of components, where
leading components show differing amounts of phylogenetic signal compared to trailing components. They also found that if traits in the analysis were generated under different evolutionary
models, traits simulated with similar models tend to clump together on the same component.
They note that in many cases that the effect is not that severe, and suggest that using uncorrected
PCA to analyze phylogenetically correlated data may not be that serious of a flaw and that GLS
PCA may not be necessary in many situations. However, their analysis and conclusions focus on
deviations of the phylogenetic structure of components from the true underlying phylogenetic
structure (C), not on deviations of the estimated eigenstructure from the true underlying eigenstructure. Revell (2009) also performed a simulation study to explore the effects of phylogenetic
correlation on PCA and found that uncorrected PCA applied to phylogenetically correlated data
did not correctly estimate the generating eigenvectors. Those results are in agreement with the
results from this study: non-independence among observations has much more profound effects
than the simple changes to the apparent evolutionary models recovered for different components
reported by Uyeda et al. (2015). It is apparent that in most cases, non-independence among observations causes bias in the estimation of the underlying eigenstructure for multivariate analyses. If the goal is to recover the true underlying eigenstructure, then an uncorrected PCA is
probably not an appropriate method of analysis.
This is an important effect, and there is an important distinction to make here. We can
think of the underlying eigenstructure as the true relationships among a multivariate set of species traits that evolved on a phylogenetic tree, or the true relationships among a multivariate set
of environmental variables across a space on the landscape. For most analyses, we assume that
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this eigenstructure is constant across the tree or landscape. This means that, as traits evolve on a
tree, at all points in time the traits are evolving with relationships defined by this constant eigenstructure. The eigenstructure that defines the relationship among the traits could be the result of
some physical, genetic, biological, or evolutionary mechanisms that cause certain traits to be related; the ultimate mechanistic cause of the eigenstructure isn't really relevant to this discussion.
The important thing to note is that if we perform a multivariate analysis on values from the tips
of the tree (e.g. extant taxa), the observed eigenstructure generated in this manner does not correctly estimate the underlying eigenstructure. Instead, it's biased by the phylogenetic relationships among the species.
This has important implications. Consider an example: we want to estimate the eigenstructure for a set of traits from species belonging to a large clade. The clade is too large to sample exhaustively, so we sample a subset of the species. If we perform an uncorrected multivariate
analysis on the trait values from the tips of the tree, the observed eigenstructure is a biased estimate of the underlying structure. Not only that, but if we sample a different subset of species
with different evolutionary histories and repeat our analysis, the observed eigenstructure from
this second analysis is expected to be different than the observed eigenstructure from the first
analysis, and both are biased estimates of the underlying eigenstructure. The same phenomenon
occurs if we are sampling from a geographic area: sampling a different subset of sites with different spatial relationships causes the expected eigenstructure to change, and the expected eigenstructure never estimates the true eigenstructure. From a statistical standpoint, this is a major
problem: with uncorrected multivariate analyses, different samples from the same population
have different expected eigenstructures, and none can correctly estimate the true underlying eigenstructure.
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However, this analysis has demonstrated that the GLS method appears to correct the bias
in eigenstructure estimation caused by non-independence among observations, such that all samples from the population have the same expected eigenstructure and this eigenstructure is an unbiased estimate of the true underlying eigenstructure. This is a logical result given the theoretical
foundation on which the GLS method was built. These results suggest that multivariate methods
like pPCA (Revell 2009) and pCCA (Revell and Harrison 2008) are viable solutions to deal with
issues of non-independence in multivariate statistics. Revell (2009) assessed pPCA using a simulation study similar to the one employed here, except he compared the generating eigenvectors
for the simulations to the estimated eigenvectors using traditional PCA compared to pPCA. He
found that pPCA was better at recovering the generating eigenvectors than traditional PCA. His
results are in agreement with the results from this analysis: if the assumptions of the GLS model
are met, the GLS method should correctly estimate the underlying eigenstructure.
However, there is a key factor that we have not discussed up to this point: the assumptions of the GLS model. When the assumptions of the GLS model are met and C is estimated
correctly, GLS regression methods have been found to be among the best-performing methods
when compared to other alternatives (Beale et al. 2010). However, if the variables in the analysis
have different correlation structures across the sample space, then the GLS model can't accommodate all of the different correlation structures in the specification of a universal C. This problem has discussed by other authors (Rohlf 2006; Uyeda et al. 2015). In most cases, even if the
assumptions of the GLS model are violated, it will still perform better than models that ignore
the non-independence among observations; this has been previously demonstrated for GLS regression models (Beguería and Pueyo 2009, Beale et al. 2010) and can also be shown for multivariate methods (preliminary data, not shown). While it is likely that more complex methods will
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need to be developed to accurately analyze complex datasets that do not meet the assumptions of
the GLS method, the GLS method remains an extremely powerful tool for analyzing appropriate
data. The analysis presented in this chapter has demonstrated that, in addition to regression
analysis, the GLS method can applied to various multivariate methods and is very successful at
removing biases in eigenstructure estimation caused by non-independence among observations.
The results of this analysis have wide implications for multivariate methods in all disciplines. It’s clear that, regardless of the multivariate method chosen, non-independence among
observations biases estimation of the underlying eigenstructure. This bias can cause researchers
to infer that certain variables contribute more or less than expected to the phenomena being considered. This has implications for a variety of scenarios, e.g. a researcher using multivariate
methods as a tool for exploratory data analysis to identify variables that may warrant further exploration in a controlled study could be misled by bias caused by non-independence among observations. The GLS framework appears to present a viable solution to analyze multivariate datasets with correlated observations, however this method assumes that the data meets certain assumptions and that the matrix C can be estimated accurately. If the GLS method, or any other
appropriate correction method, cannot be applied to a dataset with correlated observations, researchers should be aware that the estimated eigenstructure will be a biased estimate of the true
underlying eigenstructure. In most cases, if a multivariate analysis is carried out on correlated
data without the use of a correction method, it will not be appropriate to extrapolate any conclusions from the results to the broader population.
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1.6 Tables
Table 1.1. Summary of variance simulations. Values are the average sample variance and the
variance of the sample variances across 1000 replicates with n = 100. Values in brackets are the
expected values, calculated as described in Section 1.3.2.2.
Data Type

Method

Average variance

Variance of variance

Independent

Traditional

1.00 (1.00)

0.020 (0.020)

Correlated

Traditional

0.69 (0.69)

0.077 (0.077)

Correlated

GLS-corrected

1.00 (1.00)

0.020 (0.020)
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Table 1.2. Summary of covariance/correlation simulations. Values are the average sample covariance/correlation (A), the variance of the sample covariances/correlations (B), and the average
squared covariance/correlation (C) across 1000 replicates with n = 100. Values in brackets are
the expected values, calculated as described in Section 1.3.2.3.
A

Covariance

Correlation

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

σxy = 0.1
0.10 (0.10)
0.07 (0.07)
0.10 (0.10)
0.10
0.10
0.10

σxy = 0.5
0.50 (0.50)
0.36 (0.36)
0.50 (0.50)
0.50
0.48
0.50

σxy = 0.9
0.90 (0.90)
0.69 (0.69)
0.90 (0.90)
0.90
0.89
0.90

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

σxy = 0.1
0.01 (0.01)
0.06 (0.06)
0.01 (0.01)
0.010
0.078
0.010

σxy = 0.5
0.01 (0.01)
0.09 (0.09)
0.01 (0.01)
0.0057
0.0583
0.0057

σxy = 0.9
0.02 (0.02)
0.13 (0.12)
0.02 (0.02)
0.0004
0.0046
0.0004

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

σxy = 0.1
0.02 (0.02)
0.06 (0.07)
0.02 (0.02)
0.020
0.087
0.020

σxy = 0.5
0.26 (0.26)
0.22 (0.22)
0.26 (0.26)
0.25
0.29
0.25

σxy = 0.9
0.83 (0.83)
0.60 (0.60)
0.82 (0.83)
0.81
0.80
0.81

B

Covariance

Correlation

C

Covariance

Correlation
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Table 1.3. Summary of eigenvalues from PCA simulations. Values are average eigenvalue sums
and average relative eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with n = 100 and p = 5. A: PCA on data
with low correlations, B: PCA on data with intermediate correlations, C: PCA on data with high
correlations. Values in brackets are the expected values, calculated as described in Section
1.3.2.4.
A

Unscaled
PCA
Variancestandardized
PCA

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
5.00 (5.00)
3.75 (3.76)
5.00 (5.00)
5.00
5.00
5.00

Relative eigenvalues
0.373, 0.249, 0.184, 0.143, 0.051
0.478, 0.246, 0.148, 0.091, 0.037
0.372, 0.249, 0.185, 0.143, 0.051
0.366, 0.247, 0.187, 0.149, 0.052
0.430, 0.260, 0.168, 0.104, 0.039
0.365, 0.245, 0.188, 0.150, 0.052

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
4.98 (5.00)
3.92 (3.89)
4.98 (5.00)
5.00
5.00
5.00

Relative eigenvalues
0.540, 0.239, 0.179, 0.037, 0.005
0.614, 0.235, 0.119, 0.028, 0.004
0.540, 0.239, 0.179, 0.037, 0.005
0.536, 0.238, 0.183, 0.037, 0.005
0.560, 0.262, 0.142, 0.032, 0.004
0.535, 0.239, 0.184, 0.037, 0.005

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
5.01 (5.00)
3.78 (3.82)
5.00 (5.00)
5.00
5.00
5.00

Relative eigenvalues
0.761, 0.144, 0.077, 0.013, 0.005
0.767, 0.152, 0.065, 0.012, 0.004
0.762, 0.144, 0.076, 0.013, 0.005
0.761, 0.144, 0.078, 0.013, 0.005
0.757, 0.156, 0.069, 0.013, 0.004
0.761, 0.144, 0.077, 0.013, 0.005

B

Unscaled
PCA
Variancestandardized
PCA

C

Unscaled
PCA
Variancestandardized
PCA
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Table 1.4. Summary of eigenvalues from CoIA simulations. Values are average eigenvalue sums
and average relative eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with n = 50 and p1 = p2 = 5. A: CoIA on
data with low correlations, B: CoIA on data with intermediate correlations, C: CoIA on data with
high correlations. Values in brackets are the expected values, calculated as described in Section
1.3.2.5.
A

Unscaled
CoIA
Variancestandardized
CoIA

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
1.61 (1.61)
2.50 (2.49)
1.61 (1.61)
1.54
3.40
1.53

Relative eigenvalues
0.590, 0.251, 0.108, 0.042, 0.009
0.798, 0.157, 0.036, 0.008, 0.001
0.586, 0.251, 0.112, 0.042, 0.009
0.564, 0.261, 0.119, 0.046, 0.010
0.724, 0.203, 0.057, 0.013, 0.002
0.565, 0.257, 0.120, 0.048, 0.010

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
3.21 (3.20)
3.22 (3.23)
3.26 (3.20)
3.01
4.34
3.01

Relative eigenvalues
0.610, 0.273, 0.086, 0.030, 0.001
0.754, 0.187, 0.048, 0.010, 0.001
0.610, 0.271, 0.088, 0.030, 0.001
0.579, 0.292, 0.094, 0.035, 0.002
0.681, 0.231, 0.071, 0.016, 0.001
0.584, 0.285, 0.095, 0.035, 0.002

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
4.87 (4.90)
4.65 (4.72)
4.92 (4.90)
4.63
5.73
4.60

Relative eigenvalues
0.631, 0.280, 0.066, 0.022, 0.001
0.779, 0.169, 0.042, 0.010, 0.001
0.639, 0.274, 0.064, 0.022, 0.001
0.607, 0.298, 0.070, 0.024, 0.002
0.702, 0.225, 0.058, 0.014, 0.001
0.604, 0.300, 0.069, 0.025, 0.001

B

Unscaled
CoIA
Variancestandardized
CoIA

C

Unscaled
CoIA
Variancestandardized
CoIA
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Table 1.5. Summary of eigenvalues from RDA simulations. Values are average eigenvalue sums
and average relative eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with n = 50 and p1 = p2 = 5. A: RDA on
data with low correlations, B: RDA on data with intermediate correlations, C: RDA on data with
high correlations.
A
Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
1.91
2.16
1.92

Relative eigenvalues
0.558, 0.258, 0.131, 0.046, 0.007
0.660, 0.227, 0.084, 0.025, 0.004
0.554, 0.261, 0.131, 0.047, 0.007

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
2.69
2.17
2.71

Relative eigenvalues
0.538, 0.289, 0.134, 0.039, 0.001
0.602, 0.258, 0.109, 0.030, 0.001
0.541, 0.284, 0.136, 0.038, 0.001

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
3.65
2.61
3.65

Relative eigenvalues
0.489, 0.311, 0.129, 0.066, 0.004
0.602, 0.246, 0.107, 0.041, 0.004
0.492, 0.309, 0.128, 0.066, 0.004

B
Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

C
Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
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Table 1.6. Summary of eigenvalues from CCA simulations. Values are average eigenvalue sums
and average relative eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with n = 50 and p1 = p2 = 5. A: CCA on
data with low correlations, B: CCA on data with intermediate correlations, C: CCA on data with
high correlations.
A
Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
1.65
2.13
1.65

Relative eigenvalues
0.584, 0.250, 0.121, 0.039, 0.006
0.461, 0.298, 0.168, 0.064, 0.009
0.582, 0.253, 0.121, 0.038, 0.005

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
2.88
3.06
2.88

Relative eigenvalues
0.346, 0.324, 0.218, 0.101, 0.011
0.327, 0.311, 0.229, 0.115, 0.017
0.346, 0.324, 0.216, 0.102, 0.011

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
3.00
3.16
3.00

Relative eigenvalues
0.332, 0.323, 0.191, 0.121, 0.033
0.318, 0.310, 0.217, 0.126, 0.029
0.333, 0.323, 0.191, 0.120, 0.034

B
Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

C
Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
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1.7 Figures
Figure 1.1. Smoothed density distributions of A: tr(AC) and B: tr(ACAC) for C matrices generated from 1000 phylogenetic trees each for n = {10, 50, 100, 500}. For B, dotted lines represent
the expected value of tr(ACAC) with independent observations.
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Figure 1.2. Ranked eigenvalue plots from PCA simulations. Plotted values are average eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with n = 100 and p = 5. A: unscaled PCA and B: variance standardized PCA on data with low correlations, C: unscaled PCA and D: variance-standardized
PCA on
A
data with intermediate correlations, E: unscaled PCA and F: variance-standardized PCA on data
with high correlations.
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B

B
C

D

E

F
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Figure 1.3. Ranked eigenvalue plots from CoIA simulations. Plotted values are average eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with n = 50 and p1 = p2 = 5. A: unscaled CoIA and B: variancestandardized CoIA on data with low correlations, C: unscaled CoIA and D: variancestandardized CoIA on data with intermediate correlations, E: unscaled CoIA and F: variancestandardized CoIA on data with high correlations.
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Figure 1.4. Ranked eigenvalue plots from RDA simulations. Plotted values are average eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with n = 50 and p1 = p2 = 5. A: RDA on data with low correlations,
B: RDA on data with intermediate correlations, C:
A RDA on data with high correlations.
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Figure 1.5. Ranked eigenvalue plots from CCA simulations. Plotted values are average eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with n = 50 and p1 = p2 = 5. A: CCA on data with low correlations,
B: CCA on data with intermediate correlations, C: CCA on data with high correlations.
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Chapter 2: GLS-corrected RLQ analysis: a new multivariate method for incorporating
spatial and phylogenetic information into trait-environment analyses
2.1 Abstract
RLQ analysis is a multivariate method commonly used to explore relationships between
species traits and environmental variables in community ecology. Traditional RLQ analysis does
not account for phylogenetic and spatial relationships in the data. Non-independence among observations was shown to bias all standard multivariate methods (Chapter 1), so it is likely that
RLQ analysis is similarly biased by phylogenetic and spatial patterns in the data. In this chapter,
a new method called GLS-corrected RLQ analysis is developed for incorporating spatial and
phylogenetic information into trait-environment analysis. Traditional RLQ analysis is shown to
be biased by phylogenetic and spatial patterns in the data, and the GLS-corrected RLQ method is
shown to improve estimation of the true trait-environment relationships. Unlike with simpler
multivariate methods, however, the GLS-corrected RLQ method does not fully remove the bias
in eigenvalues caused by phylogenetic and spatial relationships in the data; reasons for this are
discussed. However, the GLS-corrected RLQ method provides better estimates of the true traitenvironment relationships than the traditional RLQ method, and should be considered a useful
tool for estimating these relationships from appropriate data.
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2.2 Introduction
Understanding the distribution of species on the landscape is a key goal of community
ecology. Numerous models of community assembly have been developed in attempt to explain
patterns in species distribution. Niche-based models assume that each species occupies a specific
niche space along axes of environmental variation, e.g. Hutchinson's 'fundamental niche' (Hutchinson 1957), where the tolerance of a species for particular environmental conditions is defined by its traits (McGill et al. 2006). This is sometimes called environmental filtering (Keddy
1992, Poff 1997). Quantifying how species traits relate to environmental variables to affect
community composition can help us understand species distributions on the landscape. However,
this is not a simple problem: species traits and environmental variables are measured on different
units of observation.
One method that is used to overcome this problem and link species traits to environmental variables is RLQ analysis. RLQ analysis is a multivariate method that links a matrix of
environmental variables, R, to a matrix of species traits, Q, via their connection to a matrix of
community composition, L. RLQ analysis was first described by Doledec et al. (1996) and can
be implemented using the rlq function from the R package ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007). It is
essentially an extension of coinertia analysis to two matrices with different units of observation
linked via a third connecting matrix (Dray et al. 2003). Similar to coinertia analysis, RLQ analysis finds linear combinations of environmental variables and traits with maximal covariance.
The interpretation of RLQ analysis is similar to other multivariate methods in community
ecology, but with some important nuances. In basic correspondence analysis performed on a
community composition matrix, sites that cluster together on the ordination plot have similar
species composition and share the same set (or nearly the same set) of species. In canonical cor-
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respondence analysis performed to relate a community composition matrix to a matrix of environmental variables, sites that cluster together on the ordination plot share similar environmental
variables and similar species composition. In an RLQ analysis performed to link a matrix of environmental variables to a matrix of species traits via a community composition matrix, sites that
cluster on the ordination plot share similar environmental variables and have species with similar
traits. The important distinction here is that the species composition doesn't need to be the same.
Two sites that cluster together in an RLQ ordination could have similar species composition, but
they could also instead cluster together because the second site has species closely related to species on the first site, and these sets of species share similar traits due to their shared evolutionary
history. It could even be that the second site has species only distantly related to those on the first
site, but that these sets of species have similar traits due to convergent evolution. This highlights
a key advantage of RLQ analysis over the other methods: it directly relates the variables of interest instead of relying on indirect inference by association. Taxon-independent approaches such
as RLQ analysis that directly link traits to environmental variables are important tools to allow
ecologists to make more general inferences and predictions concerning mechanisms related to
community assembly (Webb et al. 2010).
RLQ analysis is implemented as a singular value decomposition on the appropriately
scaled matrix crossproduct R'LQ. The environmental matrix R is an nr × r matrix containing
values for r environmental variables at nr sites, the trait matrix Q is an nq × q matrix containing
values for q traits from nq species, and the community composition matrix L is an nr × nq matrix
containing the presence/absence as ones and zeroes for nq species at nr sites. One way to conceptualize RLQ analysis is as two simultaneous coinertia analyses. The first interpretation is a coinertia analysis of R'A, where A = LQ is an nr × q matrix representing the average trait values at
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each site, e.g. the average value of each trait across the species that occur at the site. This generates results interpreted as the relationships between environmental variables and average trait
values at sites. The second interpretation is a coinertia analysis of B'Q, where B = L'R' is an nq ×
r matrix representing the average environmental value for each species, e.g. the average value of
each environmental variable across all the sites that the species occurs on. This generates results
interpreted as the relationships between species traits and the average environmental tolerances
for species. Trait averaging approaches are sometimes used in other trait-environment analysis
methods, e.g. Kühn et al. (2009) make use of trait averaging to put traits and environmental variables onto the same units of observation for their regression-based eigenvector filtering model.
However, the power of RLQ analysis is that it essentially performs both of these
trait/environment-averaged coinertia analyses simultaneously.
The mathematical procedure for RLQ analysis is described in detail by Dray et al. 2014.
The first step is to scale the L matrix by dividing by its grand total to create a new matrix L* =
. The row weight vector rw =

and column weight vector cw =

used in the analysis are simply the row sums and column sums from L* and represent the relative proportion of observations at each site and the relative abundance of the species, respectively. Since L* was standardized by dividing by the total sum of L, the row weight vectors and
column weight vectors are already normalized and each sum to 1. The L* matrix is then doublecentered by subtracting the row and column weights such that Lcent = L* − rw cw'. The environment matrix R is standardized to a new matrix Rstand so that it has weighted means ur = 0 and
weighted variances σr2 = 1 using the row weights rw, where the weighted mean for variable x is
calculated by

and the weighted variance for variable x is calculated by var(x) =
. The trait matrix Q is similarly standardized to Qstand so that it has weighted
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means uq = 0 and weighted variances σq2 = 1 using the column weights cw. The final RLQ analysis is then simply a singular value decomposition on the matrix crossproduct R'standLcentQstand
such that R'standLcentQstand = UΛV'. The site scores can be computed as Rscore = RstandU and the
species scores can be computed as Qscore = QstandV. The singular values Λ represent the covariance between the site scores and the species scores, e.g. R'scoreLcentQscore = U'R'standLcent QstandV =
U'UΛV'V = Λ since U'U = V'V = I.
Up to this point, we have been assuming that the data in R and Q are continuous variables. However, RLQ analysis, and many other multivariate methods, can be also be performed
on categorical data or mixed data by using the Hill-Smith scaling method (Hill and Smith 1976).
Categorical variables, or factors, can be represented numerically as a series of binary variables,
one for each level of the factor, where observations are scored with a one if they match that level
of the factor and a zero otherwise. If a factor has k levels, only k − 1 indicator variables are
needed to fully represent the factor, as the last level of the factor is represented by zeroes for
each of the indicator variables. However, the results from a multivariate analysis change depending on which indicator variable is dropped. One solution is to include the full set of indicator
variables, but if the indicator variables are scaled to unit variance then factors are weighted more
heavily in the final analysis than they should be. Ideally, variables should be weighted according
to their rank, i.e. a continuous variable should have a weight of one after scaling and a categorical variable should have a total weight (i.e. the sum of the variances of its indicator variables) of
k − 1. Hill and Smith (1976) proposed a general scaling method for mixed-variable PCA which
reduces to variance-standardized PCA when all variables are continuous and correspondence
analysis when all variables are categorical. For the Hill-Smith method, continuous variables are
scaled to unit variance. For categorical variables, the full set of indicator variables is used but
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each indicator variable is scaled to have variance equal to 1 – ni / n where ni is the number of observations at that level of the factor. Since

= n, then

= k – 1, i.e. the sum

of the variances for the indicator variables is equal to k – 1. The Hill-Smith scaling method can
be applied to any multivariate analysis with mixed or categorical variables and can be implemented in R using the dudi.hillsmith function of the R package ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007).
A recent review of the trait-environment problem highlighted the importance of incorporating spatial and phylogenetic information into RLQ analysis and other related methods (Dray
and Legendre 2008). It is apparent that species traits may show phylogenetic signal, environmental variables may show spatial signal, and community composition may show both spatial
and phylogenetic signal. Incorporating spatial and phylogenetic signal into a trait-environment
analysis could take the form of treating spatial and phylogenetic effects as variables to directly
measure the effects of space and phylogeny on community composition. Pavoine et al. (2011)
described extended RLQ analysis where they combine trait and phylogenetic matrices into a species matrix and similarly combine spatial and environmental matrices into a sites matrix, then
relate the combined matrices via the link to community composition. However, as demonstrated
in Chapter 1, non-independence among observations biases all multivariate ordination methods,
including coinertia analysis. Since RLQ analysis is an extension of coinertia analysis, it stands to
reason that spatial and phylogenetic signal will have similar effects on RLQ analysis as seen in
other multivariate methods: a bias in eigenstructure estimation. If the goal is to accurately quantify trait-environment relationships, then it may be more appropriate to correct for phylogenetic
and spatial signal before estimating trait-environment relationships.
In this chapter, I propose a new method for incorporating spatial and phylogenetic information into RLQ analysis. As discussed in the previous chapter and by Rohlf (2006), the GLS
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framework can be used to correct any matrix crossproduct X'Y for non-independence among observations by instead calculating the crossproduct as X'C-1Y where C represents the correlations
among the rows of X and Y. RLQ analysis essentially represents two such crossproducts: R'L,
where both the environmental variables and community composition may show spatial signal
specified by the matrix S, and LQ, where both the species traits and community composition
may show phylogenetic signal specified by the matrix C. A corrected RLQ analysis based on the
GLS framework would take the form R'S-1LC-1Q. One way to think of this product is as two
separate coinertia analyses: the first is as a GLS-corrected coinertia analysis of R'S-1A, where A
= LQ. This represents a coinertia analysis relating environmental variables to average species
traits at sites, corrected for the spatial correlation between sites. The second interpretation is a
coinertia analysis of B'C-1Q, where B = L'R'. This represents a coinertia analysis relating species traits to average environmental variables for each species, corrected for the phylogenetic
correlation between species. The full corrected RLQ analysis, R'S-1LC-1Q, essentially performs
both of these coinertia analyses simultaneously, and corrects the final product for both spatial
and phylogenetic signal. The analysis is performed as a singular value decomposition on R'S1

LC-1Q, such that R'S-1LC-1Q = UΛV'. Similar to regular RLQ analysis, the site scores will be

computed as Rscore = RU and the species scores will be computed as Qscore = QV. It is important
to note, however, that species scores and site scores are returned in the phylogenetically dependent species space and the spatially dependent site space, respectively. If the scores are to be used
in any subsequent statistical analyses, they must also be analyzed with phylogenetically or spatially corrected methods; this concept is discussed in more detail by Revell (2009). For example,
loadings are commonly used to interpret axes in multivariate analyses and represent the covariance between the original data and the component scores and should be computed using phy-
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logenetic or spatially corrected methods. For GLS-corrected RLQ analysis, the environment
loadings should be computed as R'S-1Rscore and the trait loadings should be computed as Q'C1

Qscore.
With this method, however, the row weights and column weights are no longer valid. The

transformation of the data by C-1/2 and S-1/2 (as described in Chapter 1) alters the species and site
spaces such that the row and column weights no longer have any meaning. Instead of standardizing R and Q to have weighted means of 0 and weighted variances of 1, these matrices can instead be scaled to have unweighted GLS-corrected means of 0 and unweighted GLS-corrected
variances of 1. If the dataset contains categorical variables, the indicator variables for each level
of the categorical variable can be scaled to have unweighted GLS-corrected variances equal to
their Hill-Smith weights; the combination of Hill-Smith scaling with the GLS correction method
for multivariate analyses is described in more detail by Henry et al. (2014). Simulation analysis
shows that the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and scores recovered from uncorrected RLQ analysis
standardized with weighted vs. unweighted means and variances are highly similar (data not
shown), which suggests that using an unweighted method to perform the GLS-corrected RLQ
analysis is justified.
The true phylogenetic correlation matrix C and true spatial correlation matrix S will not
be known, but they can be estimated from the data. For species data, C can be estimated from a
phylogenetic tree assuming a particular model of trait evolution (Martins and Hansen 1996). The
simplest such model is the Brownian motion, or constant-variance, model, where the expected
covariance between species is proportional to their shared branch length. In reality the evolution
of many, if not most, traits will not quite match the Brownian motion model, but deviations from
true Brownian motion can be accommodated by adjusting C such that Cλ has off-diagonal ele-
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ments scaled by Pagel's λ (Pagel 1999, Freckleton et al. 2002). In spatial statistics, the matrix S
can be estimated from distance data using a particular spatial correlation function, such that Sr =
exp(−D/r) for the exponential function or Sr = exp(−(D/r)2) for the Gaussian function, where D is
the matrix of distances between sites and r is a scaling parameter (Dormann et al. 2007). For the
phylogenetic matrix Cλ, the parameter λ can be estimated in a maximum likelihood framework
given C from a phylogenetic tree and an n × p trait matrix X (Revell and Harrison 2008). Revell
and Harmon (2008) describe a likelihood function based on the multivariate normal distribution
where the likelihood of

is calculated by

⊗
⊗

. In this case, b

is an expanded vector of length np containing the elements of X, a is an expanded vector of the
phylogenetic means of X, Σ is the estimated trait covariance matrix, and Cλ is the phylogenetic
correlation matrix scaled by λ. Note that, as discussed in Chapter 1, estimation of Σ is biased by
phylogenetic correlation, so Σ must be estimated as the GLS-corrected covariance of X with the
GLS correction set to Cλ; this is discussed in more detail by Revell and Harmon (2008). If there
are multiple data matrices in the analysis, they can simply be combined into one large matrix X
to simultaneously optimize the parameter λ for all variables in the analysis (Revell and Harrison
2008). The phylogenetic likelihood function can be implemented by the likMlambda function in
the R package phytools (Revell 2012) with the maximum likelihood value obtained via the R
function optimize from the R core package stats (R Core Team 2015). This likelihood function
can also be adapted to the spatial correlation matrix Sr, such that
⊗
⊗

where Sr = exp(−D/r) for the exponential function or Sr =

exp(−(D/r)2) for the Gaussian function. As with the phylogenetic likelihood function above, estimation of Σ is biased by spatial correlation, so Σ must be estimated as the GLS-corrected covariance of X with the GLS correction set to Sr.
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If the data has more variables than observations, then Σ⊗Cλ and/or Σ⊗Sr will be singular and cannot be inverted, and the likelihood function is undefined. If the number of variables is
less but sufficiently close to the number of observations then Σ⊗Cλ and/or Σ⊗Sr may be computationally singular. However, the relative likelihoods are immune to rotational and scalar transformations of the data, so principal component analysis can be used to reduce the dimensionality
of the data (Bainard et al. 2012). If the full set of components are used, then the maximum likelihood estimates of λ and r obtained from the principal components will be identical to those obtained from the original data. If Σ⊗Cλ and/or Σ⊗Sr are computationally singular, then principal
component analysis can be used to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset to the point where the
inverses can be computed (Bainard et al. 2012).
The parameters r and λ cannot be simultaneously optimized, so GLS-corrected RLQ
analysis is implemented as a two-step process. In the first step, Sr is optimized on R and L, and
the corrected product R'S-1L is determined. In the next step, Cλ is optimized on R'S-1L and Q
and the final product R'S-1LC-1Q is determined. RLQ analysis is then performed as a singular
value decomposition on R'S-1LC-1Q. R functions to implement the corrected RLQ analysis
method are provided in Appendix 1. In this analysis, the phylogenetic matrix C and spatial matrix S are specified in their simplest forms: Brownian motion for the phylogenetic matrix and the
exponential spatial correlation function for the spatial matrix. It should be noted, however, that
the functions were built with modular components in order to facilitate expansion of the method
in the future. If alternate evolutionary models or spatial functions are desired, they can be substituted at the appropriate step.
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The rest of this chapter will focus on developing and implementing a simulation study to
explore whether traditional RLQ analysis is biased by non-independence and to see if the GLScorrected RLQ method can correct the bias.
2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Generating trait data
The approach used to generate the multivariate trait data matrix Q is similar to the approach used in Chapter 1. To generate a matrix C, a phylogenetic tree is generated for nq species
using the pbtree function in the R package phytools (Revell 2012) with default parameters (pure
birth) and branch length from root to tip scaled to 1. The tree is then converted to an nq × nq phylogenetic correlation matrix C for the species using the vcv function from the R package ape
(Paradis et al. 2004) while assuming Brownian motion as the model of trait evolution, where the
expected correlation among species is proportional to their shared branch length. Next, a semirandom q × q correlation matrix Σq for the q traits is generated in the same manner as in Chapter
1: first, a q × q matrix is generated with each element drawn independently from the standard
normal distribution. The crossproduct of this matrix is symmetric and positive definite and is a
valid covariance matrix. The crossproduct matrix can then be converted to a correlation matrix
Σq by standardizing the diagonal elements to unit variance. Next, the multivariate trait data can
be generated by drawing a vector of length nqq from the multivariate normal distribution with
mean 0 and element-wise covariance matrix Vq = Σq⊗C. The vector is converted to an nq × q
matrix Q by splitting it into q columns of length nq. The matrix Q generated using this method
will have correlation among the nq rows (species) described by C, covariance among the q columns (traits) described by Σq and covariance among the nqq elements described by Vq.
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2.3.2 Generating environment data
The approach used to generate the multivariate environment data matrix R is similar to
the approach used for generating trait data, with the main difference being in generation of the
spatial correlation matrix S. To generate a matrix S, a matrix of coordinates for nr sites on a twodimensional grid is randomly generated by sampling x and y coordinates independently from a
uniform distribution with range {0, 1}. The coordinate matrix is then converted to a distance matrix D by calculating the Euclidean distance between sites. The spatial correlation matrix S can
then be determined by choosing a spatial correlation function and scaling parameter r. Throughout this analysis, the exponential spatial correlation function was used, so S = exp(−D/r). Next,
an r × r environment correlation matrix Σr is generated in the same manner described for species
traits above. The multivariate environment data matrix can then generated by drawing a vector of
length nqq from the multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and element-wise covariance
matrix Vr = Σr⊗S. The vector is converted to an nr × r matrix R by splitting it into r columns of
length nr. The matrix R generated using this method will have correlation among the nr rows
(sites) described by S, covariance among the r columns (environmental variables) described by
Σr and covariance among the nrr elements described by Vr.
2.3.3 Generating community data
The method used to generate the community composition matrix L is similar to the methods used by other authors (e.g. Ives and Helmus 2010, Helmus and Ives 2012, Peres-Neto et al.
2012). The probability pij that species i occurs at site j is determined from a Gaussian function
where rj is the value of the environmental variable at site j, qi is the optimal
environmental value for species i, and σ2 is a variance parameter that is assumed to be constant
for all species. The vector of species optimal environmental values, q, is assumed to be a trait
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that shows phylogenetic correlations among the species defined by C. The vector of environmental values, r, is assumed to show spatial correlations among the sites defined by S. Multivariate complexity in traits and environmental variables was added to the generation of the
community composition matrix by simulating a phantom vector of optimal environmental values
for species, q, along with the trait data matrix Q and simulating a phantom environmental vector
for sites, r, along with the environmental data matrix R. The phantom species vector q can be
thought of as an underlying factor that defines the optimal niche for each species. It cannot be
directly measured, but is a function of the multivariate set of traits that we do measure. Similarly,
the phantom environmental vector r can be thought of as an underlying factor that defines the
environmental niche at each site. It cannot be directly measured, but is a function of the multivariate set of environmental variables that we do measure. In this simulation, the trait matrix Q
was generated with an extra column that was set to be the niche factor q and this extra column
was used to generate the community matrix L and then dropped from the RLQ analysis, such
that the matrix Q has complex multivariate relationships to the niche factor but doesn't directly
measure it. Similarly, the environment matrix R was generated with an extra column that was set
to be the environmental factor r and this extra column was used to generate L and then dropped
from the RLQ analysis, such that R has complex multivariate relationships to the environmental
factor but doesn't directly measure it. Generation of the data in this method preserves multivariate complexity in the relationships between the measured species traits and environmental variables without requiring explicit definition of these relationships, e.g. setting trait 1 to be strongly
related to environmental variable 2 and trait 4 to be weakly related to environmental variables 1
and 3 etc.
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2.3.4 Simulation setup
To generate trait data for the simulations, a phylogenetic tree and phylogenetic correlation matrix C were generated for nq = 16 species, a trait correlation matrix Σq was generated for
q = 4 traits (with a phantom niche factor as discussed above), and then the trait data matrix Q
was generated both with and without phylogenetic correlation, i.e. with V = Σq⊗I for independent data and V = Σq⊗C for phylogenetically correlated data. To generate environment data for
the simulations, a distance matrix and spatial correlation matrix S were generated for nr = 64
sites, a trait correlation matrix Σq was generated for r = 4 environmental variables (with a phantom environmental factor as discussed above), and then the environmental data matrix R was
generated both with and without spatial correlation, i.e. with V = Σr⊗I for independent data and
V = Σr⊗R for spatially correlated data. The scaling parameter for the spatial correlation function
used to generate S was set to r = 0.35 for all simulations, as this was found to generate data with
similar spatial signal, defined by tr(AS), to the phylogenetic signal, defined by tr(AC), given the
other parameter values used for this analysis. The community composition matrix L was then
generated from the phantom niche and environmental factors as discussed above, both for the
data with and without phylogenetic and spatial correlations.
Six sets of simulations were run: the variance of the Gaussian probability function used to
generate the community matrix varied across the set σ2 = {0.2, 0.3, 0.5} and Σr and Σq varied
with either low or intermediate correlations. The Σr and Σq matrices were obtained by generating
1000 random matrices and taking the matrices with the lowest and average mean absolute correlations. High correlations for Σr and Σq were explored, but were excluded from the simulations
because they were found to generate extremely unstable and unrealistic results compared to published results from RLQ analysis on real datasets (e.g. Choler 2005, Oldeland et al. 2012, Wesuls
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et al. 2012, Albrecht and Haider 2013); simulated RLQ analyses for Σr and Σq with high correlations generated RLQ analyses with extremely large eigenvalues and with >99.8% of explained
variation loaded onto the first axis.
For each set simulation, the values of Σr, Σq, C, and S were fixed across replicates. A total of 1000 replicates were performed for each simulation. For each replicate, R, L, and Q matrices were generated both with and without spatial and phylogenetic correlations. For each replicate, three analyses were performed: a traditional RLQ analysis on the independent data, a traditional RLQ analysis on the phylogenetic and spatially correlated data, and a GLS-corrected RLQ
analysis on the phylogenetic and spatially correlated data. For each analysis, the sum of the eigenvalues and the relative eigenvalues were calculated. Data were summarized as the average
sum of the eigenvalues across replicates, the average relative eigenvalues across replicates, and
the average absolute eigenvalues across replicates. If non-independence among observations biases the analysis, then the eigenvalues for the traditional RLQ analysis on the correlated data
should differ from the eigenvalues for the traditional RLQ analysis on the independent data. If
the GLS analysis corrects the bias in the analysis, then the results from the GLS-corrected analysis on the correlated should be identical to the results from the traditional analysis on the independent data.
R code to run the simulations can be found in Appendix 3.
2.4 Results
Spatial and phylogenetic correlations among observations biased RLQ analysis. For all
simulations, spatial and phylogenetic signal upwardly biased the sum of the eigenvalues (Table
2.1, Figure 2.1). Spatial and phylogenetic signal also increased the skew of the eigenvalues for
all simulations (Table 2.1). Both of these effects can be attributed to an upward bias in the lead-
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ing eigenvalue (Table 2.1); this effect both increases the sum of the eigenvalues and also affects
the skew of the eigenvalues.
The GLS-corrected RLQ method appeared to partially correct the bias in the eigenvalues
for all simulations, however it appeared to either overcorrect or undercorrect for the bias (Table
2.1, Figure 2.1). The GLS-corrected RLQ method appeared to undercorrect both the sum of the
eigenvalues and the eigenvalue skew for datasets with low correlations for all values of σ2 and
appeared to overcorrect both the sum of the eigenvalues and the eigenvalue skew for datasets
with intermediate correlations for all values of σ2 (Table 2.1, Figure 2.1).
2.5 Discussion
Non-independence among observations was shown to bias eigenstructure estimation for
RLQ analysis. This was expected, as non-independence among observations biases coinertia
analysis (Chapter 1), and RLQ analysis is essentially an extension of variance-standardized coinertia analysis. RLQ analysis was biased in the exact same manner as variance-standardized coinertia analysis: spatial and phylogenetic correlation among observations caused an upward bias in
the sum of the eigenvalues and an increase in the skew of the eigenvalues. The bias in RLQ
analysis seemed to be primarily due to an upward bias in the first eigenvalue (Figure 2.1). Coinertia analysis showed a similar bias in the first eigenvalue (see Chapter 1). Since the eigenvalues
in coinertia analysis and RLQ analysis explain covariance between the two matrices, an upward
bias in the first eigenvalue may cause researchers to overestimate both the total amount of covariance explained (i.e. sum of the eigenvalues) and the relative amount of covariance explained
on the first axis (i.e. skew of the relative eigenvalues). This implies that more
traits/environmental variables are being loaded onto the first axis than expected and/or that some
variables are being loaded more strongly onto the first axis. This is a significant problem because
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it could cause researchers to infer that relationships between species traits and environmental
variables are stronger than the underlying relationships that actually caused the observed distribution of species.
The GLS-corrected RLQ analysis proposed here appeared to correct for the bias caused
by non-independence. However, the bias correction was imperfect, and the corrected method either overcorrected or uncorrected for the bias. This is likely the result of differences in phylogenetic signal between the trait matrix R and the community matrix L and/or differences in spatial
signal between the environmental matrix Q and the community matrix L. Due to additional stochastic components that affect species distributions, the community matrix L generally has less
phylogenetic and spatial signal than the trait data and the environmental data; this can be easily
demonstrated for simulated data as a mechanistic effect of the non-deterministic nature of species occurrence probabilities, and it can also be seen in analysis of real biological datasets (data
not shown). The GLS method assumes that all variables and matrices in the analysis have identical phylogenetic and spatial signal. In the analysis, the scaling parameters λ and r are optimized
assuming that they are constant across all variables in the dataset, which is an assumption not
met in RLQ analysis. The imperfect bias correction implies that the GLS method is a less than
ideal solution to the bias problem in RLQ analysis.
However, it is a potential solution to the bias problem, and it appears to perform better
than the uncorrected method. Eigenvalues from RLQ analysis represent the total variance in
community composition explained by trait-environment relationships in the data. An upward bias
in the sum of the eigenvalues suggests a greater amount of variance explained than is actually
represented in the system, and increased skew due to an upward bias in the leading eigenvalue
suggests that more variance is explained by the first axis than is actually represented in the sys-
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tem. In this sense, overestimation of the eigenvalues due to non-independence among observations will always suggest stronger patterns in the data than actually exist. When the corrected
RLQ analysis is used, it brings the eigenstructure closer to the true value, so in a sense this is
nearly always an improvement over an uncorrected analysis. When the method undercorrects,
there is still a slight upward bias in the eigenvalues, however the overestimation of the variance
explained by the data is less severe. When the method overcorrects the analysis such that there is
a downward bias in the eigenvalues, one could argue that this is a conservative approach as it
will suggest weaker relationships in the data than actually exist. Either of these situations is generally preferable to the full upward bias in eigenvalues when using an uncorrected method.
It should also be noted that when the variables in a GLS-corrected regression analysis or
any of the GLS-corrected multivariate analyses discussed in Chapter 1 show varying amount of
phylogenetic or spatial signal this exact same problem occurs. This phenomenon is often not
highlighted by simulation studies, but it has been discussed by a few authors (Rohlf 2006, Uyeda
et al. 2015) in the context of phylogenetic GLS regression and phylogenetic GLS PCA, although
not explored in great detail. Often, datasets simulated to test these methods are simulated under
the ideal assumption of equal phylogenetic/spatial signal across all traits, and the GLS method
perfectly corrects the correlation structure in the simulated data. However, real biological datasets frequently show varying amounts of phylogenetic and spatial signal across variables; this
can be easily seen in meta-analyses of phylogenetic and/or spatial signal that analyze numerous
real datasets from the literature (e.g. Freckleton et al. 2002, Blomberg et al. 2003). In most cases,
even if the assumptions of the GLS model are violated, it will still perform better than models
that ignore the non-independence among observations, and in many cases will also perform better than other correction methods; this has been previously demonstrated for spatial GLS regres-
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sion models (Beguería and Pueyo 2009, Beale et al. 2010). This is also true for GLS-corrected
multivariate methods: it can be shown using simulated data that when traits have varying
amounts of phylogenetic signal, GLS-corrected methods won't perfectly correct the bias in eigenstructure estimation, but that the estimated eigenstructure will still be more similar to the true
eigenstructure than the eigenstructure estimated using an uncorrected method (data not shown).
While it is likely that more complex methods will need to be developed to accurately analyze complex community ecology datasets that do not meet all the assumptions of the GLS
method, the GLS method remains a useful tool for analyzing trait-environment methods in the
absence of alternative methods. Several other methods for incorporating spatial and phylogenetic
information into trait-environment analyses do exist, but these other methods are also imperfect
solutions to this problem. Extended RLQ analysis (Pavoine et al. 2011) uses phylogenetic and
spatial matrices as data matrices in RLQ analysis in an attempt to explain phylogenetic and spatial patterns of community structure as they simultaneously relate to trait and environmental effects. If the goal is to explore phylogenetic and spatial patterns of community structure in that
context, then extended RLQ analysis is an appropriate method; however, if the goal is to estimate
the true relationships between species traits and environmental variables, then a correction
method is needed. An alternative correction method, combined spatial and phylogenetic eigenvector filtering (Kühn et al. 2009), is available; however, this method is a univariate method
based on regression analysis and relies on averaging trait values across sites in order to fit the
model. The GLS-corrected RLQ method presented here provides some enhanced functionality
due to the multivariate nature of the analysis and currently represents the best method for attempting to estimate the true multivariate relationships between species traits and environmental
variables in a community. It should also be noted that neither the extended GLS (Pavoine et al.
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2011) or combined eigenvector filtering methods were tested to determine if they adequately address the problems they were developed for. Simulation studies are frequently used to test statistical methods (e.g. Kissling and Carl 2008; Beale et al. 2010; Münkemüller et al. 2012) and
should be a key component of any study introducing a new statistical method. This study has
demonstrated a clear bias in multivariate analyses due to phylogenetic and spatial signal, so any
new or improved methods should be tested in a similar framework to assess the efficacy of such
methods.
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2.6 Tables
Table 2.1. Summary of eigenvalues from RLQ simulations. Values are average eigenvalue sums
and relative eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with nr = 64, nq = 16, r = 4, q = 4. A: RLQ on
data with σ2 = 0.2, B: RLQ on data with σ2 = 0.3, C: RLQ on data with σ2 = 0.5.
A

Low correlations
Intermediate
correlations

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
1.14
1.89
1.40
2.62
3.51
2.41

Relative eigenvalues
0.732, 0.210, 0.052, 0.006
0.828, 0.143, 0.026, 0.002
0.781, 0.176, 0.038, 0.004
0.892, 0.099, 0.009, 0.000
0.913, 0.080, 0.006, 0.000
0.880, 0.110, 0.011, 0.000

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
1.19
2.15
1.48
2.13
2.92
2.02

Relative eigenvalues
0.739, 0.205, 0.051, 0.005
0.847, 0.127, 0.024, 0.002
0.787, 0.173, 0.036, 0.004
0.875, 0.112, 0.012, 0.000
0.907, 0.086, 0.007, 0.000
0.873, 0.115, 0.012, 0.000

Data Type
Independent
Correlated
Correlated
Independent
Correlated
Correlated

Method
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected
Traditional
Traditional
GLS-corrected

Sum of eigenvalues
1.14
2.00
1.26
3.45
4.34
3.01

Relative eigenvalues
0.745, 0.205, 0.045, 0.005
0.832, 0.142, 0.024, 0.002
0.770, 0.187, 0.040, 0.004
0.936, 0.058, 0.006, 0.000
0.944, 0.052, 0.004, 0.000
0.919, 0.073, 0.007, 0.000

B

Low correlations
Intermediate
correlations

C

Low correlations
Intermediate
correlations
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2.7 Figures
Figure 2.1. Ranked eigenvalue plots for RLQ simulations. Plotted values are average eigenvalues across 1000 replicates with nr = 64, nq = 16, r = 4, q = 4. A: σ2 = 0.2 with low correlations,
B: σ2 = 0.2 with intermediate correlations, C: σ2 = 0.3 with low correlations, D: σ2 = 0.3 with intermediate correlations , E: σ2 = 0.5 with low correlations, F: σ2 = 0.5 with intermediate correlations.
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Chapter 3: Trait-environment relationships in herbaceous plant communities within managed forests in northern Ontario: a case study
3.1 Abstract
Trait-environment relationships in herbaceous plant communities in Ontario forests were
explored using the GLS-corrected RLQ method proposed in Chapter 2. The data was taken from
the NEBIE project, a long term project established in 2001 to explore the effects of forestry
management intensity on a variety of factors of economic and ecological importance. The dataset
included survey data for 149 species on 115 plots at six sites across Ontario, along with associated data on nine traits for the species and 34 environmental variables for the plots. A spatial matrix was generated from the site coordinates. A new phylogenetic tree for the species was built
from rbcL, matK, and ITS2 sequence data. The GLS-corrected RLQ method was used to explore
both broad- and fine-scale patterns in the data. The primary driver of community composition
across all the NEBIE sites was found to be light availability as it relates to shade tolerance, plant
height, and life cycle; increasing management intensity reduced canopy cover, increased the
amount of light available near ground level, and filtered for tall, shade-intolerant annual species.
The secondary driver of community composition was found to be plant moisture requirements.
At broad spatial scales, rainfall and temperature were the driving factors filtering plant species
based on moisture requirements, while at fine spatial scales, soil properties were the driving factor. This study demonstrated the ability of the GLS-corrected RLQ method to recover traitenvironment relationships from a complex multivariate dataset with a large number of traits and
environmental variables in the presence of both spatial and phylogenetic signal.
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3.2 Introduction
A primary goal in community ecology is to relate species traits to environmental variables to explain the distribution of species on the landscape. Trait-environment analyses are
common throughout the literature (e.g. Ribera et al. 2001, Kühn et al. 2003, Thuiller et al. 2006,
Rachello-Dolmen and Cleary 2007, Lacourse 2009, Fried et al. 2012, Caners et al. 2013). These
analyses typically use three matrices: a matrix of community data, a matrix of environmental
variables, and a matrix of species traits. However, these analyses could include two additional
matrices: a spatial matrix and a phylogenetic matrix. Species traits may show phylogenetic patterns (Blomberg et al. 2003), environmental variables may show spatial patterns (Legendre
1993), and community composition may show both spatial (Legendre 1993) and phylogenetic
(Webb et al. 2002) patterns. Dray and Legendre (2008) highlight that the analysis of five-matrix
datasets to relate species traits to environmental variables in a spatial and phylogenetic context
should be a primary goal for ecologists.
Analyses that relate community composition to species traits and environmental variables
together with both spatial and phylogenetic information are relatively rare. This is partly because
datasets that include all five components are uncommon due to the significant cost and time required to compile data for all five matrices. Methods to analyze these datasets are also uncommon. However, there are several examples in the literature: Kühn et al. (2009) used their combined spatial and phylogenetic eigenvector filtering method to analyze a dataset relating flowering phenology to a suite of environmental variables for plants in Switzerland, and Pavoine et al.
(2011) used their extended RLQ method to analyze a dataset relating plant traits to soil variables
for a unique ecosystem in Algeria.
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In Chapter 2, a novel method was proposed for incorporating spatial and phylogenetic information into trait-environment analyses: GLS-corrected RLQ analysis. The GLS-corrected
RLQ method incorporates spatial and phylogenetic information into RLQ analysis using the GLS
framework. RLQ analysis is a multivariate method based on coinertia analysis that was first described by Doledec et al. (1996). RLQ analysis links species traits to environmental variables via
their shared link to a community composition matrix. The generalized least squares (GLS)
framework is a general approach that was first introduced to correct linear regression analysis for
non-independence among observations. Both spatial (e.g. Basu and Reinsel 1994) and phylogenetic (e.g. Martins and Hansen 1997) GLS regression methods have been developed. It is also
possible to extend the GLS framework to multivariate analyses, including principal component
analysis (Revell 2009) and canonical correlation analysis (Revell and Harrison 2008). The GLS
framework can be used to correct any variance or covariance matrix for non-independence
among observations (Rohlf 2006) and as such can be extended to any of the common multivariate analyses that are implemented as eigenvalue or singular value decomposition of a matrix
crossproduct; this is described in more detail in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, the GLS
framework was extended to RLQ analysis. A simulation study showed that the GLS-corrected
RLQ method was better at recovering the underlying trait-environment relationships than the traditional RLQ method.
This chapter will further explore the GLS-corrected RLQ method using a case study on a
suitable dataset: the NEBIE project data (Bell 2015). This dataset will be used to explore traitenvironment relationships for herbaceous plant communities in managed forests across Ontario.
The NEBIE project was established in 2001 to explore the effects of forestry management practices on several factors of interest in northern temperate and boreal forests across Ontario, in-
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cluding the growth and yield of commercially viable tree species, soil structure, and biodiversity.
The goal of the project was to establish a long-term multivariate dataset that could be used to explore the effects of forestry management on a variety of economic and ecological phenomena.
Six long term research sites were established across Ontario over a broad climatic gradient. The
sites are located near Sioux Lookout, Dryden, Kapuskasing, Timmins, North Bay, and Petawawa
(Figure 3.1). These sites were chosen to represent the most common forest and soil types found
in forestry operations across the province. Summary information for the sites can be found in
Table 3.1.
The NEBIE framework was defined by Bell et al. (2008) as a general framework for classifying forestry management systems in Ontario. NEBIE is an acronym for the five levels of
management intensity: Natural, Extensive, Basic, Intensive, and Elite. Increasing management
intensity is expected to reduce rotation length (i.e. shorter time between harvests) and increase
yield (both quantity and quality). The levels of management intensity are classified by specific
management goals and the type and frequency of management interventions allowed (see also
Table 3.1):
Natural: No human intervention is allowed. Regeneration and stand development is allowed to proceed naturally.
Extensive: Intervention is limited to harvesting. Regeneration and stand development is
similar to after natural disturbance.
Basic: The expected rotation length is shortened and stand quality is increased by improving conditions for seedling establishment (site preparation), influencing species
composition (planting and/or seeding), and controlling interspecific competition (one
herbicide application).
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Intensive: The rotation is further shortened and stand quality is further increased. This
level permits everything allowed in the basic system, but also allows for greater control of species composition (higher planting density), greater control of interspecific
competition (multiple herbicide applications), and control of intraspecific competition (thinning).
Elite: Rotation length is minimized and stand quality is maximized. This is the highest
level of management intensity and permits everything allowed in the intensive system but also allows for fertilization and pruning.
In this study, the five levels of management intensity were applied as treatments to plots at the
six NEBIE sites. Details on the specifics of the treatments at each site can be found in Bell
(2015).
The treatments were applied to 200 × 100 m (2 ha) plots and replicated four times at each
site. The plots were organized in a randomized block design, with a total of 20 plots (5 treatments × 4 blocks) at each site for a total of 120 plots (6 sites × 5 treatments × 4 blocks) across
the NEBIE plot network. However, one of the four blocks at the North Bay installation was
abandoned, leaving a total of 115 plots for analysis. Additional information on the plots can be
found in Table A1. Within each plot, 20 × 20 m subplots were established in a regular grid for
subsampling. The outer subplots were allocated as an edge buffer, while the inner subplots were
allocated for various components in the study, including some for measuring growth and yield of
commercially viable tree species (G&Y; 4 subplots), some for soil sampling (soils; 3 subplots),
and some for biodiversity surveys (FEC = forest ecosystem classification; 5 subplots). Data collection occurred at 0, 2, 5, and 10 years post-harvest.
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Data collected for the NEBIE project included the abundance of herbaceous plant species
in the plots along with environmental data for the plots and trait data for the species. A variety of
environmental variables related to climate, soils, forest floor disturbance, and canopy structure
were measured; the full list of environmental variables can be found in Table 3.2. For each species, data on a suite of functional traits relating to resource requirements, morphology, dispersal,
and life history were compiled; the full list of traits can be found in Table 3.3. Thus, the NEBIE
dataset already contains three of the five matrices needed to perform a GLS-corrected RLQ
analysis: the community matrix L (presence/absence of species on the plots), the environment
matrix R, and the trait matrix Q. The spatial correlation matrix S can be easily generated from
GPS coordinates for the sites, which just leaves the phylogenetic correlation matrix C.
To generate the phylogenetic matrix C, a phylogenetic tree was generated for the full set
of species observed on the NEBIE plots. There are two approaches that can be used to generate
such a tree: the first is to compile DNA sequence data and perform a full phylogenetic analysis,
and the alternative option is to build a supertree. The sequencing approach can be costly because
existing sequence data available in databases such as BOLD or GenBank will likely not cover all
of species included in the study. As a result of the cost and time associated with acquiring missing sequences, the supertree approach is more common in community ecology studies (e.g. Kühn
et al.2009, Pavoine et al. 2011). However, this approach also suffers from some key limitations.
While deep divergences are relatively easy to resolve in a supertree, divergences at the species
level can be difficult to resolve due to a lack of existing phylogenetic information for specific
species. In addition, supertrees are usually purely topological, as it is difficult to aggregate
branch length information across a large number of trees. Due to the benefits associated with the
additional information provided by a full phylogenetic analysis, I decided to compile existing
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rbcL, matK, and ITS2 sequence data and supplement this data with newly generated sequences to
generate a phylogenetic tree for the full set of species observed on the NEBIE plots.
With the five-matrix dataset generated from NEBIE project data, the goal for this chapter
was to use this data as a case study to test the GLS-corrected RLQ method and demonstrate that
this method can be successfully used to recover important trait-environment relationships from a
complex multivariate dataset with both spatial and phylogenetic signal.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Data collection
3.3.1.1 Community data
The community matrix L was built from the five-year post-harvest herbaceous survey
data from the NEBIE project. The survey data was generated by recording the presence of all
herbaceous plant species (grasses, sedges, and forbs) found in 25 m2 circular subsample plots
located within the 2 ha treatment plots at each site. For each of the 2 ha main plots, there were
five 20 × 20 m FEC subplots used for herbaceous plant surveys, and each of these FEC subplots
contained two 25 m2 circular sample plots, for a total of 10 subsample plots surveyed within each
main plot. Data was pooled across the 10 subsample plots to generate data on the level of the
treatment plots. Species were documented using standardized species codes from the Ontario
Plant List (OPL; Newmaster et al. 1998) and nomenclature was standardized using the Flora of
Ontario Integrated Botanical Information System (FOIBIS; Newmaster and Ragupathy 2012).
Some specimens could only be identified to the genus level, and these were discarded prior to the
analysis. Additional information on the floristic surveys can be found in Bell (2015).
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3.3.1.2 Environment data
The environmental matrix R was built by extracting data on 34 environmental variables
from the environmental data compiled for the NEBIE project. Environmental variables included
variables relating to climate, soils, disturbance type (management intensity, historic fire regime),
forest floor structures, and forest canopy composition. Climate data for each of the six sites was
obtained from the closest Environment Canada weather station for the period from 1971 to 2000
(available at http://climate.weather.gc.ca/climate_normals/index_e.html) and included mean annual rainfall, mean annual precipitation, mean daily temperature, extreme minimum temperature,
and growing degree days > 5°C. Soils data for each of the 115 plots was collected in June and
July 2011 following Banton et al. (2009) and included depth of organic matter, soil moisture regime, drainage class, and pore class. Forest canopy data was collected five years post-harvest
from four 400 m2 plots in each of the 115 main plots. Forest canopy variables included the percent cover of canopy and sub-canopy trees, percent cover of exotic tree species, and cover of
four tree subgroups: wide-leaved (> 8 cm) and narrow-leaved (< 8 cm) hardwoods and longneedled (> 5 cm) and short-needled (< 5 cm) conifers. Forest floor data was collected postharvest for each of the 115 plots along 400 m transects and reported as the percentage of each
transect covered by various forest floor features, including exposed rock, exposed mineral soil,
displaced soil, coarse woody material, water pools, skid trails, and slash from harvesting. Historic fire regime for each site was classified into four categories: (0) stand-replacing fires absent
(northern temperate hardwood forests), (1) stand-replacing fires occur rarely (northern temperate
mixedwood forests), (2) stand-replacing fires occur infrequently (boreal mixedwood forests), and
(3) stand-replacing fires occur often (boreal conifer forests). The full list of environmental vari-
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ables is provided in Table 3.2. Additional information on the collection of environmental data
can be found in Bell (2015).
3.3.1.3 Spatial data
The coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the midpoint of each plot were recorded using
a GPS device. These coordinates were used to generate a distance matrix. Note that since latitude/longitude coordinates represent coordinates on a sphere, traditional Euclidean distance metrics are not valid, at least not over longer distances at high latitudes. Instead, the distance matrix
was constructed using the earth.dist function from the R package fossil (Vavrek 2011). This
function calculates the distance in kilometres across the Earth’s surface for a list of latitude and
longitude coordinates. Throughout this analysis, the exponential spatial correlation function was
used when converting the distance matrix to a spatial correlation matrix S (Dormann et al. 2007).
3.3.1.4 Trait data
The trait data matrix Q was built from the trait data compiled for the NEBIE project.
Trait data was compiled for all species observed on the NEBIE plots using the Traits of Plants in
Canada (TOPIC) database (Aubin et al. 2012) and supplemented with data from several additional sources (Bell et al. 2011). Data was collected on nine traits, including traits related to resource requirements (light and water), seed dispersal (dispersal mode and seed persistence),
morphology (plant height and seed weight), and life history (Raunkiær life form, lifecycle, and
exotic species status). Additional information on the how the trait data were compiled can be
found in Bell (2015).
3.3.1.5 Phylogenetic data
To construct a phylogenetic tree for the species, sequence data were compiled for three
regions: rbcL, matK, and ITS2. These regions are standard barcode regions for plants due to their
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relative ease of amplification and ability to resolve species and phylogenetic relationships across
the angiosperm phylogeny (CBOL Plant Working Group 2009; Hollingsworth 2011). These
three regions were selected for this study to represent both plastid (rbcL and matK) and nuclear
(ITS2) regions and to cover a range of sequence variability: rbcL is highly conserved across all
land plant taxa and is useful for resolving deeper divergences, matK has intermediate variability,
and ITS2 is highly variable and useful for resolving recent divergences. The combination of both
plastid and nuclear regions along with a wide range of sequence variability is helpful for recovering phylogenetic relationships across a large taxonomic group. In addition, there is a large
amount of existing sequence data available for these three regions, which lessens the number of
new sequences that needed to be generated for this study.
To compile the sequences, all publically available sequence data for the target species
were downloaded from the Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD; Ratnasingham and Hebert
2007) and supplemented with additional sequence data from a private database (PLCAN = Plants
of Canada; also housed on BOLD). The existing data was supplemented with newly generated
rbcL and ITS2 sequences. Specimens were collected from across Ontario, including four locations on the NEBIE plot network (Timmins, North Bay, Dryden, and Petawawa), and two locations near the University of Guelph (Little Tract and the University of Guelph Arboretum). All
collected specimens were identified by two trained taxonomists, and voucher specimens were
archived at the OAC(BIO) Herbarium at the University of Guelph. The sequence data, along
with collection data and specimen images, were uploaded to the BOLD database.
For each specimen, DNA was extracted from approximately 0.5 cm2 of leaf tissue using
the NucleoSpin® Plant II Mini DNA Extraction Kit (Macherey-Nagel). The rbcL and ITS2 regions were amplified separately via PCR; primers and reaction conditions can be found in
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Fazekas et al. (2012) and Chen et al. (2010), respectively. Each 20 μL PCR reaction contained
2.5 μL of genomic DNA, 2.5 μL of 10 × Pfu buffer with MgSO4 (Fermentas®), 2.5 μL of 2 mM
dNTPs, 0.5 μL each of the forward and reverse amplification primers, 0.2 μL of 2.5 U Pfu DNA
Polymerase (Fermentas®), and 2 μL of 0.5% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). PCR products were
bidirectionally sequenced using BigDye™ sequencing reactions, and sequence products were
analyzed on an ABI 3730 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems™). The forward and reverse sequence reads were assembled into contigs and edited where necessary. All sequences were
checked for contamination errors, mislabelling, and/or misidentification by building preliminary
phylogenies to identify outlying sequences and by BLASTing sequences against the GenBank
database.
The final sequence database contained sequences from multiple specimens for each species, but construction of the phylogenetic matrix C only requires a single terminal node for each
species. To simplify the analysis, the sequence data was pruned by selecting the highest quality
sequence above a length cut-off (500bp for rbcL, 500 bp for matK, 200 bp for ITS2) for each
species. Sequences were aligned separately for each region using CLC Sequence Viewer 7.6
(CLC Bio). Because ITS2 is not globally alignable across the full range of species included in
this study due to high variability and lack of conserved regions, ITS2 alignments were instead
compiled separately for the three most diverse families represented in the study (Asteraceae, Cyperaceae, and Poaceae). The best-fitting nucleotide substitution model was determined for each
region using jModelTest 2.1.7 and was found to be GTR + Γ for all regions. The combined dataset was analyzed using RaxML 8.2.4 (Stamakis 2014) with a partitioned model using the GTR +
Γ model of nucleotide substitution with model parameters estimated separately for each of the
five partitions (rbcL, matK, ITS2-Asteraceae, ITS2-Cyperaceae, and ITS2-Poaceae). 1000 boot-
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strap replicates were performed. Pinus strobus was included as an outgroup to root the tree. The
bootstrap consensus tree was calculated from the bootstrap replicates using SumTrees 4.0.0 in
DendroPy 4.0.3 (Sukumaran and Holder 2010). The resulting phylogenetic tree was converted to
a phylogenetic correlation matrix C using the vcv function from the R package ape (Paradis et al.
2004), assuming Brownian motion as the model of trait evolution and standardizing the diagonal
elements of C to 1. The tree was plotted using TreeGraph2 (Stöver and Müller 2010).
3.3.2 GLS-corrected RLQ analysis
This dataset presented some unique opportunities due to the nested arrangement of plots
within sites. The data were expected to show both broad-scale patterns across sites and fine-scale
patterns within each site. The environmental variables were classified into groups depending on
which scale they were expected to operate on: climate variables and historic fire regime vary
over large distances and were expected to show broad scale patterns across the sites, while forest
floor conditions vary over small distances within plots and were expected to show fine scale patterns within sites. The forest canopy and soil variables vary over both large and small distances
and were expected too show both broad patterns across sites and fine-scale patterns within sites.
A series of GLS-corrected RLQ analyses were performed on subsets of the data to explore patterns of trait-environment relationships for herbaceous plant communities in Ontario
forests. The first analysis was performed on the full dataset (all sites and treatments) using the set
of environment variables expected to show broad-scale patterns (climate, fire, forest canopy, and
soils). This was supplemented by two additional analyses, one with just the harvested plots (Extensive, Basic, Intensive, and Elite treatments) from the full dataset, and another with just the
unharvested plots (Natural treatments) from the full dataset. Both these analyses also used the set
of environmental variables expected to show broad-scale patterns. To explore fine-scale patterns,
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six more analyses were conducted, one for each site. These six analyses included all five treatments but just the plots from within a single site, and used the set of environmental variables expected to show fine-scale patterns (forest floor, forest canopy, and soils).
3.4 Results
A total of 167 herbaceous plant species (20 grasses, 33 sedges, 114 forbs) were observed
across the NEBIE plots, but only 149 species (20 grasses, 26 sedges, 103 forbs) had associated
sequence data and were included in the final analysis. A list of the species and sequence IDs can
be found in Table A2. The rbcL, matK, ITS2-Asteraceae, ITS2-Cyperaceae, and ITS2-Poaceae
alignments were 597 bp, 870 bp, 364 bp, 321 bp, and 346 bp long and had 96.6%, 75.8%, 90.3%,
86.4%, and 88.9% species coverage, respectively.
The phylogenetic tree for the species is presented in Figure 3.2. The topology of the orders and families for the most part is in agreement with the consensus angiosperm phylogeny
published by the Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (APG III 2009). All currently recognized orders
and families were recovered as monophyletic clades. However, there were several disagreements
between the tree generated for this study and the recognized angiosperm phylogeny. This study
recovered the magnoliids (represented by Asarum canadense) as sister to the eudicots with
monocots as sister to magnoliids + eudicots, however APG III (2009) places the magnoliids as
sister to the monocots + eudicots clade. This study recovered Gentianales and Lamiales as sister
orders and places Boraginaceae (represented by Mertensia paniculata) at the base of the lamiids
clade with high bootstrap support (88%), however the placement of Boraginaceae within the
lamiids has historically proven difficult to resolve with any certainty, and APG III (2009) places
Boraginaceae, Lamiales, and Gentianales as a polytomy. This study also recovered Cornales
(represented by Cornus canadensis) as sister to Ericales, however APG III (2009) places Cor-
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nales at the base of the asterids clade with Ericales as sister to the rest of the asterids excluding
Cornales. This study also found low support for the relationships between Asparagales, Poales,
and Liliales, but recovered Asparagales as sister to Poales, with Liliales at the base of the monocot clade; APG III (2009) places these orders with the same relationships.
This study recovered high support for relationships within many families and genera; all
genera with more than one species represented in the dataset were recovered as monophyletic
clades. However, there were some relationships within certain groups that could not be resolved
with a high degree of certainty. In particular, support for relationships in Cyperaceae was extremely weak. This is not unexpected, as Carex has been proven to be an extremely difficult genus to resolve to species level with standard genetic markers (Starr et al. 2009). Some relationships within Asteraceae were also recovered with low support: all of the tribes were recovered as
monophyletic clades, but many of the tribe-level divergences within Asteraceae were recovered
with low support. Astereae (Aymphyotrichum, Canadanthus, Eurybia, Solidago, Euthamia, Erigeron) was placed as sister to Anthemideae (Leucanthemum, Achillea) with low support, Gnaphalieae (Anaphalis) was placed as sister to Astereae + Anthemideae with low support, and
Cichorieae (Lactuca, Taraxacum, Crepis, Sonchus, Hieracium) was recovered as sister to the rest
of Asteraceae excluding Cynareae (Cirsium) with low support. However, even with low support,
the tribe-level relationships recovered in this study match the currently accepted relationships for
Asteraceae tribes (e.g. Panero and Funk 2008). Weak support was also found for relationships
between genera in Ranunculaceae. Historically, genus-level relationships in Ranunculaceae have
been difficult to recover with high support; Wang et al. (2005) also recovered all internal nodes
with <50% bootstrap support. This study recovered Ranunculus and Anemone as sister genera,
Caltha as sister to Ranunculus + Anemone, Coptis as sister to Caltha + Ranunculus + Anemone,
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Thalictrum as sister to the four aforementioned genera, and Actaea at the base of Ranunculaceae.. Wang et al. (2005) and Cai et al. (2009) place Ranunculus + Anemone and Caltha + Actaea as two clades within the subfamily Ranunculoideae, with Thalictroideae (Thalictrum) as
sister to Ranunculoideae and Coptoideae (Coptis) as sister to Thalictroideae + Ranunculoideae;
this is a very different topology compared to the relationships recovered in this study.
Eigenvalues and loadings from the RLQ analyses are presented in Tables 3.4–3.12 and
site and species scores are presented in Figures 3.2–3.10. For most of the RLQ analyses, the majority of the variation was loaded onto the first two axes (Tables 3.4–3.12). For the site-level
analyses, the first axis accounted for ~50–75% of the total inertia and the second axis accounted
for ~15–30% of the total inertia, with the remaining axes contributing little to no variation (Tables 3.7–3.12). For the analyses on the full dataset, the variation was a little more evenly distributed, with the first axis accounting for ~30–55% of the total inertia, the second axis accounting
for ~15–25% of the total inertia, and the third axis contributing 8–14% of the total inertia, with
the remaining axes contributing little to no variation. The analysis with the full set of treatments
loaded more variation onto the first axis (~55%; Table 3.4) compared to the analysis with just the
harvested treatments (~30%; Table 3.5) or the analysis with just the natural treatment (~40%;
Table 3.6).
In the RLQ analysis on the full dataset (Table 3.4, Figure 3.3) the first axis was associated with increased management intensity and low canopy cover combined with plant traits such
as shade intolerance, plant height, seed weight, and an annual life cycle. This implies that tall,
shade-intolerant annual plants with lightweight seeds tend to be found on disturbed plots with
little canopy cover. The second axis was associated with high rainfall and moderate temperatures
in combination with plant moisture requirements, i.e. plants that prefer wet growing conditions
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tend to occur on sites with high rainfall and moderate temperatures. In the RLQ analysis on the
full dataset excluding natural plots, similar trends were found (Table 3.5, Figure 3.4). The first
axis was associated with increased management intensity and low canopy cover combined with
shade intolerance, an annual or biennial life cycle, and high moisture requirements. The second
axis was associated with high rainfall, high temperatures, low fire probability, and high canopy
cover in combination with plant moisture requirements as well as aspects of seed dispersal and
life form. In the RLQ analysis on just the data from the natural plots, the trends were a little different (Table 3.6, Figure 3.5). The first axis was associated with soil conditions such as high organic matter, soil moisture regime, and poor drainage in combination with plant moisture requirements as well as certain methods of seed dispersal. The second axis was associated with the
major climate variables and tree type in combination with shade intolerance and plant height.
At the Dryden site, the first RLQ axis was associated with high management intensity,
low canopy cover, and various types of forest floor disturbance in combination with shade intolerance and plant height (Table 3.7, Figure 3.6). The second RLQ axis did not display any obvious trends, other than a relationship between exotic species canopy cover in combination with
exotic species in the understory. At the Kapuskasing site, the first axis was similarly associated
with high management intensity, low canopy cover, and forest floor disturbance in combination
with shade intolerance and plant height, while the second axis was associated with soil conditions such as high organic matter, soil moisture regime, and poor drainage in combination with
short plant height, an annual life cycle, and exotic species status (Table 3.8, Figure 3.7). At the
North Bay site, the first axis was associated with high management intensity, low canopy cover,
and certain types of forest floor disturbance in combination with shade intolerance and plant
height, while the second axis showed no obvious trends (Table 3.9, Figure 3.8). At the Petawawa
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site, the first axis was associated with high management intensity, low canopy cover, and certain
types of forest floor disturbance in combination with shade intolerance, plant height, and an annual life cycle, while the second axis showed no obvious trends (Table 3.10, Figure 3.9). At the
Sioux Lookout site, the first axis was associated with increased management intensity, reduced
canopy cover, and forest floor disturbance in combination with plant height, seed weight, and
shade intolerance, while the second axis was associated with certain soil conditions and forest
floor disturbance patterns in combination with plant moisture requirements (Table 3.11, Figure
3.10). Finally, at the Timmins site, the first axis was associated with high management intensity,
low canopy cover, and certain types of forest floor disturbance in combination with shade intolerance, plant height, and an annual or biennial life cycle, while the second axis was associated
with certain soil conditions in combination with shade intolerance, plant moisture requirements,
and plant life form (Table 3.12, Figure 3.11).
3.5 Discussion
While the sheer volume of RLQ results may be intimidating to attempt to interpret at first
glance, we can distill the results into a few key patterns. First, the primary driver of changes in
community composition for herbaceous plant communities across the NEBIE plot network appears to be harvesting and management intensity as it relates to several other key environmental
variables and plant traits. Increased management intensity causes a reduction in canopy cover,
and this increases the amount of light available near ground level. This facilitates the establishment of tall annual plants with high tolerance for direct sunlight. Conversely, high canopy cover
in the natural forest plots results in low amounts of light available near the forest floor and facilitates the establishment of short, shade-tolerant plant species. This pattern is most pronounced
when comparing between the natural treatment and the harvested treatments, as the largest reduc-
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tion in canopy cover occurs following harvest. Removing the natural plots from the analysis
drops the amount of variation explained by this pattern from ~55% (Table 3.4) to ~30% (Table
3.5). However, within the harvested treatments, an increase in management intensity is still associated with a reduction in canopy cover, and across the harvested treatments this relationship is
still the primary driver of changes in community composition (Table 3.5). This pattern was observed at both broad and fine spatial scales across all six sites. At fine spatial scales, this pattern
was also associated with forest floor disturbance caused by harvesting machinery.
The secondary driver of changes in community composition appeared to be moisture
preference as it relates to several environmental variables. At the broad scale, this trait was primarily associated with rainfall and temperature, but within the natural plots it was also associated
with certain soil conditions such as high organic matter, soil moisture regime, and poor drainage.
At the fine scale, plant moisture preference was associated with soil conditions at certain sites
(Sioux Lookout, Timmins) but not at others (Dryden, Kapuskasing, North Bay, Petawawa). At
these other sites, there were no clearly identifiable trends for secondary drivers of community
composition.
Shade tolerance has been identified as a primary driver of understory plant community
composition in other studies. Bell (2015) similarly identified shade tolerance as the primary plant
trait associated with changes in community composition on the NEBIE plots in response to management intensity. Similarly, Pidgen and Mallik (2013) found that the proportion of shade intolerant plants in understory plant communities changed in response to disturbance in boreal jack
pine forests in northwestern Ontario. Aubin et al. (2014) found that shade-tolerant understory
plants were more common in planted compared to naturally-regenerated mixedwood forests in
Quebec. Uemura (1994) noted that the composition of understory plant communities changes
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along a gradient of light availability in temperate forests in Japan. These are logical results; understory plants cannot avoid shade by growing taller than the trees, so they instead develop complex physiological adaptations to life in the shade (Gommers et al. 2012). As a result, shadeadapted plants typically do not perform as well as sun-adapted plants under high light conditions
(Bazzaz 1979). Shade-intolerant species often predominate in early successional stages following
disturbance, while shade-tolerant species become much more common in later successional
stages and immature forests (Bazzaz 1979). In this study, the incidence of shade-tolerant species
declined sharply following harvesting as the result of the removal of a significant portion of the
canopy cover in which shade-tolerant plants thrive. However, the presence of shade tolerant
plants also continued to decline as management intensity increased, because increased management intensity was associated with a further reduction in canopy cover at most sites.
Several other traits were also found to be associated with shade tolerance for explaining
changes in community composition in response to reduced canopy cover as a result of harvesting
and management intensity. In this study, plant height and an annual life cycle were found to be
associated with shade intolerance. This is a common trend in early forest successional stages:
tall, weedy, shade-intolerant annual species are frequently found following stand-replacing disturbances (Halpern 1989, Swanson et al. 2011). These species are highly opportunistic and will
quickly colonize and thrive in the high light conditions following disturbance, but will gradually
give way to other more shade-tolerant understory plants as the regenerating forest progresses
through successional stages.
At the broad spatial scale, plant moisture requirements were found to be associated with
rainfall and temperature as a secondary driver of changes in community composition across the
study area. This is not surprising, as climate has long been understood to be a major factor ex-
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plaining plant distributions (e.g. Woodward 1987). At fine spatial scales, plant moisture requirements were found to be associated with soil conditions. The soil conditions were primarily related to the water retention capacity of the soil and included variables such as depth of organic
matter, soil moisture regime, and drainage regime. Organic matter content in soils has been
shown to be positively correlated with soil moisture capacity (Hudson 1994). These are logical
results; water conditions have profound effects on plant growth, and climate and soils have long
been identified as major factors explaining plant distributions (e.g. Woodward 1987, Kramer and
Boyer 1995).
The results from this study are not all that surprising: the main factors found to explain
the distribution of herbaceous plant species across the study area were light availability as it relates to disturbance and plant traits such as shade tolerance, plant height, and life cycle, and water availability as it relates to climate, soils, and plant moisture requirements. The main value of
this case study was to demonstrate the ability of the GLS-corrected RLQ method to recover these
relationships from a complex multivariate dataset with a large number of traits and environmental variables and in the presence of both spatial and phylogenetic signal in the data. The
GLS-corrected RLQ method proposed in this thesis can be a powerful tool for community ecologists to analyze appropriate data. It should be considered a useful complement to alternative
methods for incorporating spatial and phylogenetic information into trait-environment analyses,
such as Pavoine et al. (2011)’s extended RLQ analysis or Kühn et al. (2009’s) combined spatial
and phylogenetic eigenvector filtering. Each of these methods has its own strengths and weaknesses: the primary strengths of the GLS-corrected RLQ method are the multivariate nature of
the analysis and its ability to better estimate the true trait-environment relationships in the presence of significant phylogenetic and spatial signal.
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3.6 Tables
Table 3.1. Description of NEBIE sites (A) and treatments (B). Adapted from Bell et al. (2008)
and Bell (2015).
A
North Bay

Petawawa

Timmins

Kapuskasing

Dryden

Sioux
Lookout

Forest type

Temperate
hardwood

Temperate
mixedwood

Boreal
mixedwood

Boreal
mixedwood

Boreal
mixedwood

Boreal
conifer

Location

46.37°N,
78.99°W

45.97°N,
77.46°W

48.34°N,
81.30°W

49.14°N,
82.47°W

49.64°N,
92.77°W

50.01°N,
91.48°W

Annual rainfall (mm)

774.6

651.4

558.1

544.6

565.8

517.2

Mean daily
temp. (°C)

3.8

4.3

1.3

0.7

1.8

1.6

Primary soil
texture

coarse loam

coarse loam

silty

clay

coarse loam

sandy

Silvicultural
system

shelterwood

shelterwood

seed tree

seed tree

seed tree

clearcut

Harvest date

2004

2005

2002

2003

2004

2002

B

Harvest
Site Preparation
Seeding
Planting
Herbicide
Thinning
Pruning
Fertilization
Rotation length
Yield confidence

Natural
-

Extensive
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
~100%
Low

Basic
Yes
Yes
Yes
Low density
One application
No
No
No
<80%
Moderate

Intensive
Yes
Yes
Yes
High density
Multiple applications
Yes
No
No
<60%
High

Elite
Yes
Yes
Yes
High density
Multiple applications
Yes
Yes
Yes
<50%
High
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Table 3.2. Description of environmental variables included in this study.

AnRain
TPrecip
TDAv
ExMin
GDD5C
HFRegime
SI
AverageL1L2
BLHwd
NLHwd
LNCon
SNCon
ExCover
LiveBA
DeadBA
DOM
MR
DrainC
PoreC
Cal
Humus
Cfrag
Mot
RRL
ESoilVol
Cutund
Uncut
Water
Rock
Soil
CWM
Slash
Berm
Skid

Type
Climate
Climate
Climate
Climate
Climate
Disturbance
Disturbance
Canopy
Canopy
Canopy
Canopy
Canopy
Canopy
Canopy
Canopy
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Forest floor
Forest floor
Forest floor
Forest floor
Forest floor
Forest floor
Forest floor
Forest floor
Forest floor

Description
annual rainfall (mm)
total precipitation (mm)
average temp (°C)
extreme minimum (°C)
growing degree days above 5°C
historic fire regime (ordinal)
Silvicultural intensity (ordinal)
canopy and sub-canopy trees (% cover)
broad-leaved hardwood (% cover)
narrow-leaved hardwood (% cover)
long-needle conifer (% cover)
short-needle conifer (% cover)
exotic species (% cover)
live basal area (m2/ha)
dead basal area (m2/ha)
Depth of organic matter (cm)
Moisture regime (ordinal)
Drainage class (ordinal)
Pore class (ordinal)
Calcareous (binary)
Humus form (ordinal)
Coarse fragments (%)
Depth to prominent mottling (cm)
Depth to root restricting layer (cm)
Effective soil volume (m3)
harvested but undisturbed (% surface cover)
unharvested (% surface cover)
ephemeral pools (% surface cover)
exposed rock (% surface cover)
exposed mineral soil (% surface cover)
coarse woody material (% surface cover)
slash from harvesting (% surface cover)
displaced soil (% surface cover)
skid trails (% surface cover)
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Table 3.3. Description of species traits included in this study.

Light

Description
light affinity

Code
0 = shade tolerant, 1 = mid tolerant, 2 = shade intolerant

WaterPref

water affinity

0 = xeric, 1 = mesic-xeric, 2 =
mesic, 3 = humid-mesic, 4 =
humid

MaxHt

maximum height (cm)

SeedWt

seeds per kg

SeedDisp

mode of seed dispersal

SeedPersist

seed persistence

Raunk

Raunkiær life form
(Raunkiær 1934)

lifecycle

lifecycle

Exotic

exotic species

animal_external = carried externally by animal, animal_injest =
ingested by animal other than
bird, ant = insect (mostly ants),
bird = ingested by bird, explosive = explosive discharge, unassisted = unassisted, wind =
wind dispersal
1 = <1 year, 2 = 1-5 years, 3 =
5-20 years, 4 = 20+ years
ch = chamaephyte (bud low
above ground), g = geophyte
(bud in ground), h = hemicryptophyte (bud on surface), hel =
helophyte (bud often submerged), t = therophyte (annual)
a = annual, b = biennial, p =
perennial
0 = native, 1 = not native to Ontario or Canada
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Table 3.4. GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the full NEBIE dataset. A: eigenvalues, B: environment loadings (calculated with spatial correction), C: trait loadings (calculated with phylogenetic
correction). Bolded values are significant at p <0.01.
A
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Eigenvalues

2.36

0.56

0.35

0.28

0.23

% Explained

54.9%

13.0%

8.2%

6.6%

5.2%

B

C
Environment

Traits
Axis
1

Axis
2

Light

0.719

-0.017

0.712
0.218

WaterPref

0.197

MaxHt

0.586

0.460
0.268

0.036

-0.504

SeedWt

-0.335

0.254

GDD5C

-0.044

-0.013

SeedDispanimal_external

-0.038

0.107

HFRegime

0.043

-0.597
-0.040

SeedDispanimal_injest

-0.204

-0.113

Axis 1

Axis 2

AnRain

-0.024

0.548

TPrecip

-0.010

TDAv

-0.050

ExMin

SI

0.752

SeedDispant

0.092

-0.064

AverageL1L2

-0.809
-0.215

0.314

SeedDispbird

0.138

0.112

SeedDispexplosive

-0.077

-0.577
0.280

-0.681
-0.127

0.221

SeedDispunassisted

0.057

0.079

0.508
0.043

SeedDispwind

0.120

0.141

SeedPersist

0.191

-0.129

0.301

Raunkch

0.211

0.401
0.387

Raunkg

-0.277

DeadBA

-0.501
-0.323

-0.467
-0.271

Raunkh

0.017

0.187

DOM

-0.388

0.006

Raunkhel

0.283

0.171

MR

-0.263

Raunkt

0.261

0.050

DrainC

-0.278

0.424
0.298

lifecyclea

0.325

0.128

PoreC

-0.045

0.349

lifecycleb

Cal

0.263

0.298

lifecyclep

0.377
-0.190

0.395
-0.133

Humus

0.253

-0.130

Exotic

0.215

-0.128

Cfrag

0.056

-0.379

Mot

0.240

-0.294

RRL

0.143

0.070

ESoilVol

0.196

-0.036

BLHwd
NLHwd
LNCon
SNCon
ExCover
LiveBA

-0.736
0.389
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Table 3.5. GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the dataset excluding natural plots. A: eigenvalues,
B: environment loadings (calculated with spatial correction), C: trait loadings (calculated with
phylogenetic correction). Bolded values are significant at p <0.01.
A
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Eigenvalues

1.00

0.57

0.45

0.32

0.24

% Explained

30.7%

17.6%

13.8%

9.8%

7.4%

B

C
Environment

Traits
Axis
1

Axis
2

Light

0.592

-0.204

0.531

WaterPref

0.456

0.463

MaxHt

0.368
-0.261

0.254

-0.537

SeedWt

0.595
-0.289

GDD5C

-0.396

0.351

SeedDispanimal_external

-0.036

0.164

HFRegime

0.189

-0.559
-0.266

SeedDispanimal_injest

-0.107

0.056

SeedDispant

0.055

0.049

0.643
0.343

SeedDispbird

-0.180

-0.398

SeedDispexplosive

-0.075

0.302

SeedDispunassisted

0.062

0.498
-0.225

Axis 1

Axis 2

AnRain

-0.193

0.573

TPrecip

-0.054

TDAv

-0.369

ExMin

-0.185

SI

0.561

AverageL1L2

-0.440

BLHwd
NLHwd

-0.432
-0.307

LNCon

-0.214

0.640

SeedDispwind

0.161

-0.034

SNCon

-0.207

SeedPersist

0.002

ExCover

0.403

0.538
-0.247

Raunkch

-0.101

-0.312
-0.162

LiveBA

-0.464

0.040

Raunkg

-0.283

0.450

DeadBA

-0.413
-0.282

-0.054

Raunkh

0.047

DOM

-0.307

Raunkhel

0.250

-0.302
0.083

MR

-0.236

-0.301

Raunkt

0.333

0.191

DrainC

-0.328

lifecyclea

0.381

0.195

PoreC

-0.424
0.168

-0.012

lifecycleb

0.131

0.237

lifecyclep

0.430
-0.221

-0.221

Cal
Humus

0.372

0.069

Exotic

0.221

0.046

Cfrag

-0.043

-0.236

Mot

0.269

RRL

0.457
0.067

-0.216

ESoilVol

0.397

0.376

-0.008
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Table 3.6. GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the natural plots from all 6 sites. A: eigenvalues, B:
environment loadings (calculated with spatial correction), C: trait loadings (calculated with phylogenetic correction). Bolded values are significant at p <0.01.
A
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Eigenvalues

1.87

1.19

0.61

0.43

0.33

% Explained

37.5%

23.7%

12.2%

8.5%

6.6%

B

C
Environment

Traits
Axis
1

Axis
2

Light

-0.348

0.723

0.656

WaterPref

0.106

-0.478

0.658

MaxHt

0.676
-0.218

ExMin

0.365

-0.724

SeedWt

0.028

0.596
-0.112

Axis 1

Axis 2

AnRain

-0.319

0.757

TPrecip

-0.198

TDAv
GDD5C

-0.480

0.548

SeedDispanimal_external

HFRegime

0.231

SeedDispanimal_injest

0.492
0.010

-0.246

AverageL1L2

-0.366

-0.716
-0.159

SeedDispant

-0.367

0.009

BLHwd

-0.356

0.428

SeedDispbird

-0.062

NLHwd

-0.151

-0.305

SeedDispexplosive

LNCon

-0.280

0.730

SeedDispunassisted

0.446
0.025

-0.460
0.048

SNCon

0.227

SeedDispwind

-0.303

0.304

ExCover

0.239

-0.604
0.418

SeedPersist

-0.315

-0.273

LiveBA

-0.649
0.007

-0.056

Raunkg

-0.273

-0.320

DeadBA

-0.263

Raunkh

0.158

0.157

DOM

0.536

-0.355

Raunkt

0.008

0.153

MR

0.796

-0.116

lifecyclea

0.211

0.185

DrainC

0.563
0.411

-0.288

lifecycleb

-0.064

0.386

PoreC

0.056

lifecyclep

-0.034

-0.106

Cal

0.455

-0.501

Exotic

-0.016

0.356

Humus

-0.490

-0.344

Cfrag

-0.221

-0.139

Mot

0.027

RRL

-0.712
-0.153

ESoilVol

-0.651

0.129

0.144

0.007

0.130
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Table 3.7. GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Dryden data. A: eigenvalues, B: environment
loadings (calculated with spatial correction), C: trait loadings (calculated with phylogenetic correction). Bolded values are significant at p <0.01.
A
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Eigenvalues

4.65

1.61

0.91

0.64

0.48

% Explained

50.4%

17.5%

9.9%

6.9%

5.2%

B

C
Environment

Traits
Axis
1

Axis
2

Light

0.796

0.170

-0.017

WaterPref

-0.319

0.012

-0.071

MaxHt

0.139

-0.655

0.106

SeedWt

0.500
-0.179

-0.222

LNCon

0.419

0.374

SeedDispanimal_external

-0.258

0.108

SNCon

-0.399

0.265

SeedDispanimal_injest

-0.251

0.124

ExCover

0.574
0.252

0.583
-0.411

SeedDispant

-0.034

0.008

LiveBA

SeedDispbird

0.178

DeadBA

0.261

-0.049

SeedDispexplosive

-0.068

-0.676
0.200

DOM

0.440

-0.349

SeedDispunassisted

0.217

-0.196

Axis 1

Axis 2

SI

0.686

-0.119

AverageL1L2
BLHwd

-0.508
-0.024

NLHwd

MR

-0.464

-0.491

SeedDispwind

0.269

0.102

DrainC

-0.318

SeedPersist

0.270

-0.033

PoreC

-0.334

-0.679
-0.049

Raunkch

0.162

Cfrag

0.269

0.219

Raunkg

-0.282

-0.679
0.142

Mot

0.003

0.040

0.054

-0.398

0.816
-0.022

Raunkh

RRL

Raunkhel

0.151

-0.187

ESoilVol

-0.072

0.397

Raunkt

0.309

-0.048

Cutund

0.591

-0.133

lifecyclea

0.109

Uncut

0.107

lifecycleb

Water

-0.727
0.269

0.397
0.302

-0.593

lifecyclep

-0.178

-0.060

Rock

0.761

-0.174

Exotic

0.235

0.453

Soil

0.263

0.129

CWM

0.317

Slash

-0.648
-0.194

-0.265

Berm

0.600

0.070

Skid

-0.022

0.362

0.142
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Table 3.8. GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Kapuskasing data. A: eigenvalues, B: environment loadings (calculated with spatial correction), C: trait loadings (calculated with phylogenetic
correction). Bolded values are significant at p <0.01.
A
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Eigenvalues

5.39

2.92

0.61

0.34

0.29

% Explained

54.0%

29.3%

6.1%

3.4%

2.9%

B

C
Environment

Traits
Axis
1

Axis
2

Light

0.786

0.157

0.301

WaterPref

-0.032

-0.239

0.246

MaxHt

-0.876

0.237

SeedWt

0.410
-0.009

-0.469
-0.258

0.629
0.168

-0.354

SeedDispanimal_external

-0.200

-0.057

-0.266

SeedDispanimal_injest

-0.244

0.306

DeadBA

0.047

-0.265

SeedDispant

0.106

-0.020

DOM

-0.507

0.515

SeedDispbird

-0.163

-0.214

MR

-0.154

0.865

SeedDispexplosive

-0.025

-0.152

DrainC

0.043

SeedDispunassisted

0.092

0.055

Axis 1

Axis 2

SI

0.842

-0.146

AverageL1L2

-0.877

NLHwd

-0.859

SNCon
ExCover
LiveBA

Cal

0.463

0.673
0.204

SeedDispwind

0.340

-0.159

Humus

0.324

-0.209

SeedPersist

0.237

0.327

Cfrag

0.227

0.388

Raunkg

0.285

Mot

0.068

-0.849

Raunkh

-0.447
0.069

-0.357

RRL

0.393

-0.496

Raunkhel

0.309

-0.172

ESoilVol

0.065

Raunkt

0.316

0.632

Cutund

0.923

-0.851
-0.212

lifecyclea

0.340

Uncut

-0.952

0.277

lifecycleb

0.363

0.614
-0.171

Water

0.769

-0.456

lifecyclep

-0.255

-0.184

Soil

-0.075

0.353

Exotic

0.328

0.625

CWM

0.351

Slash

-0.635
-0.073

Berm

0.885

-0.585
-0.271

Skid

0.815

-0.541
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Table 3.9. GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the North Bay data. A: eigenvalues, B: environment
loadings (calculated with spatial correction), C: trait loadings (calculated with phylogenetic correction). Bolded values are significant at p <0.01.
A
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Eigenvalues

13.02

3.26

1.04

0.89

0.41

% Explained

67.9%

17.0%

5.5%

4.6%

2.1%

B

C
Environment

Traits
Axis
1

Axis
2

Light

0.832

-0.049

0.849
0.379

WaterPref

-0.230

0.310

MaxHt

-0.261

-0.613

0.041

SeedWt

0.718
0.447

LNCon

-0.524

SeedDispanimal_external

0.262

-0.015

SNCon

-0.576

0.827
0.542

SeedDispanimal_injest

-0.260

LiveBA

-0.353

SeedDispbird

DeadBA

0.574
0.109

-0.545
0.041

-0.071

SeedDispexplosive

-0.073

DOM

-0.547

0.470

SeedDispunassisted

0.163

0.558
0.362

MR

0.398

0.723

SeedDispwind

0.269

-0.407

DrainC

0.520

0.376

SeedPersist

0.314

-0.067

PoreC

0.194

0.432

Raunkg

Cfrag

0.038

0.247

Raunkh

-0.533
0.227

-0.611
0.261

Mot

-0.438

-0.731

lifecyclea

0.310

0.369

ESoilVol

-0.403

-0.724

lifecyclep

-0.090

-0.107

Cutund

0.366

-0.120

Uncut

-0.733

0.486

Water

0.116

Rock

0.612
0.305

-0.748
0.386

Axis 1

Axis 2

SI

0.773

-0.615

AverageL1L2

-0.580

BLHwd

-0.603

NLHwd

0.579

Soil

0.564

CWM

0.394

Slash

0.597

Berm

0.679

-0.697
-0.526

Skid

0.137

0.175

-0.037

-0.007
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Table 3.10. GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Petawawa data. A: eigenvalues, B: environment
loadings (calculated with spatial correction), C: trait loadings (calculated with phylogenetic correction). Bolded values are significant at p <0.01.
A
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Eigenvalues

4.54

2.32

0.82

0.58

0.33

% Explained

48.7%

24.9%

8.8%

6.2%

3.5%

B

C
Environment

Traits
Axis
1

Axis
2

Light

0.531

-0.020

-0.118

WaterPref

-0.117

0.369

0.075

MaxHt

-0.797

-0.069

SeedWt

0.652
-0.153

0.498
-0.157

LNCon

-0.723

-0.070

SeedDispanimal_external

0.025

-0.051

SNCon

-0.104

SeedDispanimal_injest

-0.374

-0.133

ExCover

-0.844
0.174

0.178

SeedDispant

-0.070

0.233

LiveBA

0.121

-0.359

SeedDispbird

0.391

-0.370

DeadBA

0.225

-0.331

SeedDispunassisted

0.093

-0.089

DOM

0.196

0.281

SeedDispwind

0.197

0.281

Axis 1

Axis 2

SI

0.703

0.036

AverageL1L2

-0.891

BLHwd

-0.612

NLHwd

MR

0.099

-0.570

SeedPersist

0.294

-0.602

DrainC

0.191

Raunkch

0.300

PoreC

0.061

-0.691
0.009

Raunkg

-0.214

-0.541
-0.303

Cfrag

-0.086

0.174

Raunkh

0.148

0.234

Mot

-0.458

-0.591

Raunkhel

0.319

0.284

RRL

-0.153

-0.817

Raunkt

-0.532

-0.055

ESoilVol

-0.264

lifecyclea

0.766

lifecycleb

-0.406
-0.053

-0.101

Cutund

-0.660
-0.234

0.155

Uncut

-0.939

-0.044

lifecyclep

0.102

0.003

Water

0.473

0.001

Exotic

0.061

-0.186

Rock

-0.146

-0.359

Soil

0.460

-0.028

CWM

0.360

-0.231

Slash

0.915
-0.414

-0.017

Berm
Skid

0.239

0.558

0.172
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Table 3.11. GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Sioux Lookout data. A: eigenvalues, B: environment loadings (calculated with spatial correction), C: trait loadings (calculated with phylogenetic correction). Bolded values are significant at p <0.01.
A
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Eigenvalues

26.83

5.78

1.77

0.71

0.29

% Explained

75.3%

16.2%

5.0%

2.0%

0.8%

B

C
Environment

Traits
Axis
1

Axis
2

Light

0.820

-0.061

0.247

WaterPref

-0.132

0.247

MaxHt

0.709

0.616
0.054

-0.908

0.275

SeedWt

-0.631

-0.007

ExCover

0.326

0.393

SeedDispanimal_external

0.118

LiveBA

-0.975

0.291

SeedDispanimal_injest

-0.258

0.686
-0.286

DeadBA

-0.974
-0.327

0.301

SeedDispbird

0.476

-0.114

DOM

0.446

SeedDispunassisted

0.267

-0.029

MR

0.221

SeedDispwind

-0.235

-0.054

DrainC

0.046

0.646
0.286

SeedPersist

0.424

-0.242

0.543
-0.187

Raunkch

0.409

-0.287

Raunkg

-0.293

-0.442

0.540
-0.034

Raunkh

0.146

0.482

Raunkt

-0.197

-0.301

Axis 1

Axis 2

SI

0.702

-0.519

AverageL1L2

-0.892

NLHwd

-0.892

SNCon

PoreC

0.024

Humus

0.487

Cfrag

0.340

Mot

-0.213

ESoilVol

-0.350

-0.197

-0.301

0.887

-0.511
-0.076

lifecyclea

Cutund

lifecyclep

0.045

0.069

Uncut

-0.979

0.294

Exotic

0.203

0.141

Water

0.221

-0.218

Rock

0.451

0.588

Soil

0.613

CWM

-0.605
0.365

Slash

-0.910
0.213

Berm

0.584

-0.583

Skid

0.356

0.458

0.034
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Table 3.12. GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Timmins data. A: eigenvalues, B: environment
loadings (calculated with spatial correction), C: trait loadings (calculated with phylogenetic correction). Bolded values are significant at p <0.01.
A
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 3

Axis 4

Axis 5

Eigenvalues

7.21

2.18

0.96

0.32

0.22

% Explained

64.1%

19.4%

8.6%

2.9%

2.0%

B

C
Environment

Traits
Axis
1

Axis
2

Light

0.698

-0.460

0.191

WaterPref

0.086

-0.058

MaxHt

0.457
0.013

SeedWt

0.583
-0.288

-0.057

SeedDispanimal_external

0.064

-0.871

-0.044

SeedDispanimal_injest

0.382

SeedDispant

DOM

-0.659
0.290

-0.502
-0.106

0.593

SeedDispbird

0.099

MR

0.041

0.732

SeedDispexplosive

-0.028

DrainC

-0.288

SeedDispunassisted

0.182

PoreC

0.357

0.778
0.068

0.386
0.092

SeedDispwind

0.254

-0.196

Cal

0.376

-0.152

SeedPersist

0.213

-0.230

Humus

-0.135

Raunkch

0.026

-0.305

Cfrag

-0.596
-0.002

Raunkg

-0.405

-0.850

Raunkh

-0.438
0.104

-0.844
0.060

Raunkt

0.342

lifecyclea

0.386

-0.304
-0.164
0.018
-0.343

Axis 1

Axis 2

SI

0.840

-0.035

AverageL1L2

-0.911

NLHwd

-0.574

SNCon

-0.864

0.327

ExCover

0.516

LiveBA
DeadBA

Mot

-0.613
0.041

ESoilVol

0.065

Cutund

0.570

Uncut

-0.006

lifecycleb

Water

-0.832
-0.381

-0.155

lifecyclep

0.416
-0.235

Rock

-0.430

0.080

Exotic

0.239

Soil

-0.159

CWM

0.762
-0.279

Slash

0.251

0.050

Berm

0.792

-0.011

Skid

0.055

-0.119

0.400

0.223
0.375
-0.020
-0.311
-0.191

0.320

0.045
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3.7 Figures
Figure 3.1. Location of the NEBIE sites in Ontario.
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Figure 3.2. Maximum-likelihood bootstrap consensus tree from the three-gene dataset (rbcL,
matK, ITS2) for the 149 species included in this study. Values above the branches represent
bootstrap support; bootstrap support < 0.50 not displayed, bolded branches indicate bootstrap
support > 0.70, and * indicates bootstrap support = 1.00.
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Figure 3.2. Phylogeny cont’d: Monocots.
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Figure 3.2. Phylogeny cont’d: Asterids.
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Figure 3.3. Scores from GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the full NEBIE dataset. A: site scores,
B: species scores.

Figure 3.4. Scores from GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the dataset excluding natural plots. A:
site scores, B: species scores.

Figure 3.5. Scores from GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the natural plots from all 6 sites. A: site
scores, B: species scores.
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Figure 3.6. Scores from GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Dryden data. A: site scores, B:
species scores.

Figure 3.7. Scores from GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Kapuskasing data. A: site scores, B:
species scores.

Figure 3.8. Scores from GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the North Bay data. A: site scores, B:
species scores.
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Figure 3.9. Scores from GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Petawawa data. A: site scores, B:
species scores.

Figure 3.10. Scores from GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Sioux Lookout data. A: site
scores, B: species scores.

Figure 3.11. Scores from GLS-corrected RLQ analysis on the Timmins data. A: site scores, B:
species scores.
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General Conclusion
The main goals of this thesis were to establish the effects of non-independence among
observations on multivariate statistical methods, and to develop a new method for incorporating
spatial and phylogenetic information into trait-environment analysis for community ecologists.
To achieve these goals, I first showed that non-independence among observations biases standard multivariate methods. Next, I used a simulation study to show that RLQ analysis, a method
for exploring trait-environment relationships in community ecology, also suffers from bias due to
phylogenetic and spatial relationships in the data. I then developed a new method called GLScorrected RLQ analysis, based on the GLS framework, to improve estimation of traitenvironment relationships from datasets with phylogenetic and spatial signal. Finally, I used the
new GLS-corrected RLQ method to explore trait-environment relationships in a real biological
dataset.
In Chapter 1 of this thesis, non-independence among observations was shown to bias all
standard multivariate methods. I developed a general analytic framework based on quadratic
forms of random variables and used the properties of eigenvalue and singular value decomposition to show that non-independence among observations biases both the magnitude and the skew
of eigenvalues from multivariate analyses. I also used this framework to show that the GLS
framework can be used to correct the eigenvalue bias in multivariate analyses. I then used a
comprehensive simulation study to confirm these expected results, and also to identify more
complex trends that were not revealed within the analytic framework. Bias in the estimation of
eigenvalues is a significant problem; it implies that any inferences drawn from a traditional multivariate analysis on data with correlated observations may ultimately be incorrect, and that results from an uncorrected analysis should probably not be extrapolated to the broader population.
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The GLS-corrected multivariate methods were shown to be powerful tools for removing this bias
in eigenstructure estimation, and should be applied whenever possible to analyze appropriate
datasets.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I proposed a new method for incorporating spatial and phylogenetic information into trait-environment analyses. This method extends the GLS framework
to RLQ analysis, a common multivariate method used for exploring trait-environment relationships in community ecology. Using a simulation study, the traditional RLQ method was shown
to be biased by phylogenetic and spatial signal in the data, similar to other multivariate methods.
The GLS-corrected RLQ method was shown to improve estimation of trait-environment relationships compared to the traditional RLQ method when datasets show spatial and phylogenetic signal. While the GLS-corrected RLQ method did not fully remove the bias in eigenvalues caused
by phylogenetic and spatial relationships in the data, in all cases it was shown to improve estimates of trait-environment relationships compared to the traditional RLQ method. It should be
considered a useful tool for estimating these relationships from appropriate data.
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, data on herbaceous plant communities in northern Ontario forests was used as a case study to show how the GLS-corrected RLQ method can be used to identify trait-environment relationships in a real biological dataset in the presence of both phylogenetic and spatial signal. The primary driver of changes in the composition of herbaceous plant
communities across the study area was found to be light availability as it relates to shade tolerance, plant height, and life cycle. The secondary driver of changes in community composition
was found to be plant moisture requirements; at broad spatial scales, this is driven by rainfall and
temperature, while at fine spatial scales this is driven by soil conditions. This analysis demonstrates the usefulness of the GLS-corrected RLQ method for recovering trait-environment rela-
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tionships from a complex multivariate dataset in the presence of both spatial and phylogenetic
signal.
This study demonstrates that RLQ analysis, and more generally, any multivariate analysis, can be biased by phylogenetic and spatial relatedness among the observations. This bias
means that when traditional multivariate methods are applied to correlated data, they will not uncover the true relationships underlying the data, and any results should not be extrapolated to
make inferences about broader evolutionary and ecological trends. The GLS framework is shown
to be a powerful tool for correcting multivariate methods and improving estimation of the true
relationships underlying the data. GLS-based methods makes some assumptions about the structure of the data, e.g. these methods assume that all variables in the dataset show equal amounts of
phylogenetic and/or spatial signal. If these assumptions are met, GLS-based methods fully remove the bias from multivariate methods. However, even when the assumptions of GLS-based
methods are violated, GLS-based methods improve estimation of the true relationships underlying the data compared to traditional uncorrected methods. GLS-based methods should be considered powerful tools for analyzing appropriate multivariate datasets.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Shared R functions
##### Shared functions #####
library(MASS)
library(phytools)
##### basic #####
tr <- function(X) {
sum(diag(X))
}
gen.A <- function(N, var=TRUE) {
A <- diag(1, N) - 1 / N
if(var) A <- A / (N - 1)
return(A)
}
cor.maker <- function(n) {
temp <- replicate(n, rnorm(n))
cov2cor(t(temp)%*%temp)
}
trait.gen <- function(corr, C) {
if(is.matrix(corr)) p <- nrow(corr) else p <- length(corr)
n <- nrow(C)
matrix(mvrnorm(1, rep(0, p*n), corr%x%C), n, p)
}
inv.sqrt <- function(X, inv=TRUE) {
eig <- eigen(X)
vec <- eig$vec
val <- eig$val
if(inv) val <- 1/val
vec %*% diag(sqrt(val)) %*% t(vec)
}
avg.cov <- function(corr) {
mean(abs(corr[lower.tri(corr)]))
}
lambda <- function(C, lambda) {
temp <- C*lambda
diag(temp) <- diag(C)
return(temp)
}
expo <- function(dist, v) {
exp(-dist/v)
}
gauss <- function(dist, v) {
exp(-(dist/v)^2)
}
spatial <- function(dist, v, fun="expo") {
if(fun=="gauss") {
res <- gauss(dist, v)
}
if(fun=="expo") {
res <- expo(dist, v)
}
return(res)
}
##### standard #####
standard <- function(X, C, center=TRUE, scale=TRUE, weights=1) {
n <- nrow(C)
solve.C <- solve(C)
if(center) {
phyl.means <- colSums(solve.C) %*% X / sum(solve.C)
X.temp <- scale(X, center=phyl.means, scale=FALSE)
} else {
X.temp <- X
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}
if(scale) {
phyl.sd <- sqrt(diag(t(X.temp) %*% solve.C %*% X.temp) / (n - 1)) / sqrt(weights)
X.temp <- scale(X, center = phyl.means, scale = phyl.sd)
}
return(X.temp)
}
standard.cov <- function(C, X, Y=NULL, corr=FALSE, x.weights=1, y.weights=1) {
n <- ncol(C)
solve.C <- solve(C)
X.temp <- standard(X, C, scale=corr, weights=x.weights)
if(is.null(Y)) {Y.temp <- X.temp}
else {Y.temp <- standard(Y, C, scale=corr, weights=y.weights)}
temp <- t(X.temp) %*% solve.C %*% Y.temp / (n - 1)
return(temp)
}
##### likelihood #####
lik.phylo <- function (lambda, X, C) {
C <- lambda(C, lambda)
solve.C <- solve(C)
R <- standard.cov(C, X)
x <- as.matrix(as.vector(X))
u <- rep(colSums(solve.C %*% X)/sum(solve.C), each=nrow(X))
kron <- kronecker(R, C)
logL <- -t(x - u) %*% solve(kron, x - u)/2 - nrow(x)*ncol(x)*log(2*pi)/2 - determinant(kron,
logarithm = TRUE)$modulus/2
return(logL)
}opt.phylo <- function(X, C, interval=c(0, 1)) {
optimize(f = lik.phylo, interval = interval, X = X, C = C, maximum = TRUE)
}
lik.spatial <- function (v, X, dist, fun="expo") {
C <- spatial(dist, v, fun=fun)
solve.C <- solve(C)
R <- standard.cov(C, X)
x <- as.matrix(as.vector(X))
u <- rep(colSums(solve.C %*% X)/sum(solve.C), each=nrow(X))
kron <- kronecker(R, C)
logL <- -t(x - u) %*% solve(kron, x - u)/2 - nrow(x)*ncol(x)*log(2*pi)/2 - determinant(kron,
logarithm = TRUE)$modulus/2
return(logL)
}opt.gauss <- function(X, dist, interval) {
optimize(f = lik.spatial, interval = interval, X = X, dist = dist, fun = "gauss", maximum =
TRUE)
}
opt.expo <- function(X, dist, interval) {
optimize(f = lik.spatial, interval = interval, X = X, dist = dist, fun = "expo", maximum =
TRUE)
}
##### hillsmith #####
hillsmith.weights <- function(X) {
n <- nrow(X)
classes <- sapply(X, class)
contrasts <- list()
for(i in 1:length(classes)) {
if(classes[[i]] == "factor") {
contrasts[[colnames(X)[i]]] <- contrasts(X[, i], contrasts=FALSE)
}
}
if(any(classes == "factor")) {
X.temp <- model.matrix(~. + 0, contrasts.arg=contrasts, data=X)
} else {
X.temp <- model.matrix(~. + 0, data=X)
}
index <- attr(X.temp, "assign")
df <- ifelse(table(index) == 1, table(index), table(index) - 1)
names(df) <- colnames(X)
weights <- ifelse(classes[index] == "factor", 1 - colSums(X.temp) / n, 1)
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return(weights)
}
hillsmith <- function(X, weights=NULL) {
n <- nrow(X)
classes <- sapply(X, class)
if(is.null(weights)) {
weights <- hillsmith.weights(X)
}
contrasts <- list()
for(i in 1:length(classes)) {
if(classes[[i]] == "factor") {
contrasts[[colnames(X)[i]]] <- contrasts(X[, i], contrasts=FALSE)
}
}
if(any(classes == "factor")) {
X.temp <- model.matrix(~. + 0, contrasts.arg=contrasts, data=X)
} else {
X.temp <- model.matrix(~. + 0, data=X)
}
X.scaled <- scale(X.temp, center=TRUE, scale=sqrt(diag(var(X.temp))/weights))
return(X.scaled)
}
standard.hillsmith <- function(C, X, Y, xweights=NULL, yweights=NULL) {
n <- ncol(C)
solve.C <- solve(C)
if(is.null(xweights)) {
xweights <- hillsmith.weights(X)
}
if(is.null(yweights)) {
yweights <- hillsmith.weights(X)
}
Xtemp <- standard(hillsmith(X), C, weights=xweights)
Ytemp <- standard(hillsmith(Y), C, weights=yweights)
temp <- t(Xtemp) %*% solve.C %*% Ytemp / (n - 1)
return(temp)
}
##### generator ####
gen.l <- function(S, C, cor.env, cor.trait, sigma) {
nsites <- nrow(S)
nspecies <- nrow(C)
nenv <- nrow(cor.env)
ntrait <- nrow(cor.trait)
env <- trait.gen(cor.env, S)
trait <- trait.gen(cor.trait, C)
temp1 <- matrix(rep(trait[, 1], each=nsites), nsites, nspecies)
temp2 <- matrix(rep(env[, 1], nspecies), nsites, nspecies)
diffs <- temp1 - temp2
probs <- exp(-diffs^2/(2*sigma))
l <- apply(probs, 1:2, function(x) rbinom(1,1,x))
return(list(r=env[, -1], l=l, q=trait[, -1]))
}
generator <- function(S, C, cor.env, cor.trait, sigma) {
cond <- TRUE
while(cond) {
temp <- gen.l(S, C, cor.env, cor.trait, sigma)
cond <- any(c(any(rowSums(temp$l) == 0), any(colSums(temp$l) == 0)))
}
return(temp)
}
##### RLQ #####
rlq.tom <- function(R, L, Q) {
r <- scale(R)
l <- scale(L)
rl <- t(l)%*%r / (nrow(l) - 1)
rl <- scale(rl)
q <- scale(Q)
rlq <- t(rl)%*%q / (ncol(l) - 1)
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res <- svd(rlq)
return(res$d)
}
rlq.sc.opt <- function(R, L, Q, dist, C) {
opt.s <- opt.expo(cbind(R, L), dist, interval=c(0.01, 2))
S.adj <- spatial(dist, opt.s$maximum)
rl <- standard.cov(S.adj, L, R, corr=TRUE)
opt.p <- opt.phylo(cbind(rl, Q), C)
C.adj <- lambda(C, opt.p$maximum)
rlq <- standard.cov(C.adj, rl, Q, corr=TRUE)
res <- svd(rlq)
return(res$d)
}
rlq.sc.opt.hillsmith <- function(R, L, Q, dist, C, max=20) {
r.hs <- hillsmith(R)
l.hs <- hillsmith(L)
q.hs <- hillsmith(Q)
r.weights <- hillsmith.weights(R)
l.weights <- hillsmith.weights(L)
q.weights <- hillsmith.weights(Q)
comb.s <- cbind(r.hs, l.hs)
eigen.s <- eigen(cov(comb.s))
reduced.s <- comb.s %*% eigen.s$vec[, 1:min(ncol(comb.s), max)]
opt.s <- opt.expo(reduced.s, dist, c(0.0001, 5))
S.adj <- spatial(dist, opt.s$maximum)
rsl <- standard.hillsmith(S.adj, L, R, l.weights, r.weights)
rsl.hs <- standard(rsl, diag(1, nrow(rsl)), weights=r.weights)
comb.p <- cbind(rsl.hs, q.hs)
eigen.p <- eigen(cov(comb.p))
reduced.p <- comb.p %*% eigen.p$vec[, 1:min(ncol(comb.p), max)]
opt.p <- opt.phylo(reduced.p, C)
C.adj <- lambda(C, opt.p$maximum)
rslcq <- standard.cov(C.adj, rsl, q.hs, TRUE, r.weights, q.weights)
res <- svd(rslcq)
rownames(res$u) <- colnames(r.hs)
rownames(res$v) <- colnames(q.hs)
colnames(res$u) <- paste("Axis", 1:ncol(res$u), sep="")
colnames(res$v) <- paste("Axis", 1:ncol(res$v), sep="")
names(res$d) <- paste("Axis", 1:length(res$d), sep="")
rscores <- standard(r.hs, S.adj, weights=r.weights) %*% res$u
qscores <- standard(q.hs, C.adj, weights=q.weights) %*% res$v
rloads <- standard.cov(S.adj, r.hs, rscores, TRUE, r.weights, 1)
qloads <- standard.cov(C.adj, q.hs, qscores, TRUE, q.weights, 1)
return(list(svd=res, scores=list(rscores=rscores, qscores=qscores), loadings=list(rloads=rloads, qloads=qloads)))
}
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Appendix 2: R code to implement Chapter 1 simulations
##### Requires shared functions from Appendix 1 #####
##### Variance, covariance, and correlation simulations #####
varcov <- list()
n <- 100
A <- gen.A(n)
tree <- pbtree(n=n, scale=TRUE)
C <- vcv(tree)
varcov$var$tree <- tree
##### variance #####
var.res <- list()
nrep <- 10000
i <- 0
while(i < nrep) {
i <- i + 1
if(i%%(nrep/10)==0) print(i)
X1 <- rnorm(n)
X2 <- mvrnorm(1, rep(0, n), C)
var.res$X1[[i]] <- var(X1)
var.res$X2[[i]] <- var(X2)
var.res$X3[[i]] <- standard.cov(C, X2, X2)
}
varcov$var$res <- var.res
##### covariance/correlation #####
tree <- pbtree(n=n, scale=TRUE)
C <- vcv(tree)
varcov$cov1$tree <- tree
p <- 0.1
varcov$cov1$p <- p
corr <- matrix(c(1, p, p, 1), 2, 2)
cov1.res <- list()
nrep <- 10000
i <- 0
while(i < nrep) {
i <- i + 1
if(i%%(nrep/10)==0) print(i)
data1 <- trait.gen(corr, diag(1, n))
data2 <- trait.gen(corr, C)
X1 <- data1[, 1]
Y1 <- data1[, 2]
X2 <- data2[, 1]
Y2 <- data2[, 2]
cov1.res$cov1[[i]]
cov1.res$cov2[[i]]
cov1.res$cov3[[i]]
cov1.res$cor1[[i]]
cov1.res$cor2[[i]]
cov1.res$cor3[[i]]
}

<<<<<<-

cov(X1, Y1)
cov(X2, Y2)
standard.cov(C, X2, Y2)
cor(X1, Y1)
cor(X2, Y2)
standard.cov(C, X2, Y2, TRUE)

varcov$cov1$res <- cov1.res
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##### PCA simulation #####
PCA <- list()
p <- 5
n <- 100
A <- gen.A(n)
corrs <- replicate(1000, cor.maker(p), simplify=FALSE)
res <- sapply(corrs, avg.cov)
low <- corrs[[which.min(res)]]
med <- corrs[[which.min(abs(res - mean(res)))]]
high <- corrs[[which.max(res)]]
corr <- low
tree <- pbtree(n=n, scale=TRUE)
C <- vcv(tree)
##### unscaled PCA #####
pca.unscaled <- list()
nrep <- 1000
i <- 0
while(i < nrep) {
i <- i + 1
if(i%%(nrep/10)==0) print(i)
X1 <- trait.gen(corr, diag(1, n))
X2 <- trait.gen(corr, C)
pca.unscaled$eigen1[[i]] <- eigen(cov(X1))$val
pca.unscaled$eigen2[[i]] <- eigen(cov(X2))$val
pca.unscaled$eigen3[[i]] <- eigen(standard.cov(C, X2))$val
}
pca.unscaled$eigen1 <- t(simplify2array(pca.unscaled$eigen1))
pca.unscaled$eigen2 <- t(simplify2array(pca.unscaled$eigen2))
pca.unscaled$eigen3 <- t(simplify2array(pca.unscaled$eigen3))
##### variance-standardized PCA #####
pca.scaled <- list()
nrep <- 1000
i <- 0
while(i < nrep) {
i <- i + 1
if(i%%(nrep/10)==0) print(i)
X1 <- trait.gen(corr, diag(1, n))
X2 <- trait.gen(corr, C)
pca.scaled$eigen1[[i]] <- eigen(cor(X1))$val
pca.scaled$eigen2[[i]] <- eigen(cor(X2))$val
pca.scaled$eigen3[[i]] <- eigen(standard.cov(C, X2, corr=TRUE))$val
}
pca.scaled$eigen1 <- t(simplify2array(pca.scaled$eigen1))
pca.scaled$eigen2 <- t(simplify2array(pca.scaled$eigen2))
pca.scaled$eigen3 <- t(simplify2array(pca.scaled$eigen3))
PCA$low$unscaled <- pca.unscaled
PCA$low$scaled <- pca.scaled
PCA$low$tree <- tree
PCA$low$corr <- corr
##### CoIA simulation #####
CoIA <- list()
p1 <- 5
p2 <- 5
n <- 50
A <- gen.A(n)
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corrs <- replicate(1000, cor.maker(p1+p2), simplify=FALSE)
res <- sapply(corrs, avg.cov)
low <- corrs[[which.min(res)]]
med <- corrs[[which.min(abs(res - mean(res)))]]
high <- corrs[[which.max(res)]]
corr <- low
corvec <- c(corr[1:p1, (p1+1):(p1+p2)])
tree <- pbtree(n=n, scale=TRUE)
C <- vcv(tree)
##### unscaled CoIA #####
coinert.unscaled <- list()
nrep <- 1000
i <- 0
while(i < nrep) {
i <- i + 1
if(i%%(nrep/10)==0) print(i)
data1 <- trait.gen(corr, diag(1, n))
data2 <- trait.gen(corr, C)
X1 <- data1[, 1:p1]
Y1 <- data1[, (p1+1):(p1+p2)]
X2 <- data2[, 1:p1]
Y2 <- data2[, (p1+1):(p1+p2)]
coinert.unscaled$svd1[[i]] <- svd(cov(X1, Y1))$d
coinert.unscaled$svd2[[i]] <- svd(cov(X2, Y2))$d
coinert.unscaled$svd3[[i]] <- svd(standard.cov(C, X2, Y2))$d
}
coinert.unscaled$svd1 <- t(simplify2array(coinert.unscaled$svd1))
coinert.unscaled$svd2 <- t(simplify2array(coinert.unscaled$svd2))
coinert.unscaled$svd3 <- t(simplify2array(coinert.unscaled$svd3))
##### variance-standardized CoIA #####
coinert.scaled <- list()
nrep <- 1000
i <- 0
while(i < nrep) {
i <- i + 1
if(i%%(nrep/10)==0) print(i)
data1 <- trait.gen(corr, diag(1, n))
data2 <- trait.gen(corr, C)
X1 <- data1[, 1:p1]
Y1 <- data1[, (p1+1):(p1+p2)]
X2 <- data2[, 1:p1]
Y2 <- data2[, (p1+1):(p1+p2)]
coinert.scaled$svd1[[i]] <- svd(cor(X1, Y1))$d
coinert.scaled$svd2[[i]] <- svd(cor(X2, Y2))$d
coinert.scaled$svd3[[i]] <- svd(standard.cov(C, X2, Y2, corr=TRUE))$d
}
coinert.scaled$svd1 <- t(simplify2array(coinert.scaled$svd1))
coinert.scaled$svd2 <- t(simplify2array(coinert.scaled$svd2))
coinert.scaled$svd3 <- t(simplify2array(coinert.scaled$svd3))
CoIA$low$unscaled <- coinert.unscaled
CoIA$low$scaled <- coinert.scaled
CoIA$low$tree <- tree
CoIA$low$corr <- corr
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##### RDA simulations #####
RDA <- list()
p1 <- 5
p2 <- 5
n <- 50
corrs <- replicate(1000, cor.maker(p1+p2), simplify=FALSE)
res <- sapply(corrs, avg.cov)
low <- corrs[[which.min(res)]]
med <- corrs[[which.min(abs(res - mean(res)))]]
high <- corrs[[which.max(res)]]
corr <- low
tree <- pbtree(n=n, scale=TRUE)
C <- vcv(tree)
##### RDA #####
rda.res <- list()
nrep <- 1000
i <- 0
while(i < nrep) {
i <- i + 1
if(i%%(nrep/10)==0) print(i)
data1 <- trait.gen(corr, diag(1, n))
data2 <- trait.gen(corr, C)
X1 <- data1[, 1:p1]
Y1 <- data1[, (p1+1):(p1+p2)]
X2 <- data2[, 1:p1]
Y2 <- data2[, (p1+1):(p1+p2)]
rda.res$eigen1[[i]] <- eigen(cov(Y1, X1)%*%solve(cov(X1, X1))%*%cov(X1, Y1))$val[1:min(p1, p2)]
rda.res$eigen2[[i]] <- eigen(cov(Y2, X2)%*%solve(cov(X2, X2))%*%cov(X2, Y2))$val[1:min(p1, p2)]
rda.reseigen3[[i]] <- eigen(standard.cov(C, Y2, X2)%*%solve(standard.cov(C, X2,
X2))%*%standard.cov(C, X2, Y2))$val[1:min(p1, p2)]
}
rda.res$eigen1 <- t(simplify2array(rda.res$eigen1))
rda.res$eigen2 <- t(simplify2array(rda.res$eigen2))
rda.res$eigen3 <- t(simplify2array(rda.res$eigen3))
RDA$low$res <- rda.res
RDA$low$tree <- tree
RDA$low$corr <- corr
##### CCA simulations #####
CCA <- list()
p1 <- 5
p2 <- 5
n <- 50
corrs <- replicate(1000, cor.maker(p1+p2), simplify=FALSE)
res <- sapply(corrs, avg.cov)
low <- corrs[[which.min(res)]]
med <- corrs[[which.min(abs(res - mean(res)))]]
high <- corrs[[which.max(res)]]
corr <- low
tree <- pbtree(n=n, scale=TRUE)
C <- vcv(tree)
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##### CCA #####
cca.res <- list()
nrep <- 1000
i <- 0
while(i < nrep) {
i <- i + 1
if(i%%(nrep/10)==0) print(i)
data1 <- trait.gen(corr, diag(1, n))
data2 <- trait.gen(corr, C)
X1 <- data1[, 1:p1]
Y1 <- data1[, (p1+1):(p1+p2)]
X2 <- data2[, 1:p1]
Y2 <- data2[, (p1+1):(p1+p2)]
Sxx1 <- cov(X1, X1)
Sxy1 <- cov(X1, Y1)
Syy1 <- cov(Y1, Y1)
Sxx2 <- cov(X2, X2)
Sxy2 <- cov(X2, Y2)
Syy2 <- cov(Y2, Y2)
Sxx3 <- standard.cov(C, X2, X2)
Sxy3 <- standard.cov(C, X2, Y2)
Syy3 <- standard.cov(C, Y2, Y2)
prod1 <- solve(Sxx1) %*% Sxy1 %*% solve(Syy1) %*% t(Sxy1)
prod2 <- solve(Sxx2) %*% Sxy2 %*% solve(Syy2) %*% t(Sxy2)
prod3 <- solve(Sxx3) %*% Sxy3 %*% solve(Syy3) %*% t(Sxy3)
cca.res$eigen1[[i]] <- eigen(prod1)$val
cca.res$eigen2[[i]] <- eigen(prod2)$val
cca.res$eigen3[[i]] <- eigen(prod3)$val
}
cca.res$eigen1 <- t(simplify2array(cca.res$eigen1))
cca.res$eigen2 <- t(simplify2array(cca.res$eigen2))
cca.res$eigen3 <- t(simplify2array(cca.res$eigen3))
CCA$low$res <- cca.res
CCA$low$tree <- tree
CCA$low$corr <- corr
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Appendix 3: R code to implement Chapter 2 simulations
##### Requires shared functions from Appendix 1 #####
##### RLQ simulations #####
RLQ1 <- list()
nsites <- 64
nspecies <- 16
nenv <- 4
ntrait <- 4
v <- 0.35
sigma <- 0.2
RLQ1$params <- list(nsites=nsites, nspecies=nspecies, nenv=nenv, ntrait=ntrait, v=v, sigma=sigma)
cor.envs <- replicate(1000, cor.maker(nenv+1), simplify=FALSE)
res.env <- sapply(cor.envs, avg.cov)
env <- list()
env$low <- cor.envs[[which.min(res.env)]]
env$med <- cor.envs[[which.min(abs(res.env- mean(res.env)))]]
env$high <- cor.envs[[which.max(res.env)]]
cor.traits <- replicate(1000, cor.maker(ntrait+1), simplify=FALSE)
res.trait <- sapply(cor.traits, avg.cov)
trait <- list()
trait$low <- cor.traits[[which.min(res.trait)]]
trait$med <- cor.traits[[which.min(abs(res.trait- mean(res.trait)))]]
trait$high <- cor.traits[[which.max(res.trait)]]
coord <- replicate(2, runif(nsites, 0, 1))
dist <- as.matrix(dist(coord))
S <- spatial(dist, v, fun="expo")
tree <- pbtree(n=nspecies, scale=TRUE)
C <- vcv(tree)
cor.env <- env$low
cor.trait <- trait$low
##### RLQ #####
rlq.res <- list()
nrep <- 1000
i <- 1
while(i <= nrep) {
if(i%%(nrep/100)==0) print(i)
data1 <- generator(diag(1, nsites), diag(1, nspecies), cor.env, cor.trait, sigma)
data2 <- generator(S, C, cor.env, cor.trait, sigma)
rlq.res$svd1[[i]] <- rlq.tom(data1$r, data1$l, data1$q)
rlq.res$svd2[[i]] <- rlq.tom(data2$r, data2$l, data2$q)
temp <- try(rlq.sc.opt(data2$r, data2$l, data2$q, dist, C))
if(is(temp, "try-error")) next
rlq.res$svd3[[i]] <- temp$d
i <- i + 1
}
rlq.res$svd1 <- t(simplify2array(rlq.res$svd1))
rlq.res$svd2 <- t(simplify2array(rlq.res$svd2))
rlq.res$svd3 <- t(simplify2array(rlq.res$svd3))
rlq.table <- matrix(NA, 3, 1+2*min(nenv, ntrait))
rlq.table[, 1] <- c(mean(rowSums(rlq.res$svd1^2)), mean(rowSums(rlq.res$svd2^2)),
mean(rowSums(rlq.res$svd3^2)))
rlq.table[, 2:(1+min(nenv, ntrait))] <- rbind(colMeans(rlq.res$svd1^2), colMeans(rlq.res$svd2^2),
colMeans(rlq.res$svd3^2))
rlq.table[, (2+min(nenv, ntrait)):(1+2*min(nenv, ntrait))] <rbind(colMeans(t(apply(rlq.res$svd1^2, 1, function(x) x/sum(x)))), colMeans(t(apply(rlq.res$svd2^2, 1, function(x) x/sum(x)))), colMeans(t(apply(rlq.res$svd3^2, 1,
function(x) x/sum(x)))))
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rlq.table
RLQ1$low$res <- rlq.res
RLQ1$low$dist <- dist
RLQ1$low$tree <- C
RLQ1$low$cor.env <- cor.env
RLQ1$low$cor.trait <- cor.trait
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Appendix 4: Plot and species information.
Table A1. Information for the 115 plots included in this study.
ID
DBa1
DBa2
DBa3
DBa4
DEl1
DEl2
DEl3
DEl4
DEx1
DEx2
DEx3
DEx4
DIn1
DIn2
DIn3
DIn4
DNa1
DNa2
DNa3
DNa4
KBa1
KBa2
KBa3
KBa4
KEl1
KEl2
KEl3
KEl4
KEx1
KEx2
KEx3
KEx4
KIn1
KIn2
KIn3
KIn4
KNa1
KNa2
KNa3
KNa4
NBa2
NBa3
NBa4
NEl2
NEl3

Site
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Dryden
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
Kapuskasing
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay

Block
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3

Treatment
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Basic
Basic
Basic
Elite
Elite

Longitude
-92.7777
-92.7765
-92.7674
-92.7682
-92.7774
-92.7774
-92.7702
-92.7713
-92.7874
-92.7754
-92.7731
-92.7722
-92.7772
-92.7776
-92.7688
-92.7699
-92.7842
-92.7735
-92.7708
-92.7632
-82.4645
-82.4666
-82.4790
-82.4782
-82.4667
-82.4686
-82.4782
-82.4782
-82.4673
-82.4716
-82.4792
-82.4777
-82.4660
-82.4702
-82.4792
-82.4770
-82.4645
-82.4673
-82.4800
-82.4804
-79.0083
-78.9942
-78.9598
-79.0094
-79.0070

Latitude
49.6389
49.6352
49.6361
49.6343
49.6398
49.6379
49.6364
49.6336
49.6421
49.6346
49.6361
49.6325
49.6407
49.6357
49.6364
49.6336
49.6415
49.6332
49.6387
49.6280
49.1527
49.1481
49.1350
49.1332
49.1508
49.1461
49.1341
49.1323
49.1495
49.1450
49.1368
49.1310
49.1495
49.1460
49.1377
49.1296
49.1537
49.1461
49.1386
49.1309
46.3827
46.3741
46.3413
46.3832
46.3744
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NEl4
NEx2
NEx3
NEx4
NIn2
NIn3
NIn4
NNa2
NNa3
NNa4
PBa1
PBa2
PBa3
PBa4
PEl1
PEl2
PEl3
PEl4
PEx1
PEx2
PEx3
PEx4
PIn1
PIn2
PIn3
PIn4
PNa1
PNa2
PNa3
PNa4
SBa1
SBa2
SBa3
SBa4
SEl1
SEl2
SEl3
SEl4
SEx1
SEx2
SEx3
SEx4
SIn1
SIn2
SIn3
SIn4
SNa1
SNa2
SNa3
SNa4

NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
NorthBay
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
Petawawa
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout
SiouxLookout

4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Elite
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Natural
Natural
Natural
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural

-78.9586
-79.0072
-78.9962
-78.9624
-79.0060
-79.0062
-78.9611
-79.0109
-79.0042
-78.9645
-77.4704
-77.4565
-77.4619
-77.4510
-77.4710
-77.4624
-77.4642
-77.4484
-77.4628
-77.4612
-77.4608
-77.4471
-77.4712
-77.4589
-77.4597
-77.4482
-77.4730
-77.4642
-77.4663
-77.4497
-91.4751
-91.4763
-91.4748
-91.4796
-91.4737
-91.4723
-91.4790
-91.4746
-91.4778
-91.4735
-91.4776
-91.4817
-91.4736
-91.4734
-91.4732
-91.4760
-91.4766
-91.4749
-91.4762
-91.4775

46.3407
46.3823
46.3761
46.3413
46.3810
46.3736
46.3413
46.3841
46.3708
46.3434
45.9857
45.9713
45.9649
45.9602
45.9883
45.9732
45.9666
45.9603
45.9863
45.9729
45.9644
45.9603
45.9865
45.9719
45.9640
45.9587
45.9887
45.9711
45.9682
45.9602
50.0175
50.0152
50.0130
50.0110
50.0175
50.0175
50.0130
50.0108
50.0153
50.0152
50.0130
50.0106
50.0195
50.0129
50.0108
50.0109
50.0175
50.0152
50.0130
50.0109
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TBa1
TBa2
TBa3
TBa4
TEl1
TEl2
TEl3
TEl4
TEx1
TEx2
TEx3
TEx4
TIn1
TIn2
TIn3
TIn4
TNa1
TNa2
TNa3
TNa4

Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins
Timmins

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Elite
Elite
Elite
Elite
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Extensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural

-81.2995
-81.3068
-81.3035
-81.2996
-81.3022
-81.3067
-81.3035
-81.2989
-81.2974
-81.3088
-81.3035
-81.3015
-81.3008
-81.3067
-81.3035
-81.2989
-81.3036
-81.3068
-81.3015
-81.2983

48.3494
48.3445
48.3419
48.3417
48.3506
48.3436
48.3437
48.3430
48.3490
48.3440
48.3428
48.3417
48.3507
48.3427
48.3446
48.3449
48.3504
48.3454
48.3435
48.3417
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Table A2. Information for the 149 species included in this study.
OPL Code
GAGRPER
GAGRSCA
GBRAERE
GBROCIL
GCALCAN
GCINLAT
GDANSPI
GELYREP
GGLYSTR
GMILEFF
GORYASP
GORYPUN
GPANCOS
GPANXAN
GPHLPRA
GPOAPAL
GPOAPRA
GPOAPRP
GPOASAL
GSCHPUP
HACHMIB
HACTPAC
HACTRUB
HAGRSTR
HANAMAR
HANECAN
HANEQUQ
HAPOANA
HARAHIS
HARANUD
HASACAN
HASTCIL
HASTLAF
HASTLAN
HASTMAC
HASTMOD
HASTPUP
HCALPAL
HCERFON
HCHEALA
HCHRLEU
HCIRALP
HCIRARE
HCIRMUT
HCIRVUL
HCLIBOR
HCONCAN

Species
Agrostis perennans
Agrostis scabra
Brachyelytrum erectum
Bromus ciliatus
Calamagrostis canadensis
Cinna latifolia
Danthonia spicata
Elymus repens
Glyceria striata
Milium effusum
Oryzopsis asperifolia
Piptatherum pungens
Dichanthelium sabulorum
Dichanthelium xanthophysum
Phleum pratense
Poa palustris
Poa pratensis ssp. alpigena
Poa pratensis ssp. pratensis
Poa saltuensis
Schizachne purpurascens
Achillea millefolium
Actaea pachypoda
Actaea rubra
Agrimonia striata
Anaphalis margaritacea
Anemone canadensis
Anemone quinquefolia
Apocynum androsaemifolium
Aralia hispida
Aralia nudicaulis
Asarum canadense
Symphyotrichum ciliolatum
Symphyotrichum lateriflorum
Symphyotrichum lanceolatum
Eurybia macrophylla
Canadanthus modestus
Symphyotrichum puniceum
Caltha palustris
Cerastium fontanum
Chenopodium album
Leucanthemum vulgare
Circaea alpina
Cirsium arvense
Cirsium muticum
Cirsium vulgare
Clintonia borealis
Erigeron canadensis

rbcL
JRM276
GBVW2856-13
HIMS1680-12
GBVW2860-13
MKPCH039-09
GRASS1191-07
GBVD3300-11
KSR344-07
KSR260-07
VEMSH156-13
KSR060-07
GRASS217-07
KSR366-07
VEMSH627-13
GRASS1252-07
GRII001-08
FCA054-09
KSR067-07
JRM177
KSR075-07
GBVW2769-13
KSR194-07
KSR498-08
WABLK348-13
KSR229-07
GBVW2884-13
GBVY264-14
KSR089-07
NTW1000
KSR022-07
KSR005-07
KSR244-07
VEMSH444-13
WABLK021-13
JRM150
KSR254-07
KSR015-07
KSR051-07
GBVW2821-13
KSR046-07
TAH347
GBVW2776-13
JRM111
KSR218-07
KSR024-07
WAT303-12

matK
GRII011-08
GBVD3047-11
GRASS226-07
MKPCH037-09
GRASS1111-07
GBVD3296-11
KSR344-07
KSR572-08
WABLK038-13
GRASS590-07
GRASS217-07
VEMSH627-13
PLTHU203-11
GRII001-08
FCA054-09
GRASS1217-07
KSR075-07
VEMSH193-13
KSR194-07
KSR498-08
VEMSH608-13
KSR229-07
GBVJ300-11
KSR089-07
KSR022-07
KSR005-07
WABLK162-13
RBPLT016-13
WABLK027-13
WABLK780-13
BBYUK021-10
KSR254-07
KSR015-07
KSR051-07
GBVS613-13
KSR046-07
WABLK207-13
KSR132-07
KSR218-07
KSR024-07

ITS2
JRM276
MKPCH017-09
ITSAH1552-14
JRM287
MKPCH039-09
JRM289
JRM181
WAT216-12
JRM202
TAH207
JRM206
JRM168

WAT198-12
MKPCH070-09
MKPCH064-09
WAT360-12
JRM177
JRM153
BBYUK125-10
TAH229
JRM213
JRM151
HIMS1885-12
NTW861
NTW1135
JRM167
WAT347-12
JRM148
RBPLT033-13
HIMS1118-12
JRM150
BBYUK021-10
JRM244
MKPCH554-09
WAT098-12
MKPCH659-10
BBYUK082-10
NTW870
JRM111
WAT232-12
WAT303-12
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HCOPTRI
HCORCAN
HCORSEM
HCRETEC
HCYPACA
HEPIANG
HEPICIC
HEPICIG
HERIPHP
HERISTR
HEUPMAM
HEUTGRA
HFRAVIV
HGALASP
HGALTET
HGALTRI
HGEUALE
HGEUMAC
HGOOREP
HHERLAN
HHIEAUR
HHIECAC
HIMPCAP
HIRIVER
HLACBIE
HLACCAN
HLATOCH
HLYCUNI
HMAICAN
HMAIRAR
HMAISTE
HMEDLUP
HMEDVIR
HMELALB
HMELLIN
HMENARB
HMERPAN
HMITNUD
HMONUNF
HORTSEC
HOSMCLA
HOXAACM
HPETFRI
HPETSAG
HPOLCIL
HPOLPAU
HPOLPER
HPOLPUB
HPOTNON
HPYRASA

Coptis trifolia
Cornus canadensis
Capnoides sempervirens
Crepis tectorum
Cypripedium acaule
Chamerion angustifolium
Epilobium ciliatum
Epilobium ciliatum ssp. glandulosum
Erigeron philadelphicus
Erigeron strigosus
Eutrochium maculatum
Euthamia graminifolia
Fragaria virginiana
Galium asprellum
Galeopsis tetrahit
Galium triflorum
Geum aleppicum
Geum macrophyllum
Goodyera repens
Heracleum maximum
Hieracium aurantiacum
Hieracium caespitosum
Impatiens capensis
Iris versicolor
Lactuca biennis
Lactuca canadensis
Lathyrus ochroleucus
Lycopus uniflorus
Maianthemum canadense
Maianthemum racemosum
Maianthemum stellatum
Medicago lupulina
Medeola virginiana
Melilotus albus
Melampyrum lineare
Mentha canadensis
Mertensia paniculata
Mitella nuda
Moneses uniflora
Orthilia secunda
Osmorhiza claytonii
Oxalis acetosella
Petasites frigidus ssp. palmatus
Petasites frigidus ssp. sagittatus
Fallopia cilinodis
Polygala paucifolia
Persicaria maculosa
Polygonatum pubescens
Potentilla norvegica
Pyrola asarifolia

NTW1105
NTW975
JRM155
GBVW2779-13
GBVB2671-11
NTW1044
NTW1090
SCBI400-14
GBVW2782-13
KSR565-08
JRM247
KSR221-07
GBVX1970-13
WABLK747-13
VEMSH380-13
VEMSH258-13
GBVW2894-13
NTW1162
NTW1133
HIMS1328-12
KSR087-07
KSR138-07
JRM201
NTW1139
TAH206
GBVO1110-11
GBVW2832-13
VEMSH395-13
KSR031-07
CPBOL2093-11
GBVW2768-13
KSR034-07
VEMSH118-13
KSR155-07
NTW868
MKPCH529-09
VEMSH099-13
MKPCH155-09
NTW1140
KSR044-07
TAH200
NTW1114
FCA258-09
JRM113
KSR085-07
WABLK040-13
KSR045-07
GBVW2900-13
TAH221

MLTVP018-11
MLTVP038-11

NTW835

WAT148-12
MKPCH341-09
SCBI400-14
KSR092-07
KSR565-08
RBPLT022-13
WABLK804-13
GBVX1970-13
RBPLT082-13
MKPCH568-09
WABLK727-13
KSR144-07

MKPCH803-10
WAT296-12
BBYUK063-10
WAT305-12
RBPLT022-13
TAH180
MKPCH181-09
JRM237
NTW1054
BBYUK1595-12

KSR087-07
KSR138-07
WABLK785-13
BBYUK081-10
VEMSH348-13
GBVW2238-13

HIMS1328-12
WAT474-12
WAT089-12
JRM201
BBYUK081-10
HIMS1089-12

KSR031-07
KSR047-07
KSR034-07
VEMSH615-13
KSR155-07
MKPCH529-09
MKPCH627-10
VEMSH099-13
MKPCH286-09
MKPCH278-09
KSR044-07
WABLK108-13
MKPCH102-09
FCA1947-11
KSR085-07
BPNP294-08
KSR045-07
MKPCH561-09
MLTVP054-11

HIMS2250-12
WAT342-12
NTW868
MKPCH529-09

MKPCH155-09
MKPCH567-09
ITSAA2167-14
MKPCH102-09
TAH220
JRM220

MKPCH561-09
JRM100
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HPYRELL
HRANABO
HRANACR
HRANPEN
HRUBPUB
HSANCAN
HSCULAT
HSOLCAN
HSOLFLE
HSOLGIG
HSOLHIS
HSOLRUR
HSONARU
HSTRROS
HTAROFF
HTHADAS
HTIACOR
HTRIBOB
HTRICER
HTRIPRA
HTRIREP
HTYPLAT
HURTDIG
HVICAME
HVIOPUB
HWALFRA
SCXARTT
SCXBACK
SCXBEBB
SCXBRUB
SCXCANC
SCXCAST
SCXCOMM
SCXDEBR
SCXDEFL
SCXDEWE
SCXDISP
SCXFOEN
SCXHOUG
SCXINTU
SCXLEPT
SCXLURI
SCXPAUC
SCXSTIP
SCXTRIT
SCXTRIU
SELEERY
SJUNEFS
SJUNTEN
SLUZACU

Pyrola elliptica
Ranunculus abortivus
Ranunculus acris
Ranunculus pensylvanicus
Rubus pubescens
Sanguinaria canadensis
Scutellaria lateriflora
Solidago canadensis
Solidago flexicaulis
Solidago gigantea
Solidago hispida
Solidago rugosa
Sonchus arvensis
Streptopus lanceolatus
Taraxacum officinale
Thalictrum dasycarpum
Tiarella cordifolia
Trientalis borealis
Trillium cernuum
Trifolium pratense
Trifolium repens
Typha latifolia
Urtica dioica
Vicia americana
Viola pubescens
Waldsteinia fragarioides
Carex arctata
Carex backii
Carex bebbii
Carex brunnescens
Carex canescens
Carex castanea
Carex communis
Carex debilis
Carex deflexa
Carex deweyana
Carex disperma
Carex foenea
Carex houghtoniana
Carex intumescens
Carex leptonervia
Carex lurida
Carex pauciflora
Carex stipata
Carex trisperma
Carex tribuloides
Eleocharis erythropoda
Juncus effusus
Juncus tenuis
Luzula acuminata

KSR121-07
KSR017-07
KSR058-07
VEMSH639-13
NTW1094
KSR276-07
KSR237-07
GBVW2794-13
VEMSH418-13
KSR210-07
VEMSH442-13
KSR277-07
GBVW2797-13
KSR032-07
GBVW2802-13
WABLK118-13
KSR030-07
KSR036-07
TAH253
WAT114-12
CSU029-10
JRM281
KSR234-07
GBVW2839-13
KSR004-07
KSR329-07
KSR023-07
JRM218
GBVY273-14
JRM143
JRM135
WABLK249-13

KSR121-07
KSR017-07

JRM187
MKPCH679-10

WABLK089-13
KSR276-07
KSR237-07
KSR527-08
WABLK137-13
KSR210-07

NTW1033
BBYUK2366-13

VEMSH364-13
GBVR2445-13
KSR032-07
FCA1924-11
WABLK139-13
KSR030-07
KSR036-07

HIMS2199-12

VEMSH166-13
VEMSH191-13
VEMSH241-13
KSR234-07
GBVW2266-13
KSR004-07
VEMSH112-13
GBVD129-11
KSR318-07

VEMSH005-13

VEMSH668-13
KSR239-07
VEMSH121-13
JRM157
VEMSH630-13
GBVY276-14
JRM280
VEMSH336-13

VEMSH668-13

KSR495-08
JRM203
JRM204
KSR347-07
KSR388-07
KSR351-07
WABLK034-13

KSR104-07
VEMSH695-13

VEMSH687-13

VEMSH116-13

KSR347-07
KSR388-07
KSR351-07
WABLK037-13

NTW1094

WAT158-12
TAH247
JRM311
ITSAF2942-14

NTW980
HIMS2088-12
WAT026-12
MKPCH531-09
JRM175

JRM124
ITSAD4815-14
JRM218
JRM103
JRM143
JRM294
ITSAF4935-14
ITSAD4884-14
JRM309
JRM108
JRM319
JRM161
TAH188
TAH185
ITSAD4907-14
HIMS1035-12
JRM203
JRM204

JRM191
JRM104
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SLUZPAM
SSCICYP

Luzula parviflora
Scirpus cyperinus

PLCHU230-09
TAH261

VEMSH688-13

PLCHU229-09
NTW839

